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ABSTRACT 
OBSERVATION OF PULSED GAMMA RAYS 
(. . ,.' WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 250 keV' 
, . 
FROM THE CRAB NEBULA PULSAR NP 0532 
by 
lARRY E. ORWIG 
Data from a balloon flight experiment using an 
11 1/211 diameter x 411 thick NaI scintillation spectrometer 
have been analyzed to search for gamma ray pulsations from 
the pulsar NP 0532. The .flight was conducted on June '7, 
1970, and the payload was carried to a nominal atmospheric 
. 2' depth of 3.5 g/cm. The detector was pointing in 'the 
direction of the Crab Nebula for the entire time at float 
. altitude. A superposed epoch analysis was performed on a 
12,000 second portion of the data spanning a total time 
interval of 16,700 seconds at ,float altitude. A positive 
pulsed contribution was' observed at the expected apparent 
frequency of NP 0532 having the double pulse structure 
typical of NP 0532., The.results indicate a time-averaged 
pulsed photon flux Of (1.44.± 0.57) x 10-3 photons cm-2 
sec-l in the energy'interval from 250 keV to 2.3 MeV. This 
represents a time-averaged 'pulsed power of I = (6.49 ± 2.57) 
. -4 -2 -1 -I 
',x 10 keV cm sec keV • The ratio of interpulse to main 
pulse was found to be 2.4 ± 1.9. A further subdivision of 
the energy interval was performed to obtain spectral infol:-
mation above 250 keV. Although the data is statistically 
xi 
, -/ 
. , 
very marginal, the analysis indicates a positive photon flux 
.from 250 keV to 725 ~eV bf (1.20 ± 0.52)' x 10-3, photons 
cm-2sec- l or a time-average pulsed power of (1.14 ± 0.50) 
-3 -2 -1 -1 x 10 keV cm sec key • Above 72S'keV no pulsed con~ri-, 
bution was found. Therefore, upper limits at the 95% 
confi~ence level we,re ob,t~iried for'two energy bins,· one 
extending from 725 keV to, 2.3 MeV, and the second:an inte-
gral channel above ~.3 MeV. No evidence' was found for an 
enhancement in the pulsed flux at' ~he 0.5 MeV annihilation 
line region. 
xii 
". 
SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Gamma Ray Astronomy 
Until the past half decade the field of gamma ray 
"astronomy has been noted for its paucity of positive ob-
o servations, being overshadowed by its companion field of 
X-ray astronomy. By gamma rays we mean here p~otons o~ 
energy greater than 100 keV (corresponding to a frequency' 
19 -1 '. 
of 2.42 x 10 sec and a wavelength of 0.124 A), no matter 
what their origin •. There has never been any question as to 
.the importance of studying cosmic gamma radiation. These 
photons are the direct product of fundamental processes 
basic to high energy astrophysics and cosmic-ray phys~cs. 
. . 
Gamma ray measurements can help answer questions about 
cosmic rays, interstellar matter, galactic magnetic fields, 
stars and the types of interactions occurring in the universe. 
A measurement of the spatial and energy distribution of gamma 
rays can give much information about cosmic-ray sources and 
their interaction mechanisms. Unlike charged cosmic rays, 
gamma rays_ are unaffected by the cosmic magnetic fields and 
hence travel in straight lines. This greatly facilitates an 
identification of their origin in time and space. 
The difficulty with earth-based measurement of such 
radiation results from the strong attenuation of gamma rays 
in the earth's atmosphere. This requires that measurements 
qe.carried out from instruments on high-altit~de balloons 
and artificial satellites. It has only been recently that 
1 
) 
I I • 
2 
detectors have reached the sensitivity needed to detect the 
, I 
ieager extraterrestrial fluxes of'gamma radiation. It ~ooks 
now as if we are at the threshhold of meaningful discoveries, 
and the next decade should see tremendous advances in the 
field of gamma ray astronomy~ 
Only a very few observations of extraterrestrial 
gamma radiation presently exist., For our own sun, positive 
measurements of gamma ray bursts during solar flares have 
been made' up to energies of ,.., 500 keV. No quiet time solar 
gamma radiation has been seen (LIN~ENFELTER, 1969). Also, 
no monoenergetic line emission has been observed during a 
solar flare. These results exist in spite of theoretical 
predictions of measurable gamma ray fluxes from'solar flares 
LINGENFELTER and RAMATY, 19~7; LINGENFELTER, 1969) which are 
within the sensitivity of present detectors. A second 
positive result is the measurement,of an interstellar flux 
of gamma rays, observed initially by METZGER et a1. (1964) 
with detectors aboard the ~nger 3 and Ranger 5 spacecraft. 
VETTE et ale (1969) have extended these,measurements to 6 
MeV. These 'authors attribute the observed flux to a diffuse 
, component of cosmic gamma radiation. No information on the 
isotropy of this gamma ~ay flux is available as yet. 
In terms of point sources, there are several positive 
observations. The first ,high energy observation was the 
measurement of a line source contribution from the galactic 
center above 100 MeV seen by CLARK et ale (1968) with a 
detector aboard the OSO 3 spacecraft. The line source 'has 
also been observed" by KNIFFEN 'and, FICHTEL (1970). However, 
there is still some dis.agreement with this result as one 
other group with an equally s~nsitive' instrument has failed 
to detect such emission (FRY et a1.', 1969)'. FRYE et ale 
(1969) have seen evidence for a point source of high energy 
I 
,! • 
gamma rays,above 50.HeV in the Sagittarius region, which 
they have denoted as Sgr y-l •. Recently FRYE and co-
, ~orkers have pre~ented evidence for two new point gamma ray 
so~rces (E y > 100 MeV) which lie near the galactic plane 
(FRYE et al., 1971). These results have not been confirmed 
I as yet. 
3 
The 'only other known extraterrestrial source of ga~~ 
radiation, and the mos t ',intense, is the Crab Nebula vlhich 
has been observed ~o emit steady and pulsed radiation up to 
energies of ,.., 500 keV (HAYHES et al., 1968). Because it is 
. such a prolific emitter of radiation, the Crab Nebula has 
propably become the most widely studied astrop~y~ical body. 
At the time wh~n data analysis was begun on the, present e'x-
periment, evidence was given by HILLIER et ale (1970) for 
pulsed gamma rays from the Crab pulsar from 0.6 to 9 HeV. 
In this thesis I shall present the results of a positive 
measurement of the pulseq emission from the Crab Nebula in 
the gamma ray energy region above 250 keV. 
In the remainder of this section we shall consider 
the experimental and theoretical aspects of the pulsar 
phenomenon with emphasis on, the Crab Nebula and its pulsar, 
NP 0532. 
1.2 The Pulsar Phenomenon 
During 1967 observations of a new type of radio 
emitting object were made by a group of radio astronomers 
led by Anthony He~vish at the University of Cambridge, 
England. They discovered, a point-like source giving periodic 
bursts of radio noise which they reported in February, 1968 
'(HEWISH et al., 1968). This new object wa~ given the name 
"pulsar", because of the pulsing nature of its emission. 
This first pulsar was designated PSR 1919+21 (or CP 1919) 
(the digits give the position of the source in Right Ascen-
h m 
sion; thus CP 1919 means Cambridge Pulsar at 19 19 )., Also 
4 
~t, Cambridge, PILKINGTON et a1. (1968) found three pulsars 
fl,t sites 'tvhere radio 'interference had 'earlie~ been observed. 
I, ' . 
The Can~~p:'idge observations were quickly verified and many 
groups ~~ntinued the'search for other such objects with 
, 
rapid success. At,this time over 100 such periodic radio 
sources have'been observed, and the search is still continu-
ing', although at a much less frenzied pace. 
Early studies indicated the following observational 
facts: 
, 
1. The burst periods appeared e~tr~mely constant, 
being stable to 1 part in 108 • However, ,later,measurements 
showed that the pulsar periods were increasing at a very 
slow rate. 
2. Pulse-repetition periods of the first four 
pulsars discovered (PSR 1919+21, PSR 0,834+06, PSR 0950+08 
and PSR 1133+16) ranged from 0.253 sec to 1.337 sec. 
3. The amplitude and pulse fine structure were 
quite complex and varied greatly from pulse to pulse. How-
ever, the envelope obtained from an average over many 
periods remained very constant from one observation to the 
next. 
4. Pulsars appeared to be "on" about 3%,of the time. 
5. Radio dispersion measurements, 'with an assumed 
average electron density of interstellar space of 0.1 to .01 
'electron/cm3 , indicated that the pulsars were probably 102 
to 103 light years from the earth. We 'tvere thus observing 
rather local radio sources in 'our own Galaxy. The angular 
distribution of these sources also indicated a galactic 
origin. 
-/ 
, I' 
I 
, 
. , 
6. The sources could not be resolved within the ' 
one-second-of-arc resolution of the best radio telescopes, 
which implied that they are quite small objects. The short 
pulse durations of ~he observed pulsars (20 to 40 ms) gave 
an upper limit to the size of the radio emitting object of 
,3,
rJ 5 x 10 km, due to the ··fact that· electromagnetic informa-
tion can travel from one point' in the source regi9n to 
another only at the speed of light (,... 60bo km in 20 ms). 
7.' The radio signals from pulsars were found to be 
highly polarized (,...90%) and usually 'in a plane. This 
'polarization could, ho~vever, be due to propagation or path 
effects in the interstellar medium, and it was not definite 
from,the early work whether this was a parameter of the 
source itself. Subsequent work has shown that polarization 
,is indeed a source characteristic. 
8. The sources were not vis'ible optically. 
These observational details 'provided theorists with 
5 
a rather restricted picture of possible pulsar sources. The 
small size of these sources eliminated ordinary stars as 
candidates. Flares occurring on ordinary stars could 
account for pulsed signals, but not such precisely periodic 
ones, and an ordinary sun1ike star would be visible optic-
ally. Rotating planets were also eliminated as possibilities, 
which narrowed down the possible candidates to white-dwarf 
stars and neutron stars. White-dwarf stars are well known 
high density (104_108 g/cm3) objects with degenerate 
electron-gas interiors and are observed as end products in 
stellar evolution; while neutron stars we're small superdense 
(1011_1015 g/cm3) theoretical objects with degenerate '-
nucleon-gas interiors which were thought to come into. ex-
~stence.as the result of supernova·explosions. 
There was also the question of what type of motion 
could produce the observed periodicities - vibration" 
orbital motion, or rotation. Orbiting planets were elimi": 
nated if it is assumed that they do not exist without an 
, 'optically visible parent sun. Pairs of orbiting vlhite-
! ci~'larf stars were excluded because the ~inimu~ perio_d 'for 
. .~~. -
such a 'model was 1.7 sec (OSTRlKER 1971), and lower obser-
6 
vational periods already existed. Pai'rs of orbiting neutron' 
stars would, 'yield an increase in the rate of pulsation due 
to-the emission of gravitational radiation which must occur 
"for an accelerated body. This would give 'a'decrease in the 
pulsar period, just opposite to the observed period in-
creases. A vibrational type of mechani~m was excluded for 
both white-dwarfs and neutron stars. For white-dwarfs a 
pulsation period of 0.25 sec or less is difficult to obtain, 
and the· vibrational period of a stable neutron star is too 
small (OSTRlKER, 1971). By elim~nation, a rotating object 
seemed to be required. The list of p~ssible candidates had 
therefore been narrowed down to two suspects, a rotating 
white-dwarf or a rotating neutron star. 
Theory predicts a minimum rotation period> 0.25 
sec for a white-dwarf (ZELDOVICH and NOVIKOV, 1971). A 
rotating neutron star, being 100 times smaller in siz'e and 
having a much higher density than a white-d'Z'larf, could 
maintain stable rotation at much higher frequenc,ies. Hence, 
the period value of about one second seemed to be a boundary 
for choosing between a white-dwarf or neutron star model. 
An observation of period values much less 'than this "t'lould 
strongly favor the neutron star hypothesis while almost 
eliminating the white-dwarf model. 
.. ,:: , 
-/ 
I 
I' 7 
The observation which 'clinched the decision in -favor 
I 
of a neutron-star hypoth~sis was made byD. H. Staelin .and 
E. C. Reifenstein III at the National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory. In November, 1968, they announced the dis-" 
covery of two pulsating radio sources in the vicinity of 
, -
the, C'rab Nebula (STAELIN AI\rp RIEFENSTEIN, 1968). Shortty 
tpereafter, the group at the Arecibo Radio Observatory 
revealed periodicity- in one of the,se sources and identified 
the source as a pulsar (NP 0532) in -the cente.r of the Crab 
.Nebula (COMELLA et a1.~ 1969). Its 33 ms period has turned 
out to be the shortest period found to date.a~d .is much less 
. than that allowed by a white-dwarf model. This was not the 
only evidence against a white-dwarf model. A study of in-
dividual pulse shapes of several pulsars by t~e Arecibo 
group uncovered very fast pulsing events, called marching 
'subpulses, whose marching speed of 10 ms or less could not 
be.explained in a rotating white-dwarf model. Additional 
evidence favoring a neutron star hypothesis came from the 
fact tha't the Crab Nebula 'is the remnant of an observed 
supernova explosion, just the proper event needed for the 
formation of a neutron star. Since this observation, one 
other fast radio pulsar has been found which is directly 
associated with the remnant of a supernova: This is the 89 
ms period pulsar CP 0833 in the Vela supernova remnant. 
At the present time the observed pulsar periods 
range from a low of 33 ms for the Crab pulsar NP 0532 to 
3.75 sec for NP 0527" with the majority of periods being 
around 1 sec. Most pulsars have been observed to be slO'\-1-
ing down at various rates, with the t,-10 shortest period 
pulsars, NP 0532 and CP 0833, having the largest slowdmvn 
rates. Indications are that small pulsar periods go ,vith 
large slowdown rates and that both conditions imply young 
'''"---
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celestial objects. On several occasions the period rate-of-
change"of a pulsar has been observed to change sign. The 
first obse~vation of this speedup was in the Vela pul~ar 
~SR 0833 (REICHLEY and DOWNS, 1969). 
I' :. A 'final c~mment concerns the luminos~ty of such ob-
o j ects. >;,(:Assuming a galactic origin for these sources, the 
time-a~e'raged radio luminosities of 10-4 L0 are typical for 
, pulsars. ,This. is n'ot an' outstandingly, bright object. How-
ever,. during the pulse,S the peak luminosity becomes much 
larger, making such pulses some of the most power~ul signals 
in the radio sky. 
In the next section we shall discuss the Crab 
Nebula (and pulsar NP 0532), which, because of its unique 
properties has been studied in great detail since its dis-
covery. Following that discussion, two of the most promising 
theories developed to explain the pulsar observations, are 
presented. 
1.3 The Crab Nebula and Pulsar NP 0532 
The Crab Nebula is the huge gaseous remnant of a 
supernova explosion observed ,to occur in the year 1054 A. D. 
by Chinese Astronomers. The early supernova remnant was 
visible as a reddish-white object for 23 days and 635 nights, 
and its brilliance exceeded the brightest starlike objects 
in the nighttime' sky, the planets Venus and Jupiter. The 
initial luminosity rapid1y'decreased and was replaced by the 
much lower luminosity of the long-lived expanding remnant. 
This remnant, which is now over 900 years old, is roughly 
10 light-years in diameter and is still expanding at the 
rate of N 1300 km/sec. The Crab Nebula itself has been 
known to emit radiation over a ,large frequency spectrum /, 
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radio, infrared, optical, and X-ray. The energy, output of' 
the total nebula was measured to' be' roughly 103~ vlatts '(1038 
ergs/sec), but the source of this energy output 1:vas·unknown. 
The discove~y of the radio pulsar NP 0532 in the 
vici~ity of the Crab Nebula ~rought renewed interest in this 
celestial object. Shortly thereafter' optical pulsations 
were discovered with the same period and ,from the 'same 
location by COCKE et ale (1969). This first optical obser-
vation was quickly verified by NATHER', et ale . (1969)~ and by 
numerous experimenters 'since then, perhaps the most striking 
being the photographic observations of MILLER a~d WAMPLER 
(1969). These observations,pinpointed the radio and optical 
pulsar with the location of the south-preceding star 6f the 
central double star in the Crab Nebula. On March 13, 1969 
the rocket astronomy group at the 'Naval Research Laboratory 
led by Herbert Friedman, detected soft X-ray pulsations (0.5-
10 keV) from the Crab Nebula (FRITZ et al., 1969). The 
period of these pulsations matched the radio and optical 
period. ' Measurements by a large number of groups have con-
firmed this result and have extended the, spectral observa-
tions all the way to the gamma ray energy region. 
The Crab pulsar N~ 0532 is unique in several aspects: 
1. It 'has the shortest period of any knmvn pulsar 
and also the largest slowdown rate (P ~ 33.1 ms, dP/dt ~ 36.5 
nsec/day). 
2. It is the only pulsar which has been observed to 
emit radiation outside the radio band (it is the only optical, 
, X-ray, and gamma ray pulsar). 
3. It is one of two pulsars which have been ident-
ified with supernova remnants. 
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Figure.I-l shoHs a comparison of selected'measure-
ments of the Crab pulsar IIlight curves ll in the radio, optical, 
and X-ray energy regions. The curves indicate a similar 
double pulse structure in all energy regions. Hm',ever,. as 
,'the frequency of the pulsed radiation increases, the inter-( , '. . 
pulse' p,eak becomes more intense relative. to ,the" rnain peak. 
The i~~~rpulse pe~k total intensity' roughly equals that of 
t~e n~in,pcak in the optical band, an~, the ,ratio of inter-
~ulse peak intensity to main peak intenaity continues to 
increase"throughout t'!:1e X-ray region 0 The separa~ion bet'Heen 
the mRin' and interpulse peaks appears to decrease slightly 
fro:n a'value of "'"'14.5 ms in the'radio (CO}1'ELL.~ et al., 1969) 
to IV 13.0 ms in the soft and hard X-ray,., regions (for example, 
RAPPAPORT et al., 1971). These parameters are listed in 
Table 1-1, along 
0532. 
...... 
Wl. .. rl other observed characteristics of NP 
A second feature to notice from,Figu~e I-I is that 
in the radio and optical b~~ds there is no pulsed contribu-
tion in the region, bet'lveen the peaks. In the soft and h~rd 
X-~ay band a non-steady-Crab component does appear in this 
region. The results of KURFESS' (1971) indicate that tr.is / 
; 
ii1terpeak emission increases significantly above 100 ke'/ 
where it becomes a very appreciable percentage of the total 
pulsed flux. A preliminary lJublica-::ion on the present 'Ivork 
(ORHIG et al., 1971) sl:OIved no evidence for thi~ interpeak . 
contribution. Indications that a more complex pulse st~uc­
ture 1.2Y exist in the X-ray region have not been clarified 
as yet. 
From Table 1-1 \"(;: see that the percentage of pulsed 
to total Crab emission a?pears to be continually incre&sing 
with C:lergy for energies, above IV 10 keV. At 10 keV there 
I 
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Figure 1-1. Selected pulsar "light curve" measurements for 
NP 0532. The main peaks have been arbitrarily 
aligned with each other to provide a reference 
for time comparisons 
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TABLE 1-1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF NP 0532 
MA I N- I rnERPULSE IIITERPULSE IlITEflS ITY I 
REFEREflCE SPECTRAL REG ION SEPARATION (MS) % PULSED MAW PULSE HlTEflSITY 
CONELLA tl A!.. (1969) RADIO - 196 MHz 14.50 ------- . 
WARtiER fI Al.. (1969) O~TlcAL-wllnE LIGHT 13.55 0.59 
PAPALIOLIOS fl AL. (1970) OPT! CAL-WH I TE LI GilT 13.38!0.03 -------
. 
FRITZ fI Al.; (1969 A, B) 0.5 - 1 KEY . 1.5!0.5 1.02!0.10 
6.0 - 9 KEY' 10.0!2.0 
RAPPAPORT EI Al. •. (1971) 1.5 - 10 KEY ll.2 "!0.3 9.0!0.5 1.10±0.O5 
DUCROS fI AL. (1970) 20 KEY 13.1 !O.S 16.70 
FLOYD fI Al. (1969) 25.0 - 100 "KEV lQ.O :!:1.0 15.0i5.0 1.7 
'BRIIIl E.I Al.. (971) 20.0 - 200 KEY 13.0 ,!0.3 23.0!3.0. 
SI·IATHERS . E.I AL.· (1971> 30.0 - 100 KEY 12.7 ±0.4 20.0!4.0 2.05±0.30 
HILLIER EI AL. (1970) 0.6 - 9 MEV 15.0 t2.0 3.2 -tl.6 
ORWIG' fI Al.. (1971)· 0.25 - 2.3 MEV 13.0 ±2.0 2.tr ±1.9 
KURFESS (1971) 100.0 - ilOO KEY 13.2 ,!0.5 31.0!8.0 2.3 ;to.2 
PRESEflT EXPERlr':ElIT 250,0 - 725 KEV 13,0 :t2.0 15.09.0 1.36!1.10 
". : .. 
• EARLIER PUBLICATlON'OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF PRESENT EXPERIMEtlT, .... ' . 
.' 
'. 
-~, 
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'" 
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seems to be a break in the pulsed fraction spectrum (as can 
~e seen in Figure I-2), indicating'a rapid decrease in 
pulsar flux relative to the steady Crab below 10 keV (FRITZ 
et al., 1971). There also appears to be a broad peak in the 
optical region of the pulsed radiation. These features are 
shO'tVIl in Figure I-2 where, ,the stea~y and pulsed Crab ' ( 
emissions are plotted versus, energy. The graph is adapted 
from that of WOLTJER (1970) with certain recent measurements 
added. A more detailed plot of the present spectral measure-
ments of NP 0532 in the X-ray and gamma ray energy regions 
is shown in Figure V-80 1 It is also interesting that no 
line emissions have been seen in any of the energy r'egions 
measured to date. ,This fact places a restriction on the 
emission mechanisms operating in the s~urce regions. 
The pulsed radio and optical radiation of NP 0532 is 
observed to be highly polarized (GRAHAM et al., 1970; WAl~LER 
et al., 1969), with the optical e~ission being linearly 
I 
polarized with a polarization value of 15-20%. The plane of 
'polarization is different for different phase points in the 
main and interpulse peaks. No positive X-ray polarization 
measurements exist for NP 0532. Also, the steady radiation 
from the Crab Nebula itself is observed to be polarized in 
the radio, optical, and X-ray energy bands. 
1.4 Neutron Stars and Pulsar Models 
Having covered the wealth of experimental observa-
tions on the Crab Nebula' ,pulsar NP 0532, we now conside~ 
some attempts at the'oretical explanations for these phenomena 
and for pulsars in general. 
-22 
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Figure 1-2. Comparison of emission measurements of Crab Nebula and NP 0532. 
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The astropllysical body which many agree to be the 
cause of the pulsar phen9menon is the rotating neutron star. 
It ,,,as noted as early as the 1930' s by BAADE and ZWICKY 
(1934) and OPPENHEIMER and VOLKOFF (1939) that such bodies 
"could exist and be stable against gravitational attraction 
if' th~y contained roughly One solar mass. Their existence 
'vas only" postulated, however, 'until the discovery of pulsars. 
Extensive calculations of their properties and the associa-
, , 
tion of their birth,with supernova,ev~nts, were made py 
WHEELER (1966), COLGATE and WHITE, (1966) and A. G. Wo 
'CAMERON. An excellent study of their properties is found 
in, ZELDOVICH and NOVIKOV (1971). 
A description of the processes leading to neutron 
star formation is complex and relies heavily on general 
relativity. Only a simple qualitative picture is given here .. 
'Basically~ a neutron star can be formed when a conventional 
massive star (the mass of which, however, cannot be much 
greater than 1.5 or 2 solar masses),begins to exhaust the 
nuclear. fuels in its interior. The,outer parts of the star 
begin to collapse rapidly under the strong gravitational 
forces. This collapse causes a tremendous pressure on the 
stellar interior which strips the electrons from the atoms 
in the star's core. Under the great pressure of contraction, 
this cloud of Fermi-electrons can combine with protons in 
the star's core by the inverse beta-decay process and form 
neutrons 0 At this. point the star begins to implode catas-
trophically. The collapse continues until nearly all the 
electrons and protons have formed neutrons (there still re-
mains a small number of protons and other nuclear particles), 
which become so closely packed that the nuclear repulsive 
forces begin to balance the gravitational collapse of the 
core and bring the collapse to a halt. 
./ - ",-
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At this point the energy of coliapse is believed to 
be converted into a huge shock wave which propagates. outvlard, 
converting the kinetic energy of collapse into heat.· This 
heating raises the temperature of' the stellar sur.face r~gions 
8 to·as high as 10 oK, initiating a new phase of nuclear burn-
. ing in the star's envelope which in turn generates more he.at,. 
Finally, . a thermal shock wave forms and explodes ~he star's 
'outer shell away from the core at relativistic speeds (the 
supernova explosion). The large thermal energy is converted 
into intense radiation, which.we s~e in the optical 'band as 
·the supernova explosion. 
, The n=maining star core can, under rather restricted 
" theoretical conditions, become a stable neutron'star. Such 
stars are expected to be very small (,.., 10 km in radius), 
contain approximately 1 solar mass, rotate rapidly, and con-
12 tain surface magnetic fields of the order of 10 gauss. 
Magnetic fields of this magnitude can be created when the 
parent star (having a typical surface field of N100 gauss)' 
collapses such that the field lines become frozen-in. Thus, 
a star ~f radius 106 km can evolve into a neutron star of 
radius 10 ,km and average surface magnetic field Bs = 1012 
gauss (OSTRIKER and GUNN, 1969). 
The parent stars of neutron stars (and pulsars) are 
thought to be massive bright blue stars, since both these 
types of stars and pulsars appear to have the same distribu-
tion in the galactic plane (OSTRIKER, 1971). Such massive 
stars are knmm to' rotate rapidly with typical periods ~ 105 
sec. If angular momentum is conserved in the collapse, and 
allowing for angular,momentum'losses,due to gr.;:vitational 
radiation, the resulting neutron star will rotate ,-lith a 
period .of nJ 10,:,,2 sec. 
I 
. ! 
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On the assumption that rotating neutron stars are 
the Cause of the pulsar phenomenon, several predictions can 
be made. (GOLD, 1969) which ·are independent of the specific 
·mechanism for the pulsed radiation • 
. : 1. Pulse length and period should show a positive Ico'r~elation • 
.... :-i..', 
"·-".2. Short periods will be associated with young 
neutron stars. 
3. Supernova sites are likely pO'sitions for pulsars. 
4. Pulsars should be slowing down due to loss of 
rotational energy of the neutron star. ' 
·Positive evidence of all the above conditions has been ob-
tained from pulsar observations. .,' 
Having established the likelihood that a rotating 
neutron star is the seat of the pulsar phenomenon, theorists 
were quick to originate a number of models which would ex-
plain the observations. One such model was put forth by 
Thomas Gold shortly after the discovery of the first pulsars 
(GOLD, 1968 and 1969). The heart 0,£ the Gold model is the 
rapidly spinning neutron star with a strong surface magnetic 
field (IV 1012 gauss) and a co-rotating magnetosphere.' The 
field is assumed to be axially symmetric. At some distance 
. from the star the co-rotation of the magnetosphere will 
cease to exist. It is expected that this co-rotation'can be 
supported out to a distance at which the tangential speed of 
the magnetosphere would be close to the speed of light, 
r = c/w. o This surface is referred to as the "velocity ·of 
light cylinder". At this circle the magnetic field strength 
3 4 would be on the order of 10 - 10 gauss. Plasma ejected 
from certain sectors of the surface of the star from flaring 
type processes will be constrained to spiral outward around' 
the co-rotating magnetic field lines and 'tvill be accelerated 
-I 
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to relativistic speeds. At a point near the velocity of 
light cylinder this loelativistic plasma wil:' emit· radiation. 
This radiation is strongly peaked in the tan~.:':1tial direc-. 
tion, and would act like a search-light beam ~;hich period-' 
'. :ic<:Llly sweeps past the observer at the rotation rate of the 
neutron star. Radiation' from a sufficiently relativistic 
plasma can easily provide· for the emission observed from 
radio to X-ray wavelengths. 
In this model the rotation .of the central neutron -
star provides the basic pulsar timing mechanism. The fine 
-' structure and variations in the intensity of the pulsed 
emission are a consequence of the yariability and distribu-
tion .of the plasma-emitting regions on the neutron star. 
Gold poin~s out that in order to obtain the observed power 
densities of emitted radio radiation, a highly coherent type 
of emitting process is required. This could be provided by 
non-uniform static distributions of charges in the relativ-
istic region. The model does not consider how such static 
distributions can be maintained in this region. Each neutron 
star would therefore be quite different from the next with 
respect to the detailed fine structure of the emission. 
Asymmetries in the radiation pattern could also result from 
a non-axially symmetric field or plasma content as well as a 
s.kewed or non-dipole field. 
Beyond the velocity of light ~ylinder the magnetic 
field intensity will diminish, and the field lines perhaps 
become tangled. Some of the relativistic proton-electron 
plasma can therefore escape into the region beyond the 
velocity of light cylinder, which.provides an e~ergy source 
of relativistic particles for an expanding nebular cloud. 
Calculations' for the Crab Nebula indicate that the 
energy carried away by this r~lativistic gas could provide 
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enough energy in the fsrm of relativistic electrons ~o ex-
/Plain the luminos ity of t;he Crr.!J NE::b1.lla. In this r~gard, 
SEKLOVSKY (1970) has poi~ted o~t that the synchrotron 
emission from a cowmon SOU~C8 :~ relativistic particles can 
,explain both the ~ulsar and steady Crab spectral emission 
features. This is consistent with the Gold model vlhere the 
same plasma prod~ces both radi~tions, but in different 
regions of the ne~~la. 
A second plausible theory'does not treat the origin 
of the pulses themselves, but deals with the mechanis~ of 
energy and angular morr.entum transfer from a highly ~~gnetic 
rotating neutron star. The present theory is 'a 'fully "deyel-
oped version oy J. Gunn and J. Ostriker (G~~ and OSTRlKER, 
1969j OSTRIKER and G~~, 1969 and 1970) of an idea put forth 
by PACINI (1968). This model treats the case where the 
magnetic dipole axis of the rotating neutron star is not 
aligned \vith the rotation axis. The authors point out that 
this non-alignment is essential for pulsars, because the 
ap?earance of axially symmetric stars is time independent 
and pulses. vlOuld not exist. In their r::odel the closed di?ole 
field configuration will exist out to the velocity of light 
cyli~der. Beyond this pOint the field lines depart fro~ a 
dipole configuration and are swept back into a spiral pattern. 
Classical electrornzgnetic theory predicts that low frequency 
magnetic dipole radiation must be emitted by such a rotati:::g 
body in a vacuum. Such multipole radiation will consist of 
very intense low frequency electromagnetic radiation which." 
can exten~ beyond the co-rotating region,. In addition, ' 
. . .. 
gravitational qu.s.cn::.pole radiation \vil1 be eoitted if the 
body has a mass quadrupole moment. According to t~e theory, 
elc.ctric dipole radiation is nonexis :':ent becc..use 0:: SY:::'::let:ry, 
, -37 
and the electric quadrupole,moment is only 10 as large as 
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the gravitational quadrupole moment (OSTRIKER and GUNN, 1969). 
Under the assumptions that the m::: _2nt of inertia of 
Ithe body is constant, the :body is ·not dc,:cjrmed during the 
rotation and that t:h~re i's no 'alignment of the rotation-and 
dipole axes durir.g rotat ion, Os triker ~~;d Gunn are ab Ie to 
derive expr~ssior.s for the -energy loss for this pr'ocess and 
the age of a body emitting this multipole radiation. When 
applied to the Crab pulsar the energy loss in the form of 
intense 30 Hz magnetic dipole radiation is N 1038 ergs/sec, 
in good agreement with the energy loss needed in the form 
of relativistic electrons to obtain the observed luminosity 
of -the Crab Nebula (HAYMES et al.,.l968). Their' age. of 1170 
yr is in error by about-25% from the known 917 yr age of 
the pulsar. This age discrepency can be removed, hmvever, 
by the emission of large amounts of gravitational radiation 
during the early life of the neutron star, as is expected on 
theoretical grounds •. The emission of this mui'tipole radia-
tion will,cause the star to lose angular momentum at a 
calculable rate, which allows the period decay of the pulsar 
to be predicted. Using the measured slowdown rate for the 
Crab pulsar, they are able to calculate the surface magnetic 
field necessary to get the observed s lowdmm. They obtain 
a value of 2.6·x 101? gauss for the surface field which 
agrees well with that expected for neutron stars. Finally, 
if they assume a decaying magnetic dipole moment of the form 
m = moexp(-t/td) they find that the period does not become 
indefinitely long, but will stop changing when it reaches a 
certain value. On this basis they predict the termination 
. .' 7 
of radiation from pulsars after hi 10 yrs, which is thought 
to be the lifetime of typical pulsars. This would explain 
the absence of very long period pulsars in· the observations. 
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By cOl,1sidering the motion of a test particle in this 
'lm'1 frequencyradiati~n field, they find that these intense 
mUltipole fields are an extre~ely efficient accelerator of 
charged p~rticles. In·the strong magnetic dipole wave !ield 
bharged particles are accelerated in the propagation direc-
I ti'~n .t~" nearly the velocity of light .in a f.ract~on of a 
. . '''t' 
wavelentith. Hence, .they can ride the el~ctro~gnet-ic waves 
outward at nearly constant phase and s,lowly gain energy from. 
the wave (GUNN and OSTRIKER, 1969). For,the Crab Nebula 
maximum electron energies of 5 x 1013 eV can be obtained by 
this pro,cess, and the energy input to the' ,electrons is cal-
culated to be ~ 8 x 1037 ergs/sec, in excellent agreement 
, -
with the energy rate needed to replenish the synchrotron 
" 
radiation losses of the nebula. 
In the Gunn and Ostriker model the rotational energy 
of the neutron star is dissipated as low frequency multipole 
radiation. As in·the Gold model, the rotation of ,the central 
neutron star is assumed to. provide the basic pulsar timing 
'mechanism. The mechanism which produces the pulsed,radia-
tion is not treated by these authors. 
A number of theorists have considered mechanisms to 
explain the pulsed radiations. In addition to the very 
"descriptive coherent plasma mechanism of GOLD (1968 and 1969), 
pulsar emission models have been proposed by LAYZER (1968), 
EASTL~~ (1968), and MICHEL and TUCKER (1969). The problem 
is quite complex, owing to the very uncertain nature of the 
plasmas and fields surrounding a neutron star. The models 
are not fully developed enough to provide any concrete pre-
dictions against which observations can be compared. 
-/ 
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1.5 Importance of Gamma Ray Measurements for NP 0532 
Before considering the present pulsar search,. it is 
important to consider briefly what may be learned from such 
ganuna ray measurements. The observation of pulsed gamma 
rays' from NP 0532 would, first ·of all, extend the spectral 
emission measurements to energies higher. than have'been seen 
previously from this unique cel~s~ial object. This extension 
. . 
of the pulsed spectrum would provide ~ore information on the 
possible mechanisms which are effective in producing the 
pulsed .radiation. As shown in Appendix A, .a detailed know-
ledge of the spectrum shape can be quite crucial in choosing 
between different production mechanisms. The intensity of 
such gamma ray emission can provide information about condi-
• j - • 
tions in the source regions of the. pulsar. For example, if 
the measured pulsed spectrum is observed to cut off or de-
crease sharply at a certain energy, this may imply an upper 
limit to the energies to which particles can be accelerated 
in the source region. Conversely, a hard photon emission 
spectrum would imply that the acceleration mechanisms are 
very efficient particle accelerators, and that high particle 
energies are very likely. Thus, measurements in the low 
energy gamma ray energy region could have strong implica-
tions for proposed pulsar models. 
An observation of pulsed line emissions from the 
pulsar would give direct evidence of spe?ific nuclear reac-
tions taking place in the pulsar source regions. Line flux 
intensities will give an indication of the actual densities 
of nuclei and reaction rates in the source •. It is interest-
ing to note that no pulsed line emissions have been observed 
from the Crab pulsar in any energy band. 
I ' 
In addition, it has been,sugge~ted by many authors 
Ithat pulsars, and the supernova events to which they are 
intimately associated, could easily account for the origin 
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of all cosmic rays. In this regard it has also been hypothe-' 
sized that a sufficient distribution of these objects in time" 
and space could provide th~ source of the observed diffuse 
X-ray and gamma ray background. If these suggestions are 
true, gamma ray measurements from one such pulsar would be 
extremely important. 
For the Crab Nebula, the only gamma ray measurements 
of NP 0532 were those of HILLIER et a1. (1970). Their 
results indicated that the pulsed emission had a very hard 
spectral shape, and that the pulsed emission could very 
likely be the total emission from the entire nebula at 
energies from 600 keV to 9 MeV. This, if true, would sup-
. port the idea that the pulsing neutron star is the sole 
.energy source for the whole nebula. 
Fortunately, duri~g the' June 7, 1970 balloon flight 
of our large gamma ray spectrometer, the Crab Nebula "\vas in 
full view of the detector. Motivated by the implications of 
Hillier1s results and by the importance of gamma ray measure-
ments of extraterrestrial objects, we initiated an investi-
gation into the possibility of observing pulsed gamma ray 
emission from NP 0532 from our data. In the ensuing 
sections this investigation is presented. 
· . 
SECTION II 
EXPERI}mNTAL APPARATUS 
I . 
2.1 Detector Design Limitations 
The gamma ray energy region of .interest in the 
present experiment, extending from 200 ke'v to tv 10 MeV is 
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of particular experimental interest because of th~ difficul-
ties involved in the detection of gamma' rays in this range. 
This energy interval is unique in that it is above the 
region where standard X-ray detection methods Can be em-
.ployed (passive collimation) and b~lO\'l the region where no 
collimation is required for directional gamma ray astronomy 
measurements (using Cerenkov counters and spark chambers). 
Measurements in this region are performed almost exclUSively 
by· scintillation counter techniques. One difficulty arises 
because the efficiency for interaction of photons in the 
detector material is a minimum in this energy region. Hence, 
detection efficiencies are lower in this region than ~t 
lower and higher energies. This is shown in Figure 11-1 
where the mass absorption coefficient of NaI(Tl) is plotted 
against photon energy. For the same reason collimation is 
difficult, requiring very thick shielding to achieve worth-
while attenuation of background radiation. 
A second effect which is detrimental to directional 
measurements in this region is the large production of 
secondaries in the ~etector and any shielding II'.a.ter;i.al sur-
~ounding the central detector. For this reason, early 
attempts at achieving directionality by passive collimation 
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failed because the large number of photons which are locally 
produced in the passive shield and subsequently impinge on 
the central detector cancel, the'attenuation effect of the 
shield material. In recent years some progress has been 
~~de with directional detectors in this energy region, using 
ac tiv~ collimating shields '(see, for examp Ie, the unpublished 
HEAO proposals of PETERSON et al., ,1970 and FROST,et al., 
1970). These difficulties combine to make the signal-to-
background level quite lm'l in this ,energy interval. These 
p'roblems exist for any experiment which attempts measurements 
'in the 1O't'l energy ganuna' ray region; particularly those where 
\ 
directionality is a prime requirement. 
In addition to these general design limitations, the 
experimental objectives ,of a given experiment dictate, a 
specific set of design requirements for the detector system. 
At the time when the present detector system was being de-
signed, the proposed experimental objectives were: 
1. The primary experimental objective was the search 
for sol~r ga~~ rays in the energy interval ~ 200 keV to 10 
MeV from balloon altitudes. This included measurements 
during both quiet and disturbed solar periods. Observed 
radiation can be id~ntified as being of solar flare origin 
if it occurs in time coincidence with other observed flare 
phenomena such as 
particle fluxeso 
typical technique 
radio and optical bursts and charged 
For quiet time solar measurements, a 
for detectors having omnidirectional re-
sp'onse is to perform day-night difference measurements. 
'. Particular emphasis was placed on the search for gamma ray 
line contributions at 0.511 MeV (annihilation.~ine) and 2.23 
,MeV (deuteron formation .line) as well as any other line 
fluxes. 
i • 
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2. As a secondary objective, this search would also. 
1xtend .to any other astrophysical body which is in the detec-
tor field of view during 'any of the balloon flights. 
3. Secondary purposes for the experiment included a 
~etailed study of the Earth's atmospheric gamma ray spectrum 
at ballo.on ,a,ltitudes and at various atmospheric depths. This 
wo.uld pessibly include the detailed measurements ef the 0.511 
MeV line flux as a functien of zenith angle, atmespheric 
. depth, and perhaps latitude to. provide insight into. the 
source o.f this line radiation in the atmosphere. 
,These exper~mental aims suggest a number ef design 
criteria to. be met by the detecter system. 
1. The detecter should have goed efficiency to. en-
able measurement of 10'\'1 intensity signals in the presence ef 
the large cesmic-ray,induced backgreund radiatien in the 
atmosphere' (see Appendix D) • In this respect seme me~hod 
o.f reducing background radiation weuld be helpful in in-
creasing the detecto.r sign~l-to-background ratio.. In essence 
what is required is a detecter with directional response. 
2. To. enhance the ability to observe monoenerg~tic 
radiations, good de'tector energy resolution is necessary. 
The sensitivity of a detector for observing line radiation 
impreves with improved energy resolutien. A high pheto.peak 
efficiency is also. desirable in this respect. 
3. The instrument must have the ability to detect 
small enhancements in intensity over short time intervals 
(tens of seconds) such as might occur in solar flares. To 
. 'meet this requirement, the detecter, should have a very high 
detection efficiency, and the'electronics must be capable o.f 
handling high data rates without large deadtime losses. A 
high source counting rate is needed to obtain statistically 
significant results in a she,rt time period. 
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4. To make any type of angular dependence measure-
ment of the atmospheric gamma ray spectrum it is essential 
that the detector have some directional sensitivity for in-
coming gamma rays. This means that the detector is more 
r>e~si~ive.t:o radiation from certain directions than others. 
(Here s.~'~sitivity is· defined as the product·· of ·the projected 
area and efficiency of the detector for radiation from a 
given direction.) There are two approaches to obtaining 
directionality, either by using an active or passive collim-
ator, or·by utilizing the anisotropic sensitivi~y:of an un-
shielded'detector of special geometrical shape. These 
criteria dictate a detector with a high detection efficiency, 
good .energy resolution, fast time response, and some direc-
tionality. 
Perhaps the most often used figure of merit for a 
gamma ray detector is the upper limit flux which the detec-
. . 
tor is capable of observing in a given experiment. This 
figure is a measure of how sensitive the detector is to 
measuring signal contributions above background fluctuations 
and is important because it can be used to compare the 
detection sensitivity of different detectors. It exp~esses 
the minimum flux which a source can emit and just be seen by 
a detector above a certain confidence level. In equation 
form it is given by (CHUPP et 
> n [RS+B(E'~) 
F(E,M) N SeE) , T 
, S+B 
al., 1968) 
1/2 RB(E,~) ] . 
+ . exp[A 
TB 
(E) d] , 
where n is the number of standard deviations above background 
fluctuations ~vhich are required for a significant contribu-
tion (represents an arbitrarily chosen confidence level), 
SeE) is the average detector sen~itivity (area-efficiency 
,product) to parallel source radiation in the energy interval 
. , 
-/ 
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~, RS+B(E,~) and RB(E,~) are the average source plus 
background and background counting rates (counts/sec)'res-
pectively in the energy interval ~ centered at E, and 
TS+B' TB ,are the source and background observing times (sec) 
.' 'resp,ectively. The exponential term corrects the limit 
. ' 
measured at an average atmospheric depth d, to the top of 
the.atmosphere. A(E) is the absorption, coefficient for a 
ga~~ ray of energy E. 
If the source contribution 'is.much.less than the 
background., RS+B::! RB, and assuming that equal time is spent 
on and off the source (TS+B C:!. TB), we have 
, >..1l..-
F(E,8E) - S(E) 
1/2 
exp[A (E)d] photons 
-2 -1 
cm sec. 
II-l 
Note that this flux linit calculation is based solely on 
fluctuations in counting statistics and does not include 
other non-statistical variations such as counting rate 
changes due to altitude drifts, latitude drifts, and gain 
shifts, which would yield higher upper limit values. 
Equation II-l shows that 'for a given balloon flight 
duration (TS~B) and atmospheric depth, F can be reduced only 
. 1/2 - ' 
by making the quantity ~ /S smaller. The t\oJO approaches 
to.achieving this reduction are, (1) to decrease RB, or (2) 
to increase the average sensitivity S. The background 
counting rate can be'reduced by collimated shielding around 
a central detector. Increasing ~ means using a large ,area, 
high efficiency detector. Note that if the detector sensi-
tivity i~ isotropic, then RB e<:: 8, F.O<. 1/ (8) 1/2, and the only 
way to reduce F is to increase S. 
· -/ 
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Using the upper limit flux value as a selection 
criterion, an extensive investigation into various detector 
designs \Vas made. The results of this study indicated that 
two basic detector concepts were most useful. 
1. a directional gamma ray spectrometer consisting' 
of a central 3" x 3" NaI(Tl) crystal surrounded by an active 
cup-shaped collimating shield of thickne·ss equivalent to 2" 
of NaI(Tl), or 
2. a large' area (diameter;::; 'S.") large volume (thick-
'ness ~ 2") unshielded NaI(Tl) gamma ray spectrometer which 
has, directional properties due to its physical ·shape. 
A low limiting flux value is obtained in the first cas~ by 
minimizing RB, and in the latter by trying to maximize S. 
A comparison of the two designs shm-ls that the 
active colliIT~ting shield (which could be CsI(Tl), CsI(Na), 
NaI(Tl), thick plastic scintillator, or possibly a lead-
glass scintillato~) gives appreciable background reductio~ 
only for incident gamma rays of energies ;S 1 MeV or ~ 15 HeV. 
From 1 to 15 MeV a reasonable size active collimator sur-
rounding a small central detector represents only slight 
improvement over the large area disk-shaped spectrometer for 
directional response. In fact, the directional properties 
of the disk spectrometer are- surprisingly good in this energy 
region (see Appendix B). Shields of sufficient thic~,ess to 
,give significant b.ackground reduction for the present experi-
ment ,o:ere extremely, expens ive and quite mass ive. For exaffiple, 
a plastic scintillator shield which is four interaction 
lengths thick at Ey = 0.51 MeV would weigh ~ 1000 lbs. 
Equivalent thickness shields of inorganic scintillators 
would weigh nearly 200 lbs. Although directional response 
is obtainable '-lith active shielding, 'it was felt that the 
-I 
I 
1 
! 
marginal improvement in directionality of reasonable size 
.active shields over a disk-shaped unshielded detector did: 
not justify the expense and problems expected in building' 
a balloon payload with such shields. 
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This decision was also strengthened by the results 
of· the upper limit flux calculations' for each scheme, vlhich 
sho:ved that the unshielded large area sp,ectrometer is capable 
of observing just as '1m" an upper limit flux as the shielded 
detector. Limiting flux calculations were made to determine 
the sensitivity for observing line contributions at 0.511 
and 2.23 MeV. The background counting rate under each line 
region was estimated from an extrapolation of the measured 
atmospheriC gamma ray spectrum at a balloon altitude of 3.5 
g/cm2 (PETERSON et al., 1966). The results obtained for a 
disk-shaped spectrometer 11 1/2 If in diameter x 4" thick (8!::£ 
545 cm2 at 0.51 MeV and S ~ 286 cm2 at 2.23 MeV), for paral-
lel source radiation impinging on the flat surface of the 
detector and for an observing time T ~ 104 sec, are 
F(0.51 MeV) 
F(2.23 MeV) 
~ 7.3 x 10-4 photons/cm2 
~ 2.3 x 10-4 photons/cm2 
sec 
sec 
These limits are based only on counting statistics. Essen-
tially the same value at 0.51 MeV \Vas obtained by FISIDfA.l.~ 
et al. (1969b) for a 4" x 211 central spectrometer sur~ounded 
by a 2" tl1':ci~ NaI(Tl) cup. The limit at 2023 HeV is sig-
nificantly below the present solar flux limit at this energy 
(CHUPP et al., 1968). 
Finally, the shielded detector has a poor response 
to short bursts of radiation due to the Imver sensitivity 
in the ','look" direction. A high sensitivity means a large 
number of source counts (and good statistics) fro~ burst 
I 
• i 
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events. The large 'spectrometer has the best time r·esolution 
ff any detector scheme cpnsidered in the study. In fact, 
the time resolution for the chosen spectrometer was limited 
by electronics and not the detector itself. 
2.2 Description of· Detector 
For the reasons described in section 2.1, a large 
volume disk-shaped NaI(T1) spectrometer was chosen as the 
garmna ray detector. The final detector was an 11 1/2 11 
diameter x 4" thick NaI (Tl) scintillation crystal, vie"tved 
by seven 3 II diameter RCA 8054 phototubes. (A·s tandard· 
Matched Window Line assembly from Harshaw Chemical Co.). Tne 
tubes were operated in a gain-balanced mode with the anode 
pulses summed at a common point prior to preamp1ification. 
The crystal was housed in a low background stainless steel 
container, and in addition to individual netic-conetic 
magnetic shields around each phototube, low background st~in­
less steel and teflon photomultiplier base assemblies "tvere 
used. These low background precautions ·are very necessary 
\vith this large crystal since any intrinsic background line 
radiations from radioactive contaminants will produce a 
measurable effect in a short time due to the high photon 
interaction efficiency and large interaction volume. 
This central crystal spectrometer was contained "tvith-
in a totally-enclosing active charged particle anti-coinci-
dence shield. The shield was comprised of t"tvO overlapping 
cups of plastic scintillator (henceforth called CPSA and· 
CPSB) as shown in Figure 11-2. Each cup consisted of a I 
cm thick disk optically bonded to a hollmv tube of 1 cm wall 
thickness.· This overlapping cup design was chosen because it 
permitted an access path for the sturdy crystal mounting 
.' 
= 
.' 
PM 
=rr PM 
. Figure. ·11-2. Dia~rarn of flight spectrometer shotving. pos ition of variolls 
. detector components. 
'. 
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frame ...... hile providing complete 4rr charged particle coverage. 
tIl surfaces (except. at pho'totube locations) were covered 
with tightly wrapped aluminum. foil for good light collection, 
and the ...... hole assembly was covered with black plastic arid 
tape making a light-tight unit. Cups CPSA and CPSB 'Ylere 
vie ... ved by five and three. 1, 1/2" diameter RCA 6199' phototubes 
respectively at the locations indicated in Figure 1I-2. All 
phototubes for a given cup were wired in parallel, providing 
a single summed anode signal. Consequently, there were two 
such CPS signals since' each cup was operated separately from 
the other, as shown in Figure II-3. 
The 1 cm scintillator thickness was chosen as a com-
promise between two conside:r-ations, (1) assurance of suf-
ficient light output to obtain a high efficiency for vetoing 
charged cosmic ray particles, and (2) minimization of the 
mass in the shield which could lead to production of mono-
energetic deuteron formation gamma rays by thermalization 
and capture of atmospheric·neutrons by the hydrogen in the 
scintillator. Due to the highly variable light travel paths 
between phototubes and different points of the cup, the 
light collection properties varied widely \ ... ith position in 
each cup. Laboratory measurements showed that the rejection 
·efficiency of each cup was > 99%. This figure applies to 
the worst case operation of each cup since the measurements 
were made with a ~~meson telescope at the worst position 
for light collection. This is ,the position where a minimum 
ionizing through particle gives the smallest output signal. 
For the anti-coincidence .shield as a ...... hole, the rej ection 
efficiency is much higher than the 99% figure. An extremely 
.high rejection efficiency is not so, crucial in this experi-
ment because of the high counting rate from neutral events. 
I 
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A small leakage of undetected char~ed particles represents a 
much smaller percentage of total counts in a high counting 
rate experiment than it would in a low counting rate gamma 
,ray experiment. 
/ T\~o commercial DC-DC converters '-Jere used to 'supply 
phototu~e high voltages. One converter sup'plied positive 
high voltage (+lOOOv) to the seven phototubes viewing the 
crystal, while the second converter supplied negative high 
voltage (-lOOOv) for the ~ight CPS phototubes and the,one 
calibration source phototube. 
The NaI spectrometer, CPS cups; and certain elec-
tronics (see Figure II-3) were housed in a spherical fiber 
. , . 2 glass pressure container of wall thickness = 002 g/cm. In 
.-. "'" addition, the preamplifier for the NaI signals, the CPS dis-
criminators and shapers, and the calibration source beta 
event discriminator and shaper were contained in this sphere. 
• • • I 
As seen in Figure II-2, the mounting plate which supports 
the spectrometer and CPS ,cups was thermally isolated from 
the main support plate via rubber shock mounts, which also 
'provided mechanical shock isolation for the NaI crystal. 
Strip heaters mounted on the detector mounting plate pro-
vided 28 watts o~ heating in the vicinity of the CPS cups. 
A thermistor-controlled astable oscillator housed inside 
the pressure sphere measured the free air temperature bet\"een 
the sphere and the detector. This temperature infor~4tion 
was telemetered to 'ground and provided continuous information 
on the temperature of the detector environment. 
./ 
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2.3 The Detector Electronics 
Effort was made to optimize C?ertain design-parameters 
in the instrument to remove problems experienced with earlier 
detectors flo'\m by, this group. In terms of electronics de-
sign" optimization 'in two areas was of prime consideration.' 
~n attempt 'vas made to reduce· the 'los~ ,in spectrometer 
energy resolution in the electronics. For this reason high 
quality NIM standard modular ampri~ier and analog pulse 
handling electronics was used. Secon'dly, efforts were made 
'to eliminate gain changes during the flight. A closed-loop 
digital gain stabiiization sy'stem was incorpora'ted into the 
'flight electronics to help eliminate gain drift problems. 
Figures 11-3 and II-4 give complete block diagraITs 
of the flight electronics. Those circuits ,shovm in Figure 
11-3 were housed in the detector pressure sphere '\vhile those 
in ,Figure II-4, with the ,exception of VCOIS and transmitters, 
were housed in a separate electronics pressure can. The 
summed CPS anode signal for each cup was amplified, and 
those signals exceeding a lower discriminator threshhold 
were shaped into standard width logic signals. The same '\vas 
true of the anode signal from the phototube viewing the cal-
ibration source. The linear Nal signal was preamplified 
before leaving the detector sphere., The preamplified Nal 
signals were fed to a Gaussian-shaping linear amplifier and 
delay, which provi?ed prompt bipolar and delayed unipolar 
signals. All unipolar signals to be converted in the pulse 
height analyzer (PFA) were fed through the gain stab~lization 
amplifier. The bipolar signals were used to g~nerate timing 
pulses for use in the PHA'and the gating logic section. 
The coincidence and anti-coincidence gating l~gic section 
contained the master decision-making circuitry for detector 
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events. Those events occurring in the NaI detector and not 
accompanied by a simultaneous CPSA or CPSB signal ("neutral 
, , 
'events ") were sfeered to the 256 channel PHA 'for conversion. 
If a CPSA or CPSB pulse.was simultaneously present, the 
event 'vas vetoed. 
Those pulses, representing neutral events' 'Vlere divided 
into 't,vo contiguous energy ra~ges, the LER (low energy range) 
and HER (high energy, range). Unipolar p':llses whose ampli-' 
tudes w,ere insufficient to trigger a voltage threshold 
(HER SELECT DISC) w,ere fed directly to the PHA. Pulses 
which triggered this threshold were attenuated before enter-
ing the PHA and became HER events. This signal steering 'was 
performed by the DUAL LINEAR GATE 'in FigureTI-4. TO,dis-
tinguish between,LER and·HER events, a HER, tag bit was gener-
ated whenever the HER SELECT DISC 'vas trigge,red. This bit 
was then added to the parallel digital word'which was 
entered into the buffer. This scheme enabled us to obtain 
up' to 256' channels of puise height information on each of 
the ranges and permitted us to use one PHA to cover a large 
e~ergy 'range with good energy/channel resolution. 
The parallel 9-bit digital pulse height information 
was then entered into a storage buffer. This derandomizing 
buffer was constructed from the design of PHILOKYPROU and 
ZACHARACOPOULOS (1968). The buffer accepted a random input 
rate, stored up to four events before becoming full, and 'V7as 
interrogated for readout at a periodic 3.57 kHz rate. This 
derandomization process greatly reduces deadtime losses 
'which result from high input data rates and lmv telemetry 
transmission rates (see Appendix B). A full buffer caused 
the electronics to veto acceptance of further 'data by the 
PHA until a readout creates an emp~y buffer location. Those 
events that occur when either the PHA is busy or the buffer 
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is full are not accepted. ' This cocnting rate (called LOST 
,DATA) is monitored du~ing the ,flight. In the PCM encoder, 
the paraliel digital iniorr.2tion from the buffer is 'con-
verted to a l2-bit serial PCM coded word and transmitted to 
, ground at a 3.57 kHz word, ~ate (50 ,kHz bit rate). 
In addition 'to the' pulse heigh!: a:1slysis electronics, 
a complete 'monitoring system was used to handle housekeeping 
data. This system consisted of two 8-channel digital multi-
plexers which sequentially sampled, v8.l?ious pertinen,t data~ 
, , 
:~e sample rate was 1 channel/lO seconds, so that each 
'data channel was samplec at least '10 seconds out of every 
80 seconds. Figure I1-4 shows the housekeep'ing data that 
was monitored on the second balloon flight~ Inputs to the 
multiplexers· were suitably scaled counting rates. The in-
dividual scaling ,factors, s. 
~, 
were chosen so that the error 
obtained in interpolating the demultiplexed data is less 
than the error due to statistical fluctuations in the un-
scaled input counting rates. Interpolation of scaled 'data 
is pointless when (EV&~S, 1955) u. > (s._1)2/~2s., 'tvhere s. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
is the scaling factor for. the ith channel, Ni is the total 
number of unscaled co~nts in' a sample interval, ~ is the 
nu~ber of standard deviations in N., and u. is the number of 
~ J. 
scaled counts obtained in the sample interval. This relation 
was used to select scaling factors for the housekeeping data. 
Each multiplexer ,output \'J3S fed directly to a subcarrier 
oscillator for transmission to ground using a second trans-
mitter. 
All flight electro:1ics housed in the electronics 
pressure vessel wer7 placed in a standard NIH pin. The \\'e~l­
regulated voltages f~r the elec~ronics were obtained from 
battery ... driven DC-CC con'!ertc.rs. P::ima::y electrical pmvc:: 
was sup?licd by two stacks of Yarcney Silvercel batte::ies, 
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the first a +,9v, 40 ampere-hour stack for operating the 5v 
logic' circuits, and the second a +30v, 40 ampere-hour stack 
to supply the NIM voltages. +his type of battery was 
chosen' because of its good pO'~ver-to-'Vleight ratio. 
, 
I',' 'The batteries, DC-DC converters, and, NIH bin 'Vlere 
contaiJ:?,ed inside a 24" x, 26" x 14" a1u.minum' pressure vessel. 
All components were mounte'd on an aluminum base plate with 
rubber standoffs to' provide thermal and mechanical shock 
\ 
isolation from the outside. A 1" thick polystyrene foam 
liner inside the can, in addition to 'tvhite paint: ~n the 
outside ,surface of the can, provided thermal control of the 
electronics. No heaters were needed in the pressure can 
since sufficient heat was dissipated by:"the, electronics and 
batteries to maintain the temperature between +18°C and +35°C 
during the balloon flights. The electronics temperature \Vas 
monitored by a thermistor-controlled oscillator (ELEC TEr~ 
OSC) positioned directly above the NIM bin. Also; a c10ck-
driven temperature recorder mounted inside the can recorded 
the free air temperature in the electronics pressure vessel. 
2.4 Gain Stabilization Svstem 
To optimize the energy resolution ,of the detector 
system, very good gain stability must be maintained. Gain 
stabilization was achieved by electronically "locking cn ll a 
reference peak in the ga~a ray spectrum and forcing this 
peak to remain in the same'PHA channel at all times. If 
gain changes caused the peak to drift, the drift ,'las sensed 
and a gain correction app~ied. The heart of the system \Vas 
a commercial digital stabilizer which uses the digital PF~ 
outputs to control a variable gain amplifier. The amplifier 
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correcti:on 'tvas applied via a stepping-motor driven potentio-
meter. The in-flight calibrator sburce made use of the f3- .. 
coincidence source method (CHUPP et ale 1968; FORREST et ale 
,1971) 'tVitp Co60 as the radioactive source. The Co60 prDvides 
'two distinct gannna ray calibration. lines. For a detailed 
Idiscussi~n of the' method the reader is referred to CHUPP 
,,:r . . -
et a1 .. ··::·(1968), and FORREST et al. (1971). Briefly, a 
phototube viewing a Co60-doped plastic' scintillator disk' 
. . . 
detected the beta particle emitted befor~ the prompt coin-
cident cascade gamma rays of energy 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV. 
The amplified phototube signal was fed.to 'a'discriminator 
(see Figure 11-3) whose output was shaped to a standard 'tvidth 
logic pulse •. These pulses, which represent beta events in 
the source disk, were placed in coincidence 'tVith the neutral 
event signals from the NaI spectrometer. Those neutral 
events selected by this ~-, coincidence requirement were 
tagged as calibration events (CAL EV). The coincidence 
signal prevented entry of each CAL EV into the buffer. This 
means that no artificial calibration lines should appear in 
the transmitted data. (~his is only true of course if the 
coincidence efficiency is 100%). The stabilization circuits 
were activated only by ~-, calibration events, making cer-
tain that gain corrections were controlled solely by cali-
bration source signals. The stabilizer was adjusted to lock 
the 1.33 MeV Co60 reference peak in channel 113 of the LER 
spectrum for flight 558P. 
Since the system operated· from the digital outputs 
of the FrlA, it corrected for all types of system drift up to 
and including the pulse height analyzer. For example, it 
corrected for phototube gain changes due to high voltage 
drift, amplifier gain changes due to thermal and high count-
ing rate effects, and analog to digital conversion variations. 
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The, only effect which the system was unable to compensate 
for 'l7as a zero level threshhold shift in the amplifiers or 
the PHA. Preflight laboratory tests of the stabilization' 
system shml7ed satisfactory performance under simulated flight 
ponditions '. 
! """'1 C 60 l' b' h b ' _t.. ' , .. 
'''.':1'J.le 0 ca ~ rat~on source-p ototu e cO.lIu~nat~on 
used" i~"the present system had a source strength of 0.02 
, 
microcurie and a rejection efficiency of ~75% - 78%, so 
that only 22-25% of the calibration gamma rays could produce 
events which appear in the output $pectrum. The choice of 
calibration source-to-crystal distance assured that the leak-
age rate of calibration source events was a small part of 
the total spectrum. . ... 
2.5 The Gondola and Orientation System 
The entire' flight detector system was mounted inside 
an aluminum gondola frame as shown,in Figure 11-5, where the 
positions of all major detector components can be seen. The 
large mass of electronics and its pressure vessel \'las placed 
as far away from the detector as possible to minimize neutron' 
and gamma ray production effects. The gondola frame was de-
signed to provide a sturdy but lightweight framework for 
mounting all system components. 
Provisions were made to point the detector sphere 
using an orientation system designed and constructed spec-
itically for these, balloon flights. A detailed description 
of this system is given by ORWIG et ale - (1970). Basically, 
the gondola frame is stabilized to a north-south magnetic 
field reference by means of a magnetometer-controlled se~lO 
system. This provides a stabilized platform. From this 
reference platform the detector sphere could be positioned 
," 
-/ 
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Figure 11-5 
Photograph of the ~~ spectrometer, payload and aluminum 
gondola. The detector is shown without the' top pressure 
sphere cover. The can on the bottom of the frame houses 
,the majority of the flight electronics. Also visible 
are the magnetometer at the end of the boom and the 
drive motors for the pointing system. 
r--
I 
I 
at any desired azimuth and elevation to an accuracy of ±3° 
on each axis by means of a fully digital, ground-commanded 
orientation system. 
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Movements about each of the two axes was achieved 
/by co~trol1ing .the number of steps taken by stepping motors. 
}Iovenie,n~s in azimuth and elevation could be'made in. 1°, 10°, 
or 90°' "steps at an angu1ar'rate of 1° /sec. The entire 
gondola \Vas rotationally decoup1ed from the'ba1loon flight 
train via a swivel coupling. Movements about the azimuthal 
axis were made by rotating against a large dumbe1l-shaped 
inertia reaction boom. ,By decoupling from the balloon, un-
.necessary rotational perturbations induc~d by the slow 
balloon rotation (IV l' revolution per 5 to 15 min at float 
altitude) are eliminated. 
The complete orientation system package also included 
provisions for the· transmission of position information to 
ground and reception and verification of ground commands. 
The transmission of this information required two VCO tele-
metry channels. A complete ground station decoder provided 
visual disp1ay'of the pointing angles and system co~~nds 
during the flight. The magnetometer boom, orientation elec-
tronics box, and mo~'or drives are visible in Figure II-5. 
In the follo~ving section the ground support systems 
used for receiving, decoding, and recordi.ng the data are 
discussed. 
2.6 Ground Suoport Systems 
Figure II-6 shmvs a complete block diagram of the 
ground support systems used in the telemetry receiving 
station during the balloon flight. The PCl'! decoder-pulse 
height analysis section consisted of one VHF receiver, the 
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PCM decoder, a connnercial 256 channel pulse.height analyzer. 
with printer readout, and one channel of an analog tape re-
corder. With this equipment real-time spectra were obtained 
during the balloon flight. In addition, the PCM pulse height 
information was' recorded directly on one channel of the tape 
recorder for further use~ 
All housekeeping .multiplexer data and orientation 
system data were received. on a second VHF receiver, whose, 
video output was recorded on a second ?hannel of the tape' 
recorder. In addition an array of'FM/FM subcarrier discrim-
~nators were used to decode certain telemetered data for 
p~esentation to monitoring and recording devices, such as 
chart· recorders and visual lamp displays. Chart recorders 
were used to give a quick look at the flight system opera-
tion and provide a hard copy of th~ data as well. The 
separate orientation system ground station had provisions 
for· decoding and display of all pertinent pointing informa-
tion. 
.All flight data was stored on magnetic tape. In 
addition, the timing signals from station ~VV, Fort Collins, 
Colorado were received at the Palestine',. Texas receiving 
station and simultaneously recorded on a separate track of 
the magnetic tape. This provided accurate timing for the 
recorded data. All results considered here were obtained 
from an· analysis of the pulse height data which was stored 
on these magnetic ~apes. 
An extensive series of pre-flight and post-flight 
calibrations were carried out on the flight. instrument. The 
interested reader is referred to Appendix B wh~re the re-
sults of these instrument calibrations are presented in 
detail. 
~vo balloon flights were made with the· flight· in-
'strument described aboveo These flights are discussc~ in 
the next section. 
, . 
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SECTION III 
BALLOON FLIGHTS 
3.1 . Flight 5l7P 
The detector system previously described was success-
fully flown on two balloGn flights from the NCAR launch 
facility at Palestine, Texas. The first flight, designated 
a'S 5l7P, took place on November 26,1969 and .the second, 
designated as 55SP, on June 7, 1970. The first flight, in 
addition to the primary objective of observing the Sun, '>'las 
also intended as an engineering flight to check operation of 
all flight systems, including the initial test of the proto-
type model of the payload orientation system. Of particular 
interest w'ere the questions of (1) how well the NIM modular 
electronics would operate under adverse temperature condi-
tions, (2) how good was the temperature control of the in-
strument,' (3) how well the large NaI crystal '>vou1d stand up 
to actual flight conditions, and (4) how well the gain 
stabilization and payload orientation systems would operate. 
The first flight was launched at 1350 DT (0750 CST) 
on' November 26, 1969, reached float at a nominal atmospheric 
depth of 4.5 g/cm2 at 1600 UT and remained approximately at 
that depth until cutdown at lS05 UTo The payload landed 
near Vernon, Alabama at iS4l UT. Due to high ,>vinds at float 
altitude, the maximum telemetry range was reached early 
causing float duration to be only two hours. Throughout the 
flight a predetermined series of pO.inting operations ,>vas 
performed which enabled a complete check of the orientation 
-/ 
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system. At float altitude a number of alternate lion-sun, 90° 
mvay-from-sun" movements ~'lere successfully completed to ob-
tain source plus background and background data for the Sun. 
The data from this flight indicated the follovling 
results. 
1. There was a permanent loss of'housekeeping'data 
at an altitude of 15.3 km·and a loss of HER pulse.height in-
formation at an altitude of 17.9 km. 
2. There was a temporary'l~ss of LER pulse height 
information bet'tveen 12.1 and 17.2 km. This temporary mal-
. . 
- function appeared to be caused by ~he loss and subsequent 
reaquisition of the calibration peak by the g'ain stabiliza-
tion system. In recovering the peak, large gain corrections 
were made by the system, which rendered the data unreliable 
during this period. 
3. The detector and its pressure vessel as well 
as the electronics operated colder than expecte~. 
4. The orientation system did not achieve the point-
ing accurac'y for which it was designed. The payload was 
only stabilized to'an accuracy of ± 10° in the azimuthal 
direction. Since the large spectrometer has a IIfield of 
v.iew'" of tv 120° FWHM, t~is 10°' uncertainty presented no real 
limitation to the success of the experiment. 
Based on the results of flight 5l7P,changes and im-
provements 'vere made to the entire system to remove the 
difficult~es experi~nced in the first flight. Minor elec-
tronics changes were made to assure more reliable operation. 
,A new servo drive system 'incorporated into the orientation 
system improved the azimuthal pointing accuracy, to + 3°, 
removing the earlier problem. More work was done on the 
t~ermal control of the detector and 'electronics. Help in 
this area was given by Karl'Stefan at NCAR, Boulder, Colorado. 
-/ 
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Given our flight configuration, his group performed a thermal 
analysis of our ·system, 't'lhich led to recomrnendations for 
I • 
better therrnal control of the payload. The necessary changes 
were made prior to the second flight. 
Finally, an on-board chart recorder used to record 
housekeeping data in the f~rst flight was replaced by the 
t't-lO '8-chal~nel electronic ,multiplexers described in section 
2.' 3. This change was made because of a' failure of the on-
board chart recorder in the first flight. 
3.2 ,Flight 558P 
The data which form the basis of this thesis were 
obtained from the second balloon ~light of the instrument, 
NCAR flight 558P, laun~hed on June 7, '1970. ,The complete 
UNH sci,entific payload, including 'gondola, 'tveighed hi 575 lbs 
and was flmvn on a o. 7 mil Winzen io. 6 x 106 ft3 balloon. 
The total weight of the payload, including 250 lbs of 
ballast, NCAR supPQrt electronics, and telemetry equipment 
was IV 955 lbs at launch. Figure III-l shows a diagram of 
the balloon flight train~ 
Approximately 380 lbs of this weight was taken up by 
the standard balloon flight control package' provided by NCAR. 
Most of this package was located at the bottom of the, gondola 
as far away from the detector as possible (see Figure ill-I). 
In addition to 250 lbs of ballast, this package contained: 
1. A barotransmitter 'tvhich provided coded pressure 
(altitude) data from launch until cutdmvn" 
2. A Rosemount Model 830-A pressure transducer 
gauge used for accurate pressure readings at atmospheric 
depths ~ 10 mh. This gauge is calibrated by NCAR and has a 
, . 
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Figure III,-l. CO:":1plete balloon flight train for flight 558P 
showing both the UNH and NCAR payloads. 
; 
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measured pressure accuracy of + 0.1 mb at float altitudes 
1-7 rob. 
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of 
3. A receiver and decoder,for the NCAR PCM co~~nd 
system (utilized for ground control of the pointing syste~). 
4. A receiver and decoder for NCAR ballast and cut-
dO\vn' comrnands. 
5., A Rawinsonde package which provided external 
temperature, readings from a thermistor sensor and indirect 
balloon position readings until 'float altitude was reached. 
After a smooth launch at 1153 UT (0653 CDT) and 
normal ascent, the balloon reached 'float at, a,n atmospheric 
depth of 3.5 gm/cm2 at 1415, UT and 'remained at an atmospheric 
depth', of 302 to 3.9 g/cm2 for approximately 7 1/2 hrs until 
flight termination by NCAR ground command at ,2145 UTe 
Following a 40 minute parachute descent, the package ~anded 
seven miles ~~ of Monahans, Texas at 2234 UTe Due ~o high 
surface winds in the descent area after landing, the pay-
load was dragged by the ',open parachute nearly 1/2 mile on 
the ground before coming to rest. Considerable external 
damage occurred to the aluminum gondola frame, including 
some of the gears and shafts of the orientation system. The 
four detector mounting posts (those post,s which held the Na1 
detector, CPS A, and CPS B to the ~ain mounting plate; see 
Figure 11-2) 'tvere sheared off 0 This al1mved the detector to 
float freely inside the upper half of the pressure sphere. 
Also, the detector '~ressure sphere was ruptured by broken 
aluminum frame supports •. Post-flight tests shmved no darr..age 
to the Na1 spectror.J.eter or plastic CPS cups. HO'tVever, two 
RCA 6199 phototubes viewing the bottom of CPS A 'tvere broken, 
I>resumab1y when the detector mounts were broken. Except for 
a'nurrber'o£ severed e1ectri~a1 cables, no damage occurred to 
the electronics and its pressure vessel o 
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3.3 Performance of Flight Instruments 
All balloon flight systems operated quite well with 
one minor exceptio~ discussed at'the end of this section. ' 
The electronics pressure can temperature sensors indicated 
that, the temperature inside 'the can remained bet-v7een +18°C 
and +35°C throughout the entire flight. These te~peratures 
are 'well within the acceptable range of bperation for the 
NIM modules and integrated circuits used in the electronics. 
The temperature sensor mounted in the' detector sphere in-
dicated that the inside' air temperatu~e was between -6°C and 
+17°C during the flight. Starting at +17°C at launch, this 
temperature dropped to a .minimum of -6°C at 1315 UT (~24 km) 
and gradually rose to +8°C where it levelled off for the re-
mainder,of the flight. Although this temperature was belot-] 
O°C for ~ 1 hr 15 min, no malfunctions occurred which could 
be ,attributed to the < O°C temperatures. Note, ho,\vever, 
that this measur~d air temperature may not be a true indi-
cation of the temperature in the immediate NaI crystal en-
vironment. The crystal and phototubes were completely 
surrounded by the CPS cups, and any heat released by. the 
phototube bleeder chains was probably retained in this small 
confined space, keeping the detector warmer than t~e air 
temperature outside the CPS cups. In addition, the flibh~ 
orientation system worked extremely well throughout the 
flight. A continuous readout of the azimuth aspect shmved 
that the modified azimuth servo system maintained the point-
ing direction to within the desired +3° accuracy. The 
system responded well to all pointing commands transmitted 
from the ,3rou~e. On this basis, we can say with confidence 
that the look direction was knovln to within +3° in either 
, -
azimuth\or elevation for the float part of the flight. 
-/ 
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At approximately 19)0 UT (after 5 hr 15 min at float 
. 
altitude) an intermitt~rit loss of the pulse height data was 
experienced. Coincident with this was a malfunction of the 
pointing system as indicated by visual ground readouts. All 
real time readouts during the flight (as well as a post flight 
review of the pertinent records) indicate that one of the two 
battery stacks had prematurely 'reached the limit 9f its 
capacity and consequently failed to provide electrical' pow'er 
to a number of circuits. At this 'point we were still able' 
to stO'tv the detector in its landing'position~ and main power 
- was cut at 1949 UTo Data received 'after the first indication 
of this battery failure was not used in the'~resent analysis. 
Only one malfunction occurred which affected some of 
the data being telemetered to ground. This was a temporary 
loss of LER pulse height data on ascent from'1245 UT to 1400 
UT (105 g/cm2 to 4.5 g/cm2), just prior to reaching float 
altitude. The problem appears to have been a loss of the 
gating signal which opens the LER channel to the DUAL LINEAR 
-
GATE. S,ince this signal ~lso controls op~~ation of the 
digital stabilizer, the gain stabilization system was in-
operative during this time. With this system off the system 
'gain could drift with temperature changes in the detector 
sphere and the electronics can. lVhen the LER data returned 
at 1400 UT, the spectrum indicated that a gain shift had 
occurred. This was due to the gain stabilization circuits 
searching and find~ng a new calibration peak to lock on '. 
Unfortunately the ne,v peak was the 1.17 MeV Co60 peak rather 
than the 1.33 MeV C060 peak initially used. The net result 
of this temporary malfunction, apart from the ~oss of LER 
data, was the creation of a fixed step function gain shift. 
At float~ the stabilization circuit~ worked well at the new 
gain value. The effect of this, gain shift on the detector 
-/ 
energy calibration was easily determined by a'new post-
flight calibration (see Appendix B). 
3.4 Background Counting Rates 
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A measurement of the' dependence of the various inte-,' 
gral counting rates with atmospheric depth is imp9rtant for 
several reasonso 
1. This data indicates whether the instrument 
worked properly throughout the flight. 
2. These rates provide a good compa~ison of the 
results obtained from both flights 'of the instrument. 
3. An agreement in the slope of the atmospheric 
gr~wth curve with previ~us results gives con~idence that one 
is measuring the neutral electromagnetic component. 
.' 
The counting rates (both neutral and charged particle) 
observed in flight 558P show the typical atmospheric depth 
dependence. After an initial decrease in counting rate after 
launch, the rates increase until a maximum is attained at 
N 100-120 g/cm~. After this ~ximum, the rates decrease 
wIth smaller depths, but appear to approach a non-zero value 
2 
when extrapolated to zero g/cm. Figures III-2 through 
III-4 show the dependenc~ of the various integral counting 
rates on atmospheric,depth as obtained on flight 558P. In 
these plots the dep.th is expressed in g/cm2 (1 g/cm2 = '0.97 
mb). The charged particle shield rates (CPS A, CPS B, and 
CPS A·B) represent 9.0 second averages obtained every 80 
'seconds, while the LER and HER integral counti~g rates are 
20 second averages obtained every 60 seconds. Any error 
bars (~la ) shown in these figures ~vere calculated solely 
from sample counting statistics, + (N)1/2/t • \f:here no error 
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Figure III-2o 
'v .. 
Atmospheric Depth (g/cm2) 
Atmospheric dependence of charged particle 
shield counting rates. CPS A and CPS Bare 
the individual rates; AtB is the coincidence 
rate between cups A and B. Data points rep-
. resent 9 sec averages obtained every 80 sec. 
Data was lost bet'tveen IV 700 g/cm2 and ~ 350 
g/cm2 due to a telemetry dropout. 
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, Figure 111-3. Atmospheric depth dependence of integral LER 
counting rate. Rate includes counts fro~ all 
channels of LER; the data points represent 20 
sec averages and are corrected for buffer dead-
time losses. Loss of LER pulse height data 
occurred at tV 120 g/cm2 due to a te:nporary elec-
tronics failure, b~t returned at a depth of 4 
g/cm2 • The errors are smaller than the plotted 
points. 
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Figure III-4. Atmospheric depth dependence of integral HER 
counting rate. Rate includes counts fro~ all 
channels of HER and is correcte~ for buffer 
deadtime losses. Errors are smaller than the 
plotted points except where noted by error 
bars. 
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bars are indicated, the errors are smaller than the plotted 
points. Note that the CPS A·B rate' is a coinciden'ce rate 
bet~.,.,een CPS A and CPS B.' Because of the geometry. of these 
cups, this counting rate should be a good indicator of the 
through-particle rate in the central detector (the rate of 
those charged particles which traverse both shields and 
pehetiate the central crystal). 
The absence of CPS counting rate' da~a from IV 750 
g/cm2 to ~450 g/cm2 resulted from an intermittent telemetry 
dropout problem due to a' misalignment' 6f the' anten~a' on re-
ceiver no. 2. The multiplexed CPS ,counting rates 'Vlere there-
fore unreliable during this period and have'not'been included 
here. The results for the LER and HER are counting r~tes ob-
tained from the telemetered pulse ,height data which ~.,.,ere not 
affected by the telemetry dropout problem. They have been 
corrected only for buffer deadtime'losses. Tne loss of the 
LER data at an atmospheric depth of ~ 105 g/cm2 was due to 
the, temporary electronics failure described in Section 3.3. 
,This data returned at a depth of 1V4.5 g/cm2 • The results 
'of Figures III-2 through lII-4 indicate that, the system ~'7aS 
operating as expected and that normal qualitative results 
were obtained throughout the flight. 
The float portion of the flight is of major interest 
here, since it was during this time that source observations 
were made. It is important to note that the normal non-
source-associated fluctuations in counting rates usually 
observed at float altitude due to altitude changes, changes 
, in geomagnetic latitude, and changes due to gain drifts do 
not present a serious dra~vback' to the pulsar search method 
used on the data. This method is inherently insensitive to 
fluctu~tions of the described type ~nless, by chance, these 
fluctuations are periodic with the same period (or har~onic 
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of same) as the sig'nal being searched for. 
To get some indication of the typical gam~ ray back-
bround spectrum observed at float altitude, Figure 1II-5 
shmvs the combined LER and HER pulse height spectrums ob-
tained by adding together all of the pulse height data 
obtained at. float.altitude (from 1447 UT to 1924.UT).· These 
results have been corrected for 'deadtime losses and attenua-
tion in the surrounding CPS cups and pressure sphere ~~teria1. 
Assuming that the observed flux is isotropic and using an 
average detector geometry factor, GO = 570 cm2 , 't'le obtain 
the differential pulse height spectrum of Figure 111-5. 
This spectrum is valid for an atmospheric depth .N 3 .. 5 g/cm2 
and geomagnetic latitude of 400 N. In the LER, the 0.5 HeV 
annihilation line is the only, prominent atmospheric back-
ground feature observed. The three peaks from 1.1 to 1.5 
MeV are due to the t'tvO leakage lines from the C060 calibra-
tion source and the K40 line contribution at 1.47 HeV, which 
is an intrinsic background feature'of the large spectro~eter. 
In the HER there are strong indications for several possible 
line contributions. These results, alt40ugh quite interest-
ing, are not discussed further here since they are not 
central to the thesis topic'. 
From about 1430 UT until the battery malfu~ction the 
pointing system \Vas used to keep the Sun "tvithin the TI';:-r.,~ 
aperture of the detector. Calculations for the day of the 
flight indicated that the Crab~Nebula lags the Sun in 
meridian transit by only 33 minutes ( ~ 8°). Also, the 
maximum difference between the declination of the Sun and 
the Crab l\ebula from 1430 UT to 2000 UT is only 42 r" or ~ 0.7 
degree. Since the instrument was pointed to an accuracy of 
+3° about the Solar direction, we can say· with confide~ce 
that the Crab Nebula was in full vie\v of the detector from 
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Figure 111-5. Differential pulse height spectrum at 3.5 g/c~2 
and geomagnetic latitude 40 0 N measured "lith 
present spectrometer. The spect~~m is correc-
ted for deadtime losses and attenuation in the 
surrounding material but does not represent a 
photon flux as detector efficiency has npt been 
included. The g~p in spectrum is due to soear-
ing of HER SELECT DISC threshhold. 
1430 UT on. 
In the next section, several techniques used to 
search for pulsar signals are discussed. The method used 
in the p~esent analysis is then described in detail. 
I . 
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SECTION IV 
PULSAR SEARCH TECHNIQUE 
4.1 Description of Ana1vsis Methods 
Basically there are three widely used techniques of 
time domain analysis used in pulsar searching, (1) the 
autocorrelation-power spectrum technique, (2) the cross-
cor,relation method, and (3) the superposed epo~h, method 
of analysis. In this section I wish to describe each of 
these methods briefly, giving their advantages and disad-
vantages as pulsar search techniques. The details of the 
method used in the present work are then given. 
The autocorrelation-power spectrum technique is 
widely used when looking for periodic signals in a set of 
data. Mathematically this'technique is well covered in the 
literature (see, for example, BLAC~~ and TUKEY, 1958, and 
BE~~AT and PIERSOL, 1966). I shall describe here the 
standard B1ackman-Tukey method of power spectral density 
(PSD) calculations. The method has become quite useful 
since the advent of large high-speed digital computers,and 
standard digital computational methods have been developed 
to handle the many computations requi~ed in the method (for 
example, the fast Fourier transform technique). 
In this technique, I a waveform (,;.;hich could be a 
smoothly varying function, or a series of discretely occur-
r~~events) is muitiplied by a ti~e shifted version of it-
~elf over the duration of the waveform. The multiplication 
is done ordinate by ordinate and the sum of all these 
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products is taken. This process is repeated for ~3ny differ-
ent time shifts (or "lag times lt , T). If the normalized 
(prOduct at each shift is plotted,versus the lag time, the 
,resulting function is called the."autocorrelation function !f , 
R ,of the Haveform or series of discrete events. The xx 
autocorr~l2tion function of· a continuous waveform'x(t) is 
defined mathematically as 
T 
R () lin 
xx T = T->OO J x(t)x(t-T)dt 
o 
where X(t-T) is the shifted waveform, T is the lag ti:ne, and 
T· is the length of the data record. 
For use in digital computation systems, the c'ontinuous 
averaging process implied by the above equation is replaced 
by a procedure of sampling the signal every ~t seconds and 
su~ing a finite number, N, of the sample products. In 
this case 
'R· (T) = xx 
I 
N X(~t)X(~t-7) IV-I 
In the absence of a periodic signal in the data, RXX(7) is 
flat (within statistical,fluctuations) except at zero lag 
time (T = 0) where there is al'tvays a peak. The presence of 
periodic signals is evidenced by peaks appearing in RXX(7) 
at values of T corresponding to the periods of the components 
present. In a pulsar search, this calculation.is performed 
on a set of data for a large range of T values. In this \Vay 
the data can be tested for periodicities over a large fre-
quency range. 
The pmvcr spectral density' function, G (f), is 
xx 
/found. by taking the Fourier ,transform o~ RXX(T) , 
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This integral ~ust be evaluated ,numerically because of the 
finite data record. If T is the maximum value of T chosen 
m 
in the analysis, we obtain a truncated sample pOv]er spectral 
density function, 
T 
m 
Gxx(f) = 4 J R (T) cos 2r.fTdT. IV-2 xx -
0 
(The integral of equation IV-2 is equivalent to that of the 
previous equation because of the evenness of RXX(T) and the 
odd imaginary part of the exponential). 
G (f) is a measure of the power existing in differ-
xx ' 
ent frequencies in the data. A plot of G (f) vs. f (or 
xx 
lIT) will exhibit peaks at the contributing frequencies, or 
will be flat (within statistical variations) if no periodic 
components exist. The peak areas in this PSD curve provide 
a measure of the relative contribution of different fre-
quencies in the data. Because of the adaptibi1ity of these 
calculations to digital comp~ters, 'the combined autocorre1a-
tion-PSD technique is quite powerful and has been used 
successfully for pulsar searches (see, for example, FRITZ 
et a1., 1969). 
, , 
The main advantage of this technique for pulsar ' 
'searching is that it requires no knmv1ecge or assumptions 
about specific pulsar emission parameters. It is a tr~e 
search method. One dis~dvantage is that the method provides 
no phase or absolute timing information for a cetected 
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periodic signal, ~..,hich may be of importance in certain situa-
tions. Another disadvantage is the large amount of computer 
time required to make the calculations. This time is often 
of the order of the observation time for data taking, Hhich, 
for balloon flight experiments, can be quite long (up to 
fen·s of.h~urs) • 
. :':'C 
.' . ····In another version of the correlation process, the 
cross-correlation technique, the shifted data waveform 
X(t-T) is mUltiplied, ordinate by ordinate, by a selected 
periodic "template" ~vaveform y(t), and the products summed. 
Mathematically this is represented by 
or in 
T 
R (-r) = lim f xy T~oo 
0 
the sampling case by 
N 
1 R (-r) = 
xy N L 
k=l 
x(t-T)y(t)dt, IV-3 
IV-4 
This technique tests the similarity between the data and a 
selected waveform. Usually, the generation of yet) requires 
certain preconceptions about the pulsar emission process 
$URNS and CLARK, 1969). Certain parameters in the generated 
waveform are adjustable, such as period, pulse 'v~dth, and 
phase (T). Correlation is performed for many combinations 
of these parameters, each being varied over its range of 
interest. If periodicities exist in x(t), a peak will occur 
in R (T) for the proper choice of the various parameters. 
xy 
. This procedure can provide some information about 
. pulse shape as well as absolute phase information, 't..,hich 
cannot be obtained from the PSD approach. H~ever, this 
-I 
I 
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technique also has the requirement that a reference data .' 
train must be generated, itlhich implies some assumptions about 
the pu.lsed emis s ion (e. g. the approximate period, puls e 
width and shape to b~ expected). Also, a large amount of 
.~omputer time is needed in cross-correlation calculations. 
For' this reason the method. does not appear to be as use.ful 
for the detection of unknmvn signals, although it. is used by 
a number of research groups (BU~~S and CLARK, 1969) as a 
pulsar search technique in the ·radio region of the spectrum. 
The third technique, the superposed 'epoch method, is 
·a method of synchronous Signal averaging. In this method-
the data is superposed or overlayed' in phase· at a chosen 
frequency. If a periodic signal exists in the data with 
frequency equal to the frequency of superposition, a rein-
forcement will occur, giving'an enhancement above statistical 
fluctuations. If no periodic signal is present, or if the 
signal periodicities are not equal to the superposition 
frequency, no reinforcement. occurs, and the resulting phase 
plot will be statistically flat. Hence, a periodic signal 
is detected only when the frequency of overlap is precisely 
equal to the signal frequency 0 Note that the phase plot 
resulting from this method of analysis is the time-averaged' 
phase profile of the periodic signal. 
In a search for an unknown signal, this superposition 
process must be repeated many times using a different overlap 
frequency for each search. The analysis time for this method 
can therefore become quite long depending on the range of 
periods desired in the search process. Hmvever, the analysis 
method is easily adapta1?le to non-computer techniques, \·]hich 
. , 
is importar.t if access to digital computing facilities is 
limited or if the amount cf data is large and computer 
analysis would be costly and time consuming. As in cross-
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correlation, this~ technique requires some pre-knm-,ledge of' 
the pulsar emission parameters. Specifically, the pulsar 
freque~cy and rate of change of frequency must be assumed in 
this method.· The advantage of the method, hm-lever, is the 
·ability to obtain absolute phase timing information and in-
(fo~~t~sm on the time-averaged pulse .profiles of the emitted 
, .. ,.~'" 
radiation. 
The advantages and disadvantages giv~n for each 
method above were considered in choosing.a search technique. 
The superposed epoch method was chosen for two reasons. 
First, i:t waS concluded that absolute phase'and'pulse pro-, 
file information were necessary in the present analysis. 
This is based on the fact that positive observations made 
.. , 
with a non-directional instrument, such'·as the one flm-;n, 
cannot be identified with' a unique emitting source. Other 
information is required to pinpoint the origin of the em-
mission. Absolute timing information and phase profile in-
formation provide this additional evidence. Observation of 
peaks 'l;vhich occur in phase with, and have the same pulse 
profile as the pulsed emission for NP 0532 givss~rong 
support to the premise that the pulsed radiation is indeed 
coming from the Crab pulsar. The ·fact that the data rr.ust 
have a known pulse shape and that pulses must arrive at 
known times provides a sensitive test on the Crab origin of 
the emission. 
The precise apparent period value and slmvdO'ivn rate 
required in the superposed epoch analysis represents no 
, problem in the case of the Crab pulsar, NP 0532. The bary-
centric period ·and period slm"down rate for the Crab ~ebula 
puls~r NP 0532 are well measured, and nearly continuous ob-
servation of the'optical emission by astronomy groups pro-
vides new information for updating these values. In addition, 
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the period value and pulse arrival times do not appear to be 
a function of the energy of the emitted radiation, vlhich 
~llO'tvs us. to adopt. parameters r.ieasured in the optical and 
X-ray regions for the present ga~~ ray region. A number of 
simultaneous observations in different energy regions 
I(CO~KLIN et al., 1969 j BRADT et al., 1969) yeri~y this 
\-;':., . . .. 
energY·lndependence of the· important pulsar timing para-
meters (at least from the radio to X-ray bands). These 
parameters are thus accurately known arid ,readily available. 
The knowledge of these quantities for Np·0532 eliminates 
the need for s~veeping through a large frequency· range in 
the search process, thereby simplifying the analysis. 
The second consideration was a purely instrumental 
one. As discussed previously, the true "search methods 
require a great deal of analysis time and must, in all 
practicality, be performed on a digital computer. At the 
time when our attempts at data reducti~n were begun, no 
provision existed for transferring our data into a form 
cOITp~tible for complete computer analysis. A good deal of 
electronics interface harc.-;·lare would have had to be con-
structed to perform this task. On the other hand the super-
po~ed epoch analysiS lends itself more easily to a non-
computer approach using readily available laboratory 
~quipment (plus construction of relatively simple interface 
equipment). 
Based on these two considerations, (~) the necessity 
for obtaining absolute timing and pulse profile inforIT2~ion, 
. and (2) the ava~lability and si~plicity of instrumentation 
required fo~ data analysis, the superposed epoch analysis 
technique was the 0~vi6us choice for the pulsar search 
method •. 
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4.2 Instrumentation for Pulsar Search 
The instrumi:mtat'ion for the present analysis vlasvery 
similar to that used by NATHER·~t ale (1969), BOYNTON et ale 
(1969), and DUTHIE ~nd MURDIN (1971). A block diagram of' 
this electronics instrum$n'tation is shovm in' Figure IV-I. 
The electronics is needed, to generate an overlap ',frequency 
which is synchronized to the ~-nN signals' recorded on the 
'magnetic tape. This frequency and signals derived from it 
are used to control the superposition 'of the' data. The ~ ... rr.~rv 
,signal thus becomes the basic time, standard for the analysis. 
To use the long-term timingaccuracy'of the ~~ 
signal, and obtain a c1ean'timing signal to drive the fre-
quency synthesizer, an 80 kHz signal was recorded on one 
channel of the magnetic tape in synchronism ,'lith the '.J1N 
timing ~arkers. This was done in the iaboratory after the 
flight and was accomplished by forcing 80,000 cycles of a 
timing oscillator to fit between each 1 Hz marker on the 
tape. Synchronism between the oscillator and the markers 
was obtained by dividing the 80 kHz signal by 80,000 and 
maintaining the resulting 1Hz signal at a constant phase 
with respect to the 1 liz WWV markers. The maximum synchron-
ization error experienced 'in this process was ~l ms. Note 
that this is a non-accumulative error. The majority of the 
time this error 'vas held be10'tv +0.5 ms. Sections of the 
tape where this error was greater than 1 ms'were not used 
in the analysis. This clean 80 kHz signal ,vas used to drive 
a phase-locked-loop (PLL) which generated t ... vo signals, a 
duplicate 80 kHz signal and a 10 MHz signal. The 10 !·lliz 
signal became the base f~equency for use in the frequency 
~yntlles:i,.zer. The c;.eration of the ,PLL assured that the syn-
thesizer 'vas synchronized to the ~TtN signal and there'fore 
has good long-term time stabili~y. 
'. 
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The digital frequency synthesizer (designed and 
ruilt at,UNH) could be adjusted over the period range from 
0.00,01 ms to 99.9999 ms in increments of 0.0001 ms (100 ns). 
The synthesized frequency ,.,ras adjusted to most closely rr.atch 
the predicted ~pparent period of ,the pulsar, and controlled 
the recycling o?eration of a m~ltichannel analyzer operating 
in the multiscaler mode. The sYnthesizer also generated a 
signal to advance channels on the analyzer at a 1 ills/channel 
s'veep rate. The 'recycling process was repeated every period; 
thus one 34-channel analyzer scan corresponded to one pulsar 
cycle. 
The electronics included pro~isions for 'synchronizing 
the start of a mult.iscaler scan to a chosen second of time. 
This could be done to an uncertainty of +1 rns maximum. This 
provided knmvledge of the absolute arrival times for the re-
sulting superposition phase plots. This was achieved, by 
'phase-aligning (with the, PHA,SE ADJUSTER circuit of Figure 
IV-I) a synthesized 1 Hz ~ignal to the w~~ ~.arkers as they 
were played back off the tape. The star.t of a run ,vas 
,aligned to be 3 rns' before a given mvv marker, and this con-
stant phase offset was maintained for all the runs. 
" 
For reasons discussea in the next section, the 
analvsis was subdivided into 32 runs, the shortest being 100 
J , 
sec long and the longest, 800 sec long. A typical run ,.,rould 
proceed as follows. Fi~st, t~e synthes~zed 1 Hz signal was 
brought into a fixed -3.0 ms phase offset with respect to 
the WWV signal from the magnetic tape. This could be done 
to an error of +0.2 ms ("see Appendix F) .. This phase align-
ment was monitored duri.ng each runo The next step was to 
start the run at a precisely known absolute time. This 'vas 
done by arming the synthesizer just prior to the second 
marker chosen to be the starting time of the run. Tne next 
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1 Hz trigg~r pulse then.init{ated the run, thus synchron-
izing the start of the multiscaler s't'7eep process to a known 
I absolute tir.1e. The run 'tvas electronically timed by counting 
the number of 1 Hz trigger pulses occurring after the start 
of the run. 'illen a preset count ,'tvas reached the synthesizer 
'tvas automatically disabled and the run 'ended. 
The contents of the multichannel analyzer v7as, read 
out on punched paper tape and redundantly printed out on 
paper tape for a quick visual check of the data. The data 
on the punched paper tape were then converted to computer 
cards as input to the computer program 'tvhich performed the 
final data analysis. 
4.3 Subdivision of Data and Final Phase Alignment 
The superposed epoch meth,od of analysis requires 
very precise synchronization bet'tveen the artificial synthe-
sizer period and the pulsar signal. Since the multiscaler 
. channel advance rat'e is l' ~s /channel for the present case, 
this precision must be good enough to maintain any accu~~la­
tive phase drift to a value less than 1 ms during a data run • 
. When this condition is met, no observable time drifting of 
the data signals occurs. If the phase drift exceeds 1 ms, 
data smearing will occur in the final phase diagrams.' This 
effect, if large enough, could reduce peak signals to a 
value belO'tv background fluctuations. 
This precise synchronization presented a problem in 
the present analysis because the synthes~zer could not be 
adjusted in small enough' period i~crements to permit con tin-
uo~s tracking of the pulsar period throughout the data 
integration time. In Appendix F it is sh,mVl1 that for the 
16,739 sec data interval of the present analysis, the period 
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synchroniz.:ltion must be maintained to an accuracy of ;S 2 
ns /period in one long run to' keep the phase drift ;S 1 ms. 
I Hmvever , the frequ~ncy synthesizer could only incre:nent the· 
periods in steps of 100 ns. Thus, the exact apparent pulsar 
period at a given time could not be synthesized. In addition, 
the expect~d apparent pulsrir perioC for NP 0532 varies 
throughout the data interval (see Appendix E). Calculations 
for the interval used here showed that the apparent period 
for NP 0532 varied from 330112301 ms at l4h 32m Ols UT to 
h m s 33.112338 ms at 19 11 00 UT on June 7, 1970 ( a change 
of 37 ns). It was impossible to -track these period changes 
as' would be required in one long run of the data. 
The problem 'I;·;as eliminated by subdividing the data 
into 32 runs, each of short integration time (;5 800 s each). 
The Sarr.e synthesized period value was used for all runs, 
P = 330112300 ± 0.000005 ms. +his was the closest value 
syn 
to the true exoected'period that 'could be gener~ted in the 
. " 
synthesizer. ~ote that th~ difference between the generated 
and expected period varies from +1 ns.to +38 ns over the 
data interval. At no time was the peri9c error larger than 
38 ns. Using eqcation F-l of Appendix F with € = 38 ns p 
and P = 33.112300 ms, 'I;-;e find that in order to keep the 
phase drift ~ 1 rns in any run, the 'integration time of the 
run must be $ 950 s. By keeping the accumulation time of 
each ::1.1n ;S 800 s, we were assured that the results obtained 
for each run were the same as would have been obtained if 
the data had been superposed at the exact expected pulsar 
period. 
The data from the multiscaler analysis therefore 
consisted of 32 phase c.iagra~s which had to be superposed in 
phase to obtain the fina~ corr.?osite phase diagram. It is 
in this final synchronization p,rocess that the overall 
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timing accuracy is recovered. . From a knm'7ledge of the ex-
pected apPQrent period versus time and the starting times of 
each run, it was possible tocalculrite and assign a pulsar 
phase to the start of each run. This calculation 't·;as rnadc 
to the neare.::.t multiscaler channel (1 rns). This knm'7ledge 
of the. position in pulsar phase of eac.h· chan.nel .of each run 
enabled :~the runs to be phase-aligned and added to ea"ch other. 
A computer program \Vas written to perfo.rm this s~perposition· 
of the 32 runs. The apparent pulsar periC?d drift \Vas in-
cluded in the calc\!lation of the starting· ·time phases. 
This technique successfully recovered the tracking:accuracy 
needed in superposing the data. 
·Since timing. accuracy and precise synchronization 
are of great importance in the superposifion method, ·it is 
importan~ to consider the errors involved in these quantities 
for the present analysis. Appendix F is devoted to this 
task. In addition;. Appendix E contains the calculations of 
the expected period change~ for the day of the flight with 
comments on the errors in this quantity. These period 
changes \Vere used in the final phase aligning procedure 
perforrr.ed on ~he data by the computer program. 
In the· next section the results of using the super-
position analysis to search for gam~a ray pulsations fro~ 
NP 0532 are presented. 
I . 
! 
SECTION V 
RESULTS OF PULSAR ~~ALYSIS 
5.1 LER (250 keV - 2.3 MeV) 
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An initial analysis using the 'superposed epoch 
technique \Vas performed on one integral 'energy band e}:tend-
ing from' 250 keV to 2.3 MeV. One large band wa's chosen for 
the first look at the data to obtain a large number of 
counts) 'vhich would give good counting statistics and in-
crease our ability to detect small sign~ls above the expected 
large background. Data from the float portion of flight 
558P \Vas chosen for the 
. 4 interval, 1.2 x.lO sec 
h m s 
sec from 14 32 01 to 
analysis. Out of this total time 
of usable data, spanning 1.67 x 104 
19l.n 11m oos, 1 d f \V'as ana yze or a 
pulsed contribution from NP 0532. ' 
The analysis was repeatedly performed on the same 
set of data, each time using a ne,v period in the computer 
program. The final set of phase diagrams 'vere then scanned 
to look for any significant peaks. The final results' -for 
the LER data at two selected overlap frequencies are shO':~'n 
in Figure V-I. Figure V-la shows the phase plot obtained 
when the data ,vas superposed at the expected apparent pulsar 
period. As discussed in Appendix F, 2 ms wide phase bir.s 
\Vere chosen for the final plots due to the +1 IDS time-of-
arrival uncertainty. In Figu,re V-lb the data 'vas superposed 
at ~ period 80 ns higher ~ha~ that expected for NP 0532 for 
the day of the flight. The dashed. line is the average 
nUuber of counts per bin, 634,011 + 199 counts, calculated 
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Figure V-1. (a) 2 ms/bin phase diagram of LER dC':.ta (250 keV 
2.3 HeV) superposed at expected apparent period 
of NP 0532 for epoch of flight (33.112308 8S at 
15 h 50 m 30 s UT). 'Dashed line is the average 
of all da~a points; the dotted lirie is the cean 
value of bins 5-13 inclusive. Error bars a~e = 
1 a deviatiol"l.s based solely on counting statist':'cs. 
(b) Simile.:: p~:ase diagram for LER data superposed 
at a period 80 nsec higher than the expected 
~~pare~t period of NP 0532. 
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using the contribution from all th~ bins. The error bars 
shmvn (.:t.la ) are based solely on counting statistics (as are 
all the error bars given in ti1e figures of this section). 
1\vo pronounced peaks (3.30" and 2.30" above background re-
/spectively) separated by 20 + 2 ms <lppear in. the data. The 
! ". . '. . 
error 'b'i\rs on each peak indicate the counting error ( 0" -
(AVE)1/2 = 796 counts/bin) for a single bin of the data. 
Also indicated in the graph are the expected absolute Qain 
and interpulse arrival tirees for the optical radiation from 
NP 0532, provided by Dr. C. Papaliolios (Ea~ard Universit,y). 
. . 
The arrival times of the t'tvO peaks agree quite 'Hell \'lith the 
expected arrival times for emission from NP 0532. On this 
basis, the first peak has been identified with the interpulse 
and' the second 'tvith the main pulse,o These identifications 
are also aided by the peak shapes. The first'peak is the 
wider and more intense of the two. The narrowness of the 
'second peak (;S 2 ms) helped to identify i-c as the rnain pulse. 
These qualitative features are similar to those observed by 
HILLIER et ale (1970) in the energy region from 600 keV to 
9 MeV, ~nd to the pulse profiles observed in the soft and 
hard X-r~y regions of the pulsed spectrum of NP 0532 (see, 
for example, B~T et al,., 1969, and S}lI\THERS et al.,' 1971) • 
'The partic~lar choice of starting ,time for the 
present analysis caused the interpulse peak to appear first 
in the phase diagr~ill, although it is custorr~ry to see the 
main pulse leading in most phase profile d'iagrams. The 
,pulse separation is defined as the time bet\veen the peak 
intensities of the pulses when the main pulse, leads in the 
~hase diagram'. Hence, the observed peak separation of 20 
2 InS in the present'plot implies a 13:!:. 2 ms peak separa-
tion, in good agreereent ~ith the results obtained for the 
optical (L~~S et al., 1969) and X-ray emission from ~p 0532 
,(for example, RAPPAPORT et al., 1971, and BRINI et al., 
1971). 
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Since the observed effect is' quite small, statisti...; 
cal tests were performed on the data to test our confidence 
that a pulsed contribution had been seen.' A'chi-square Cx2 ) , 
statistical analysis (EVAN~) p. 777) was carried out to test 
\vhether the fluctuations observed in the data could be ex-
plained by purely statistical variations. The data was 
tested against a mode:' in ,,;hich there \'7aS a constant nUr.'.her 
of counts in each bin equal to t1;1e' average (in other ,'70rds, 
no pulsed contribution, but'merely a constant background 
counting rate). This x2 test vlaS performed on' each 0.£ the 
final 'phase plots resulti~g in a graph of x2 versus overlap 
period. This '~~thod has been used by a number of groups to 
search for the precise pulsation period of NP 0532 (notably 
BOLDT et al., 1969 and DEERENBERG'and BLEEKER, 1971). 
Results for the present experiment were obtained 
over a range of test periods which included the expected 
apparent period for NP 0532 and are given in Figure V-2. In 
the abs'ence of a pulsed contribution in the data, or if the 
overlap period is not equal to the actual period of pulsation, 
the resulting ,l vS 0 period distribution should be flat 
( t 1 ) L 1 f ,2 d . .... 'b d struc ure ess. arge va ues 0 X, correspon ~ng ~o a a 
fit of the data, indicate some sort of non-random component 
in the data. The distribution for the p'resent experi:::ent 
shmvs a peak in a narrow period range which inc luces the 
})eriod value e}"'-pec'ted for NP 0532 for the epoch of observa-
tion. The \Vorst -i'value (30.7 at P = 33.112312 ms) is 
greater than those obtained in ~ 98% of distributions 'gener-
ated rando~ly for 15 degrees of freedom. This' can be inter-
preted to mean that vle are ~ 98% 'confident that a non-rando:n 
effect has been ,observed in the data. In no other region of 
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Figure V-2. x2 distributi~n for the hypothesis of a rando~ 
distribution of events for 15 degrees o~ ~~eedo~ 
as a function of superposition period. The 
error bars on the expected pericid arrow indica~e 
the uncertainty in the knm.;rledge of the appare:n: 
pulsar. period of NP 0532., 
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. d d' l' h 2 - h' test per10 S 0 we see a pea~ 10' t e X ot t 1S type. This 
? 
x- distribution give~ further support to the existence of a 
I positive:pulsed contribution in the data. This result, by 
itself, is not conclusive proof of the pulsation from ~p 0532 
but only substantiates the evidence seen in the profile 
,phase plots. 
? 
Although the peak x- value occurs at a period value 
not precisely coincident with the expected apparent pulsar 
period, the difference is within the error in our knm'lledge 
of,that period (inciic'ated by the error bars in Figure V-2). 
An inspection of the phase plots for any of the synthesizer 
period va.lues \vithin the peak region shows only, min,or. differ-
ences in the resulting peak amplitudes and pulse shapes. As 
the synthesizer period gets further away from the expectec 
pulsar period, the double Feak profile characteristic of NP' 
0532 begins to disappear and even,tually is Ir.a.sked by sta:::'s-
tical background fluctuations. 
We have checked to make sure that the peaks \Vere not 
accidentally produced by sone electronics anomaly or by the 
method of superposing the 32 runs. To do this, the er;,tire 
analysis was repeated at a test period of P = 33.113300 r:lS. 
This included repeating e~ch of the 32 multiscaler runs at 
this period. This period value was chosen because it was 
sufficiently different from the expected pulsar period to 
make the test and was a value that could be set in the fre-
quency synthesizer. The fin~l phase di~;ram for this 
analysis shmved no peaks w! ..... :.ch coincided \vith the pulse 
arrival tiIT..es for NP 0532 or vlhich deviated by more than 
-!- 2 CJ from the average value per bin. :-:Oivever, the l dis-
trib~ticn obtainec by repeating the final phase align~ent 
at a nur;:ber of test period values shmved, a slight increase 
in the region around the pe::iod 33.113300 ms. Hmvever, the 
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effect was not nearly as large an effect as was observed at 
the expected pulsar period. The results of this test 
shmved that no electronics anomaly existed 'Hhich could 
produce the 
, peak us ,scen 
I· ' . 
! 'search data • 
. ,':'(-
double peak in the phase plot or as large a 
in the i 2 distribution for the actual pulsar 
It thus appears that the p.cak in·· the ;.:2 dis-
tribution for the ,actual pulsar search runs is a real effect 
and not an anomaly produced by the electronics or the 
analysis ri18thod. In any case, \'7e hav~ used the i' distri-
bution only as supporting evidence for, not proof of, a 
non-rar.~om pulsed contribution in the .data~ 
To calculate the pulsed con·tribution it was assu:ned 
that the pulse shape's do not change drastically from those 
'. 
observed in the ::ard X-ray region (see,' for example, SI'1..A..THERS 
et al., 1971). Under this assumption, phase bins 5 to 13 
were chosen as the non-pulsed background region, yielding 
a value of 633,670 ± 265 counts per bin as the average non-
pulsed background. Similarly, bins 1 to 4 inclusive were 
designated as the interpulse peak region and bin 14 as the 
main peak region. On this basis the interpulse peak contai~s 
4494 + 2251 counts, and the main peak contains 1845 + 1126 
counts, which implies a total :;)Ul'sed count (main + inter-
pulse) of 6339 + 2517 counts and a ratio of. interpulse in-
tensity to ~4in pulse intensity of 204 + 1.9. 
This measured number of counts must be corrected to 
the top of tr.e atnospnere, \vhich required. the fo110\ving 
corrections to the data: 
(1) Corrections 'Here made for electronics deadtinc 
losses. These i::c::':.:dcd buffer losses in the flight elec:-
'tronics as well as multiscaler deadtime ,losses obtained in 
the p~lsar ar.2lysis. 
(2) Corrections \Vere made for the attenuation of 
material surrounding the central spectrometer; na~cly, the 
, ? . 
1 g/cm- thick charged particle shield, the pressure sphere 
? (IV 0.2 g/cm- thick), and the foam, insulation surrounding the 
pressure sphere. 
(3) A correction v7as made for atmospheric attenua-
tion.' In'calculating the thi~d correction, the counts at a 
2 ' 2 depth of 3.5 g/cm \Vere corrected to zero g/cm atmospheric 
depth assuU'.ing that the detectqr, was positioned at an average 
zenith angle (from the vertical) ,of IV' 30,0 ,throughout the data 
inte::-val. (This angle actually va,ried from about 45 0 to 12 0 
during the interval). The atmospheric thickness bet\']een NP 
0532 and the detector was obtained from the calculations of 
PRESSLY (1953) for an 'atmospheric depth of 3.5 g/c~2 ('~ 38.2 
Ian) a~d zenith angle ~ = 30°. This thickness, ~4 g/cm2 , 
was then used in the ga~~ ray attenuation calculation. The 
atmospheric attenuation was calculated for a photon energy 
of I'V 620 ReV, which is the '\veighted mean energy of the LER 
. -2.. ~ '. 
region uSLng an Ey weLght~ng IunctLon. 
'The time-averaged pulsed photon flux \Vas obtained 
from the equation: 
P(LER) = 
N f 
obs corr 
PLAT 
-2 ~l photons cm sec , V-l 
where N = the sum of the observed main and interpulse 
obs 
2nd 
counts, 
f = factor which co::-rects data to zero g/cm2 
corr 
, 
.. 
T' 
atmospheric depth (1.60), 
= average weighted detection efficiency for 
photons in the LER (see Appendix C), 
= effective spec~rometer area presented to NP 
0532 during data interval (IV 670 cm2), 
= total data accur~l2. .. cion time used in pulsar 
analysis (12,000 sec). 
Using equation V-I the time-averaged pulsed flux 
from 250 keV to 20 3 HeV Has found to be 
F(LER) -3 = (1.44 + 0.57)xlO photons -2 cm -1 sec • 
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·For comparison with other measurements of NP 0532 it is 
convenient to convert this photon flux into an energy flux, I(E) 
'(keV /cm2sec keV) valid in this energy interval. At this 
time no spectral information had been obtained from'the data. 
No spectral shape was assumed .in making th:ls' calcula·tion. 
- Instead, an average pulsed power, rAVE' which '\;vou14 give the 
observed integral pulsed photon flux in the'LER"energy 
region, was calculated. The average energy flux· is defined 
by 
E2 
F(LER) = J (I(E) /E)dE == lAVE 
El 
where El ' and E2 are the lower and upper threshold energies 
respectively for the "LER. 
Thus, 
V-2 
From equation V-2 we obtained 
. -4 -2 -1 -1 IAVE(LER) = (6.49 ~ 2.57)xlO keV cm sec keV • 
These results, valid in the energy region 250 keV -
2 .. 3 HeV 'I;.;ere published by the author and co-workers (Om.JIG 
et al., 1971). 
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5.2 Soectral Results for Ener,gies > 250 keV 
Foll'O\ving this initial success with the measurer:J.ent 
of a positive contribution 'in one energy windm'], it \·;,as de-
,cided to'subdivide this energy interval in an attempt to 
I obta'in spec::ral in£ormatio:1. Also, the se~rch .. \·laS extended 
to en~~gies > 2.3 HeV using the HER pulse heig'ht data ob-
tained on the same flight. The LER was therefore subdivideq 
into. t\VO . separate energy bins, LER A (25.0 keV - 725 keV) 
and LER B (725 keV - 2.3 HeV). The division \-7as made at: an 
energy o~ 725 keV for two reasons: (1) s~bdivision at this 
energy \~ould yield approximately equal counting rates for 
LER A and LER B, resulting in similar statistical accuracy 
for each energy bin, and" (2) subdivision at this energy \'7as 
easy to accomplish instrumentally.with the pulse height ce-
coding electronics. LER A thus represented channels 0 to 63 
inclusive 'of the LER. pulse height spectrum, \vhile LER B 
consisted of channels 64 to 250. The HER pulse height .. ~n-
formation \Vas treated as an integral rate above 203 NeV. 
'vith this subdivision, three spectral points could be ob-
tained in the region aboye 250 keV. In addition to these 
energy intervals, a small window' about the 511 keV annihil-
ation li:-:.e region wa.s also chosen to search for an enhanced 
. pulsed contribution due to annihilation radiation. This 
windO\v extended from L~50 keV to 550 keV (the full width at 
one-tenth maximu~ points of the photopeak resporise curve for 
511 keV radiation.) 
A complete superposit~on analysis, exactly similar 
to that described above for the LER search, \Vas repeated for 
each of the =our separate energy intervals. Figures V-3 
through '.~-6 5::::m the ppase diagrams obtained at a synthes:'zed 
perio.d of 33.112312 ms and at an off-period value for each 
LER A . T t1-i . I I V (250-725 l,cv) p' I , jriOtn I I-HO~' " VI Pdca~; 
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Figure V-3. (a) 2 ms/bi~ phase diagram for LER A energy bin 
(250 ~eV - 725 keV), superposed at ~pparent period'of 33.112312 
ms. Solid ::"ine (AVE) is the average of all da-ca poir:.ts; t::e 
dashed line is the mean of bins 5-12 inclusive. Error bars 
(+10) on dashed line give the error in the non-ptilsed background 
tiue to counting statistics. Error bars (2:10') on pcaks are 
single channcl crrors due to counting statistics. Arrows in-
cli.c[.~c optical iJulse arrival locations. (b) Similar phase 
d~[.~)=am for an off-pe~iod sUDcroosicion. Error ba~s are 71c 
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Figure V-4. (a) 2 ms/bin phase diagram for LER E energy bin 
(725 keV - 2.3 MeV) superposed at apparent peri'Jd of 33.112312 
ms. Solid line (AVE) is average of all data pOints. Error 
bars are +lcr deviations ~~ AVE and single c~~nnel cou~ts due 
to counting statistics. Arrcws indicate optical pulse arrival 
locations. (0) Si~ilar·phase diagram for an off-period . 
suparposit:'cn. 
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Figure V-5. (a) 2 ms/bin phase diagra~ for HER energy bin ( > 2. 3 ~·:2;V) superposed at apparent period of 33.112312 r..s. 
Solid lir..e (AVE) is average of all data, points. Error bars 
are +la devi~tions 'in AVE and single channel counts due to 
counting statistics. ,Arrows·ir..dicate pptical pulse a~rival 
locaticns. (b) Similar p~~se ciagram for an off-period 
su?erposition. 
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Figure V -6. (a) 2 ms/bin phase diagram for o. 5 ~feV photo-
peak regio:1 (4.50 keV - 550 keV) supe:::posed at appare~'l= period 
of 330112312 ms. Solid line (AVE) is average of all data 
'points. Error bars are +10 deviations in AVE an~ single 
channel counts due to counting statist'ics. Arrm·]s indicate 
optical pulse arrival lo~atic~s. (b) Similar phase ciiagra~ 
for an off-period supe~posi~ion. 
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energy bin. Figure V-7 contains the x2 vs. test period 
distribution obtained for each of the four energy intervals. 
To provide a consistent appro~ch to the' analys~s of these 
energy inte~vals, the phase diagra~s at a period of 33.112312 
ms ~\7ere chosen .:::.s the most :representative plots. Phase 
plots at this particular ~ericd value were pick~d because, 
(1.) the peak in the LER x2 ' dis,tribution occurred at this 
period, and (2) within the error ·of our 'pe:riod calculations, 
this value is equivalent to the apparent period of NP 0532. 
'Vhat is immediately noticeable fromviewing'the 
complete set of phase diagrams (not shown here) for these 
subdivided energy intervals is the high degree 'of variabil-
ity in the phase profiles, 'except 'for the LER A data. This 
is a·result of the decrease in signal to background for the 
LER B, 0.5 MeV and HER intervals. This is evidenced by the 
'fact that the phase diagrams vary a great deal depending on 
how the channel grouping was performed to obtain the 2 ms/bin 
phase plots. Hence, the pulse shape information is much less 
definitive than obtained for the integral LER windO\v. 
As Figure V-7 shows, there is no strong evidence in 
the x2 distribution for'~onstatistical fluctuations at the 
expected apparent pulsar period for the LER B, F£R, or 005 
~eV data. In the distribution for LER A, however, a peak 
does appear near the expected pulsar period.. The peak has 
its ~~ximum x2 value at a period of 33.112312 ms, in agree-
ment with the previous results for the LER. The x'2. value of 
35.6 at P = 33.112312 ms reoresents a« 0 .lio chance that the 
.. 
LER A da'::a could be explained by normal statistical fluctua-
tions. This indication is confiroed by the phase diagram 
which shO''\'7s clearly' the two peaks, a 4.00' interpulse and 
a 3.10' ~~in pulse. Although the absolute time alignrr.ent is 
not quite as good as the LER case (the peaks appear to be 
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shifted 2 ms tmvard ecrlier times), the pulse separation is 
still found to be 13 ~ 2ms. 
From the LER A phase plot, channels 5 to 12 inclusive 
\Vere chosen as the non-pulsed background region. Bins 1-4 
were se1ecte~ cs the interpulse region, wi~h bin 13 being 
the' main pulse region. These choices for the peak regions 
gave '2657 ± 1802 counts and 1960 + 901 counts for t~e inter-
pulse and ro~in pulse respectively. The' total pulsed area is 
4617 ~ 2015 counts and the intensity ratio of interpulse to 
main puls~ is calculated. to be 1.36+"1.11~" Using "equations 
. analagous to V-l and V-2 (with P2 .= 0.90 replacing P1' fcor~ = 
1.83, N, = 4617 + 2015 counts, and the other"para~eters 
ODS -
the same), the time-av-2::ag'ed pulsed photon flux from 250-
725 keV was found to be 
F(LER A) = (1.20 -3 -2 + 0.52)x 10 photons cm 
and the average pulsed pQ\ver, 
-1 
sec 
lAVE (LER A) = (1.14 -3 -2 -1 -1 + 0.50)x 10 keV cm sec keV • 
These results are listed in Table V-:. 
Although the LER B phase plot contai~s some indication 
of a·small contribution at the proper absolute times, there 
is no contribution above 2a in the entire expected inter-
1 . "'h·2 d' . . . d" . .. t t' pu se reg~on. ~ e X ~str~uu~~on oes not ~na~ca e ne 
presence of any unusual fluctuations. Also, the sum of the 
contributions in the expected peak regions is less than a 
2a effect. Consequently, the results for this energy bin 
are reported as upper limit fluxes. 
-, 
I 
'/ 
• I 
The 20 upper limit f1ux'va1id at zero atmospheric 
,depth is givGl1 by 
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.,., < 2.8 (fN )1/2 exp(~d) photons --2 -1 V-3 .l:' - n-1 AVE cm sec , ,... -AP3T 
where F =, the upper limit photon flux in the LER B energy 
interval" A = the effective crystal area facing the source, 
P3.= the average detection probability for LER B (0.68 fro~ 
Ap~endix C), T = the length of'the. data interval (12,000 sec), 
n = the number of phase bins 'chosen 'as the total peak region 
, (5), NAVE = the average number of, 'counts /bin from the LER B 
phase diagram at P = 33.112312 m£, anc f = the, correction 
factor for deadtime losses and attenuation in the surrour.d-
ing ~teria1 (1.2). The term e~a corrects the upper limit 
obtained at 3.5 g/cm2 atmospheric depth to the top of the 
atmosphere. Here, ~ is the attenuation coefficient (0.057 
\ 
cm
2/g) 'for photons of energy equal to the ffiean energy of 
the LZR B interval (N 1.2 HeV), and d is the average atmos-
pheric ,thickness (IV 4 g/cm2) between the detector and the' 
Crab Nebula. The time-averaged pulsed power is then given by 
. -2 -1 -1 keV cm sec keV V-4 
where F is given by equation V -3, and El , E2 are the lm\~er 
and upper energy thresholG for LER B (725 keV and 2.3 HeV 
respectively). T~e resulting upper liIrlit fluxes are shm·m 
in Table V-l. 
The HER phase diagram shows strong ev:'''::2nce of a 
double peak occurring at the proper arrival t~mes for pulsed 
emissio'n f:-:oo NP 0532. Also, the pulse shape feat'l:re's are 
the min and interpulse peaks 
ENEr:GY 
INTEnV!\L 
TABLE V-I 
RESULTS OF PULSfln SPECTnAL r"EI\S\lPHl~ITS 
ENERGY mIme:: PULSED PI/OTOU 
TIlf(ESllOLDS - . FLUX 
(PIIOTo:!s/cr.?" .'f') 
---».: .. -,--~ ....... '~""--'-- '. -- ..... ' "'."'--' 
LEn 250 KEV - 2.3 MEV . (l.q~ ± 0.57)xlO-3 
LEft A 250 KEV - 725 KEV (1.20 ~ O.52)xlO-3 
LER n r 725 KEV - 2.3 l'iEV 1:. 7 :85xlO-/1 
11m > 2.3 I-lEV. S. 8. 60x10-4 
0.5 l'lEV I 1150 KEV - 550 I(EV !-. 5.28>:10- /1 
PULSED POHER 
(I{EV /cn2SEC f~EV) 
(6.Q9 ± 2.57)xl0-~ 
(1.1~ ± 0.50)xlO-3 
. ~ 6.79>:10- /1 
I(E)::; 1. 97xlO-3/EUlEV) 
< 2 20' ]0-/1 on _ ..• ox. 
(r-not! 2.3 - 100 !'lEV) 
~ 
U1 
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observed for NP 0532. Hmvever, neither -peak extends 2a 
or more above the average number of counts/bin. This fact 
is supported by the i~ck of a fea~ure in the x2 clist~ibution 
~t or ncar the period 33.112312 ms, as seen in Figure V-7. 
A:though t~e indication of a positive_pulsed contribution is 
Iquit~"st~ong from the HER phase diagra~, th~"effect is < 20 
and cali~"ot be strongly supported statisti-cal~Y:" He- have ar-
bitrarily chosen the- 20 , or 95% confidence level, as the 
dividing line between a YGS or no decisiqn o~ the presence 
of a source contribution·in this thesis. Adhering to this 
choice, we have quoted the HER result as an-upper:limit at 
the 20 level. 
The HER represents an integral energy interval ex-
tending above 2.3 MeV. An -equation anaLogous to equation 
V-3 was used to obtain the upper limit integral pulsed 
photon flux above 2.3 MeV. To obtain the correction to 
zero g/crn2 "atmospheric depth, the attenuation coefficient 
for a photon energy of 8.9 MeV ~vas assur:1ed to hold for the 
entire RER. The results of this calculation are also shm·m 
in Table V-I. To obtain the average pulsed pmver up;;er 
limit, two methods were chosen. The necessity for methods 
other than that used for the LER B data can be seen from 
equation V-4. Since the HER is an integral channel extend-
ing, in principle, to E = co, a calculation of lAVE for t:.:.e 
EER. would require the choice E2 = co which implies lAVE (EER) = 
O. Ho,;·;rever, we knm'7 that the use -of an average value for 
I(E) in ah unboun~ed energy interval is meaningless. Hence, 
other approaches are needed. 
The first estitr'zte assumes that the pulsed pO'i\'e:: s?ec-
trum v.::.ri-::s as a pmver la~v in energy -Hith a spectral index 
-
of -1.0 (I(E)dE :: kE-.!.dE). K..lo'iVing the upper li:nit pulsec. 
photon flux ~'7e can calculate the rr.aximum value of k fron 
the relation 
. 00 
F(E>E ) =1 I{E} dE, 0 E 
E 
0 
", .::~}~'. 00 kf or F(E>E ) = E-2dE = k/E o ,., 0 
Eo 
where E = 2.3 HeV. From the HER upper 1imi~ photon flux 
o 
< 10-3 -2 -1 -1 we obtain k - 1.97 x keV cm sec keV o. 
The second method uses the fact that there is an 
, 
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efficiency ro11off for the present detector. We can there-
fore use an effective upper energy efficiency cutoff in 
equation V-4. Using the €2 curve from Figure F-3, this 
energy ,vas chosen to be tV 100 MeV. Using this choice for 
E2 in equation V-4 gives 
( ) < -4 -2 -1 -1 lAVE HER - 2.28 x 10 keV cm sec keV 
from 2.3 MeV to 100 MeV. Note that these two upper , limits 
agree at the mean energy of the interval (N 9 MeV). 
In the search for an enhancement at the 0.5 MeV 
annihilation line region no evidence 'vas found from either 
the phase diagram or the x2 distribution for a measurable 
contribution above statistical fluctuations. 20 upper 
limits were calculated using equation V-3 ''lith a photopeak 
detec tion effic:iency at 0.5 HeV = O. 786, and ''lith E1 = 450 
keV and E2 = 550 KeV. Note that this upper limit is con-
, sistent ''lith the positive measurements in LER A (see Table V-I). 
5.3 Discussion of Results 
The present' spectral measurements for l{P 0532 are 
plotted ~n Figure V-B along "l;vith previous measurements by 
other groups. It is immediately obvious that the present 
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I " , 
I re.sultsc.re inconsistent."I;vith those of HILL:LER,e:: ale (1970). 
'. ~: ... \' 
Our results are nearly an order of magnitude belm-7 his if 
his resul~s are extrapolated to our LER reg~on. A X 2. 
statistical test of our data using a t~vo, peak model vlith 
the peak shapes the same as those in the X-ray region'has 
shmvn that there is« 0.01% chance tha1.= the,' pre'sent data 
'Hould alloH a pulsed photon flux as high as HILLIER quotes. 
-0.7 No'te that in his results the E spectral shape shp\·m in 
" 
the figure 'tvas assumed, not measured, since his .:':etector 
only measured an integral rate between 600 keV and IV 9 ?::eV 
I 
(HILLIER et al~ ,- 1970). In fact, his data vlould imply that 
the pulsed component of the total Crab Nebula emission rep-
resents the entire emission above IV 500 keV. The present 
e~?eriment measured a pulsed emission only up to 725 keV, 
and the results are not ir..consistent "l;vith a~ extrapolatio:l 
of'the pulsed measurements at,lmver energies with no change 
in spectral index. Hmvever, "l;ve can not exclude a possible 
flatter.ing of the pulsed spectrum above 725 keV from the 
present data. He can, hOI-lever, calcula':_ ~ ;:~i:l:"mum value 
which the spectral index can have and still be consistent 
with our u?per limits above 725 keV. An energy ~lux spec-
o 5 2 -1 -1 trum as flat as I(E) = 6E-· keV/cm sec keV above 725 
keV would be consistent with the present data. This would 
imply a sharp bre&k in the pulsed spectrTh~, and appea~s 
hig~ly u::likely because it would be inconsistent 'Hith the 
high energy upper limit measurement of SP~~R3 et ale (1971) 
and a positive obse~vation by BROvmING et ale (1971) u~less 
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a quick steepening of the spectrum occurs. Note that the 
~arly spark chamber measurements by KINZER et ale (1970) in 
which a positive contribution '\vas reported have;: been revised 
by the authors to an upper limit (SHARE et al., 1971) as in-
dicated on the graph. This upper limit resulted fro~ a 
I tep,?8t of the data analysis using a smaller angular windm·] 
about "fl~e direction of the Crab Nebula. Very recent meas-
urements of the pulsed 'emission of NP '0532 by VASSEUR et a1., 
(1971) are consistent with the pub1ish'ed, results above 50 
HeV. , They saw a small pulsed effect, but below the 20 
level, and therefore quoted their resu~ts ·as an'upper limit. 
Above 725 kEN our data is entirely consistent \·]:"th 
the measurements of KUR~SS (1971), "\vhose experiment Has 
'" 
nearly identical to the present one, the major difference 
being the fact that he has."" 15 hrs of data vie"\ving the Crab 
Nebula compared to our 4 hrs. However, the present measure-
ment in the region. from 250.-725 keV (~ER -A) does not agree 
with KURFESS' results for his lmvest energy bin (100-400 
keV). His positive observation is higher than ours and is 
also higher than the results of FISHVlA1.\T et al. (1969b) in 
the same energy region. However, FISF..M.;\Nf s results "\vere 
uncorrected for detector efficiency. Note that the results 
of KURFESS also indicate that HILLIERts result is anomalously 
-high. 
As mentioned earlier, the interpulse to ~zin pulse 
intensity ratio for the LER energy interva~, 250 keV to 2.3 
MeV, is 2.4 + 1. 9. This is consistent '\vith the trend tC'\\'ard 
'a more intense interpulse peak as the photon energy ir.creases 
(see Table I-I). This is larger than the value observed 
belmv 100 keV and is further evidence that the spectru~ of 
the radiation comprising the interpulse peak is harder than 
that for the primary peak. 
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Note that above 600 keV no measurements of the 
steady Crab emission exist. In f<lct, above 100 keV 'the 
pulsed flux is more accurately measured than the ,total 
emission. In order to make a statement about the fraction 
of emission of the to~al Crab flux for our pulsed ,flux re-
'suIts, 't'le must make an assumption about the steady Crab 
flux. He have assumed that the steady Crab flux continues 
-2 ? -2 -1 '-1 to follo't'l the spectrum 10 E .- photon em sec keV 
, above 500 keV. On this basis our pulsed flux from 250 to' 
725' keV represents 15.2% ±,.6.6%,of·the t'otal Crab flux." 
,This is rougl1ly equivalent to that· observed in the hard x-
ray regions below 100 keV; but disagrees 't'7ith the result 
given by KURFESS (1971) from 100 to 400 keV. To see hm'7 the 
present results compare to the previous measurements, Table 
I-1 gives an up-to-date listing of the published inforoation 
on the characteristics of NP 0532 .. With regard to the ratio 
of interpu1se intensity to main pulse intensity, the present 
result is in agreement ,,;.;ith the general pattern tOv7ard an 
in?reasing ratio. Also, the LER A result of 1.36-+ 1.11 is, 
within statistical error, in agreement 't'lith this trend. HC'V7-
ever, our results for the percentage of the total Crab radia-
tion that is pulsed appear to disagree with the trend. The 
present results would predict a levelling off of the per-
centage pulsed flux in contradiction to the results of 
SX~THERS et a1. (1971) and KURFESS (1971). 
However, the ~~rginal statistics in ehe present 
experiment force us to be very conservative 't'lhen detailed 
information, other than just the existence of a pulsed 
component, is sought. This is evidenced by the large'statis-
tical errors attributed ~o th8 results. \~e can therefore 
not attach a great dea: of significance to a result sucl1 as 
, . 
the percentage of the total Crab flux that is pulsed, es-
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pecially since the total Cra~ flux used in the calculation 
/was only estin~ted' and does not represent a measured quantity. 
. .The upper limit for the contribution of pulsed an-
nihilation line radiation at 0.51 MeV is consistent with the 
positive pulsed flux observed in the lm-lest energy bin of 
the present; experil!'~ent. ·T'nis result shows that .there is no 
strong pulsed contribution from electron-positron annihila-
tion processes in the emitting region. This upper limit Is 
also consistent with a similar upper limit obtained by 
FISB}~N et ale (1969b) for the 0~5l MeV line flux from the 
ste2.dv Crab. 
5 . 4 Sumrr.a ry 
To summarize the results of the present experiment, . 
the following state~ents can be ~de: 
(1) The Crab' Nebula pulsar NP 0532 has been found 
to be an enitter of pulse~ radiation in the energy region 
from 250 keV to 725 keV. Above this energy there is evide~ce 
for a pulsed effect, but not above the 95% confidence level .. 
Our confidence that we have observed pulsed radiation 't-lith a 
non-directional instrument is based on 
(a) the characteristic phase plot at the expected 
apparent period for N~ 0532, 
(b) main pulse arrival time, 
(c) main pulse - interpulse separation, 
(d) approximate pulse shapes oOn the two peaks, and 
(e) the indication from the X 2 analysis. 
(2) The time-averaged ?ulsed energy flux from 250 
-3 -? 
to 725 keV was found to be (1.14 ±: 0.50) .x 10 keV cn -
-1 -1 
sec keV • Above 725 keV the upper :imit calculations 
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gave the results shown in Table V-I. 
(3) The ratio of interpulse intensity to main pulse 
intensity in the energy range 250 keV - 2.3 MGV was found 'to 
be 2.4 ± 1.9. This result indicates that the radiation 
spectrum for the interpulse continues to be harder than that 
! 'for, ',the main pulse. 
. ',':,?:', '(4) The present spectral measuremem::s of the pulsed 
radiation are not inconsistent with an extrapolation of the· 
low'er energy measurements 'vith no change in spectral index. 
The present results do indicate that the time-averaged 
pulsed e:-nergy spectrum must decrease with,a spectral index 
at least as large as -0.5 above 725 keV. 
(5) Our results are clearly inconsistent with the 
'" 2 published results of HILLIER et ale (1970). A X. analysis 
on our LER data indicates that there is a «0.01% probability 
that our results would include a flux as high as that given 
by HILLIER. The present results are consistent with most 
measurements at energies both belo1;v and above our energy 
region, except with the result of KURFESS (1971) from 100-
400 keV. 
The present results are not conclusive enough to 
make a positive statement about the spectral shape above 700 
keV. Further measurements are required to clear up this 
question. The' resul~s do indicate that the pulsed contri-
bution is continuing to becor:18 a larger component of the 
total Crab emission at these higher energi,es. Unfortunately, 
much more v70rk must be done on both the steady and pulsed 
,Crab emissions before the spectral shape is k.'I1O"ivn '·lith suf-
ficient accuracy to make state:nents concerning "7hat er:-.ission 
mechanisms are operati~g. No pulsed line contributions have 
been observed in any energy ~egion as yet. This ind~cates 
that only continuum-producing source :nechanisms are ope:;.~:':~""_'::; 
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in the source region and may indicate a cOrrL.'11on process vlhich 
I cou~d produce the observed' emiss ions iri all ~'lavelength 
reg~ons. 
Improvements ~n the present measurements can be 
made in t~vo ~vays, (1) increasing' the observation time· by 
further fl~ghts of the present detector, or (2) change the 
detector system in order to improve its signal-to-b~ckground 
ratio. Improved statistics 'can be obtained most efficiently 
by improving the signal-to-background ratio' because the 
signal varies linearly with time whereas the noise varies 
as the square root of the observatiori time. Hence, a pro-
.grhm of further flights with the p~escnt instrument. is not 
the most efficient way of improving the results as the noise 
is decreasing only as the square root of the time. 
Improvements to the present flight instrument can be 
made in the area of background reduction. This could be ac-
complished by. the use of' selective active shielding to 
achieve a ga~a ray teles~ope type of detector and decrease 
the contribution to the ga~'11a ray background from at~ospheric 
secondaries. In addition, most of the atmospheric neutron 
background could be removed by using the pulse-shape dis-
crimination (PSD) technique with the present crystal. Al-
though neutron effects are not expected to be large in the 
present experiment (see Appendix D), their. removal is an 
obvious improvement to a gam..'11a ray experiment. 
Whatever method is used to improve or extend the 
present measurements., it is clear that further measurements 
in the low energy gam..~ ray region are needed to obtain more 
definitive inforw4tion on the pulsed spectrum of NP 0532. 
These measurements, hmvever, should not necessarily be 
limited to the ?ulsed em~ssion of the Crab Nebula, for any 
positive gamma ray meast:rements. in the energy region fro:n 
100 keV-lO MeV could have m~lch astrophysical significance. 
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APPENDIX A 
GA~rr-fA RA.Y PRODUCTION HECRA.NIS'HS 
1. Introduction 
In Section 1.1 we noted that positive cosmic ga~~ 
ray measurereents could tell us mu~h about cosmic rays, inter-
stellar matter, w~gnetic fields, and other parameters of 
gamrr.a ray source regions. This ~s so because the astrophys-
ical processes \,:hich produce gamma radiation depend directly 
on these quantities. To u.:lderstand this, dependence, 'He U1US-:': 
conside::- the possible mechanisms by v7t.'ich ,gaf1"cr.a rays can be 
produced on an astrophys ical scale. In this appendix I \·7i.s~ 
to discuss the major ga~~ ray pro~uction mechanisms, point-
ing out the important features of each particular rr.ode of 
ga~~ ray production. Mo~e detailed descriptions oi the 
processes can be found in HEITLER (1960), GINZBERG and 
SY:-{OVATS:-:II (196 Lor) , GI:\Z:3ERG (1967), ROSSI (1952), S2~OVSKY 
(1960) and STECKER (1971).· 
2. Production NechanislT:s 
Basically there.are two general categories of ga~~ 
ray producing interactions, 1) those processes \vhich produce 
a continuum spectrum of gaIT2a radiation, and 2) those pro-
cesses 'tvhich yield monoenergetic gam."":'.a rays. Keither category 
is !:lore i:1portant than the ~_-.> .. :::: since both types are capab:e 
of yielding infor~~tion E.~out the source parameters. 
-/ 
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He shall consider th~ follm·]ing mechanisms, Hhich 
are effective producers of photons 'in the ga~ua ray energy 
region. 
1) Continuum Emission 
a. Bremsst~Qhlung 
b. Inverse Compton effect 
c. Synchroti'on ra'diation (~llgnetic bremsstrahlung) 
d. Ga~~a rays produced in itO decay 
2) Line Emission 
a. Pair ann~:'~lation of e+ and e 
b. Decay of excited nuclear levels 
Bremsstrahlung 
Bremsstrahlung radiation is the radiation emitted by 
a charged particle during its deceleration in the Coulomb fields 
of nuclei. This radiati~n can be produced by cosmic rays 
bombarding the interstellar gas or can occur in dense source 
regions \'lhere high energy particles interact with the nuclei 
in the source region. 'For these inelastic interactions, in 
any given deflection by a nucleus, the incident particle can 
radiate any amou~t 0= energy up to its total kinetic energy, 
T. Hence all radiation frequencies are allmved up to a maxi-
mum frequency given by v = Tlh, indicating that high energy 
m 
photons can be, produced in this p:rocess. The derivation of 
the cross sections for this Drocess requires a quantlliu ~ech-
... . 
anical t~eatment since the process involves the interaction 
of the incident particle \vith the nuclear field and the elec-
tromagnetic field of the e~itted photon. 
In the case of non-relativistic electrons in the field 
of a nucleus 0= ~harge Z, the bremsstrahlung cross sectio~ is 
given by' (STEC:GR, 1971) 
o. (E ,E )dE 
D I I 
'Y G 2· 0 '., dE (2 ) 2 (::1 c 
2 
'. 
= 137 moc2 Z ~E, )~. E y 
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nucl.c:1.:S 
where m , e, T, and E are the rest rr..ass , charge, kinetic 
o 
energy, ar.d total energy res?ectiv~ly, of the 'electron, Ey = 
the 'emitted photon energy, and Z = the charge of the 'scat~er­
ing nucleus. This expre'ssion gives the .differential cross 
section for the emission of a phqton of energy betHeen Ei' 
and E + dE by an electron of kinetic energy T and. total 
y I' 2 
energy E = T + m c • 
o 
For the scattering of heavy, particle~ with charge ze, 
'mass H, kinetic energy T, and total energy E = T + Nc2 , the 
expression beco~es 
nucleus 
l1ence, the cross section v2.ries as Z2/f:.f2 where Z is t1:e 
nuclear ch2.rge of the target nuclei and M is the mass of ~ne 
incident particle. Due to this 1/M2 dependence on the inci-
dent particle mass, radiation by electrons is by far the ~ost 
predomin2.nt process (the cross section for protons is nearly 
4 x 106 times smaller). The Z2 dependence shows that this 
precess is cr~ch mor~ likely to occur in higher Z ~aterials 
and thus ~'7ill most' likely occur, for example, in source 
regions where the density of higher Z nuclei is large. 
For rela-civistic electrons (m c 2« E« 137 =. c2 /z l / 3 ) 
o 0 
the radiative cross section becomes 
o (E E )dE b 'i' I (
?E 1 \ In - - - i 
2 3)' ~ c 
a 
.., 
c::: 
-! 
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and in the ultrn::elativistic case (£»137 :-.1 c2 /z1/ 3) \'le have 
o 
f ? ,r, 4 ,C'" 2 
°b (E ,E )dE == I~~ ! --." Z In (183/ 
y ")' .)/ \m,_s' , 
.... 
dE ? ! 3 + 1/18) -.2 .:.C.;.:;;r:I~-__ 
E ' nucleus 
'l 
(STECKER, 1971). T:-,:., equation can be vlritten in the form 
a (E E )dE 
'b 'y I' 
dE 
-2.' 
..... 
.l:!. 
")' 
where }f is the; mass of the target atoms (gm)· and <X.,..) is 
defined as the average raciia~ion l~ngth (in g/cm2) for radi~ 
at~ve losses in the medium, 
. -1 LL / Z2 \ (2 ,2 1/3 <X> ' 'Ie t ln (183/Z + 1/18). 
. , r = 137 \ H ) '\~) 
•• 1 c 
, 0 
.? 
For interstellar matter (90% H, 10% He) <Xr> ~ 65 g/cm-. 
The intensity of bremsstrahlung photons is given by 
(GINZBERG, 1967) 
Ib (Ey) .; fL dr fOO n(j') a b (E ,Ey)Ie (E,r)dE 
o E y 
photons (cm2 sec sr MeV)-l, where I is the electron intens-
. e 
ity (electrons/cm2 sec sr XeV) , and nCr) is the atomic con-
. 3 centratio~ (nuclei/em ) at a position r in the scattering 
region. 
.,. 
Using A-I a~d assuming that I (E,r) is independent 
e 
of r 't-le obtain 
~ 
?-b (L) J I (E)dE 2 -1 I. (E ) e (em = photons S.ee sr HeV) , D I (Xr> E E I' 
I' A-2 
./ 
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~vhere L 
n(L) = f nCc)dr ~ 
o 
Such bremsstrahlung radiation is generally emitted 
. into an angular region of the order of m C2 /T about the 
·0· 
direction of the electron.·· Hence at 1mv electron energies 
the radiation .can be er:l~tted in any direction, v7lf.ile at 
re1ativ·istic and ultrae1ativistic energies .(m
o
c2 /'"1«1) the 
emitted radiation is highly peaked in the direction of 
motion of the electron. 
As equation A-2 shaHs, the resulting gamma ray 
bremsstrahlung spectrum depends strongly oh ·the initial elec-
tron energy spectrum Ie(E,r). Hence, a measurement of a 
. bremsstrahlung spectrum gives information about the initial 
electron energy aistribution in the scattering region. For 
bremsstrahlung of extragalactic origin, cosmological red-
shifts will modify the ga~~ ray spectrum. Such cosmological 
effects are considered in detail by STECKER (1971). 
The important parameters of this electron bre~sstrah­
lung radiation mechanism are: 
(a) A continuum spectrum of gaffi2a rays is produced, 
up to an ene::gy equal to the highest electron kinetic energy, 
T 
max 
The resulting spectral shape is strongly dependent on 
the initial electron energy spectrum. 
(b) The bremsstrahlung cross section varies directly 
as the square of the charge of the scattering nucleus and 
inversely as the product of the emitted photon energy and 
. ?/ ? the square of the .incident particle mass (O"""Z- l'!Ey ) •. 
(c) For rel.:.tivistic electrons the radiation is 
emitted \vithin a cone 0:: angle m ~2 /T about the direction 
a 
of the .electron. 
./ 
I 
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(d) A pm-ler lmv electron spectrum of the form 
I ~ E- r will produce a pmvcr lmv gam.-na ray spectrum \·l:"th 
e 
the same spec t:::al· index) 10 (E ,,) 6(. E / - r 
Inverse Compton Effect 
In this mechanism hig~ energy electrons scatter with 
lmv energy photons yielding higher energy photons. The 
process is the inverse of the norrr.al Compton effect vlhich 
refers to the scattering, of photons, by' electrons at'rest. 
Vie'\ved in the rest frame of the e2.?ctron, the inverse, pro':' 
cess looks identical to 'Compton scattering,. which is des-
cribed by the Klein-Nishina formula. Hhen transform8d to 
the cosmic frame of reference the photon receives a portion 
of the electron energy. The amount of energy transfe:::r~d 
can be large enough to create gam.1.1a. ray photons (EI'> 100 keV). 
In,general the'scattered photons have a range of energy 
values, even for incident electrons and photons of fixed 
energy. This is due to the many combinations of values which 
the angies of incidence and scattering can have. For an 
electron of energy E,= ~oc2 and photon of energy E, the 
scattered 
E 
/ 
photon energy is given by 
2 / Efl(~,a:,a:r) 
= I+(/E/moc~)i?(p,a,ar) , 
- r' 
A-3 
? -II? 
where ~ = vic, v = the electron veIoci~y, Y =(l-p-) -, and 
fi and '£2 are dime~"lsioniess functions containi:1g the depe:ld-
ence 0:1 the scatter~ng angles a,0:1, and al (see STECKSR, 1971 
for the definition of these angles). 
gives 
2' that YE«m c , equation A-3 
, 0 
In this case the K1ein-~ishina 
cross section reduces to the non-rilativistic Thompson cross 
section 
-/ 
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a c -> aT;:: 
2 
em 
2 In the extreme relc:tivistic case, I€»m c ) the cross section 
a 
becomes 
2 
and the resulting photon, energy approaches Ey I'V /ili
o 
c ::.:: E, 
the initial electron energy. Hhen YE« m' c 2 ) the differential 
o 
cross section for the production of a gamma ray of energy E 
I 
by Compton scattering is a complicated expression and is 
given by GINZBERG and SYROVATSKII (1964). The mean ga~a ray 
energy is 
where the symbol, <> denotes a mean value. This relation 
shows that gamma rays from 100 keV to 10 HeV can be proc.'l'!.ced 
by electrons in the energy range 1.4 x 108 eV to 1.4 x 109 
eV \vhen scattered off of starlight «€> IV 1 eV). 
,Using these cross sections, the average time rate oi 
2 
energy loss that an electron of energy E = ym c suffers in 
o 
Compton scattering with low energy photons 
-(dE/dt) 
c 
= 
32-rr 
9 
f e2 \2 
I 2 I 
\ me) 
o 
3 
'-lhere PI is the energy densi'!:y of the photon field (ergs/c-:J. ). 
- The total garr.ma ray produc'tion spectrum is given by 
.,. 
co L ~ 
I(E ) _ r dr f dE I (E,r) f dE n h (E, r) (~ h' -) photons y -J e p. .l:!./'~' I;;. 
0 E 0 2 v \r)-l Y (em see s:- t.-:l , .. -'- , 
wSere n ~(~,~) is the initial photon density distribution 
P ..... 
( . ~ . / 3 \("'~'7) c· -, (~ ) 'J-" 1 t . t s . t c· ~ ~ pno4-ons en . .!._~ an ... _ .::.,r 1.5 .. ne e ee ron u: en 1. y .:.,;:,-
I;;: , 
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tribution (electrons /cn12 se'c si McV). GINZBERG (1967) has 
~valuated this expression for the case of a pov7er-lm." elec--f 2 ron spectrum Ie(E) = Ke ~ 'electrons/cm sec sr HeV. Using 
a simplif:'cd form for C1 (E~ ,E,E) and assuming that all scat-
'42 
terce phocor:s have the average photon energy <E/,> = 3 Y <€/, 
he obtains a ga~ma ray intensity of 
I (E ) 
c /' 
47T L, e . " . ·",2 l-r 4 - (r.l) /2 ( 2 \ 2 , ( ) (r-l) /2 , 
= 3 \ffiOC2} (~oc) 3 € nph~'l 
2 -1 photo:ls (cm sec sr NeV) , 
\vhere L ~s the effective pathlength for garrma ray production, 
, OJ 
and nph = 'f nph (€)d€. A power la\v electron 'spectrum' o~ 
o 
index, r , therefore produces a power law ga~~ ray spectrum 
of index ( r+ 1) /2. ' 
The impo~tant features of ,this ga~~ ray produc~ion 
process are: 
(a) Photons 0= g~~ma ray energies can easily ,be 
produced. The typical photon energy is <Ey>Ny2€. 
(b) The ~echanism yields a continuous ga~~a ray 
spectrum. 
(c) The resu~ting ga~~a ray spe~trQ~ depends direct-
lyon the 10\07 energy photon number density in the source 
region. 
(d) A pm.fer law electron spectrum produces a pOi·;rer 
law photon spectrQ~ by the inverse Compton process. 
Synchrotron Radiation 
A third process \~'hich produces a continuum photon 
sp2ctrum is the synch:::-o~ro::1 Ir.echanism (or magnetic :,renss-::rd:-
lung) \'7nereby a high energy elec::ron radiates electro:::agnetic 
, . 
radiation in the preser.ce of a rpagnetic field which has a 
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c0IT-ponent in a di~cction -perpend:i.cular to the electron 
velocity. (O~ly electrons are considered since -they arc by 
Ifar the strongest radiators~ as will be seen). The synchro-
tron,process is considcr~d in great detail by SHKLOVSKII 
(1960) and GINZBERG (1967), and only the salient features o~ 
the m~chanism are given here. 
This process is ~he relativistic analog of cyclotron 
radiation by non-relativistic electrons. Rec~ll that in 
, cyclotron radiation the electron describes a circular (or 
helical) path in the field and radiates at a monochro~ztic 
frequency of (:) = ei:L 1m c v7here H_ is the comoonent of H 
c ..!.. 0 ~ • 
perpendict:.::'.e.r to the electron velocity. The c,harge~ e:!..ectron 
radiates because it is accelerated by its moverr.ent in the 
magnc~ic field. For relativistic electrons the situa=ion 
is modified. Yne electron (0= energy E) gyrates about the 
wagnetic field (magnitude n) at a ~requency of 
Th~s result assumes t~at 3 is homogeneous and constant (t~at 
variations in H arc small over one electron orbit). The 
total power'radiated in the form of synchrotron emission by 
a particle of charge Z, nass M, and total energy E, is 
l~ 2 
2 (eZ) H.l. 
peE) = -3 2'" 
M c.) 
He see from this equation why electro~s are the most prolific 
? ? 
radiators. Since P (E) ~ 1 IM- , an electron radiates OVn )-"" 
, 0, ? r 
4 x 10° 
ratio. 
ti~es as much power as a proton \vith the sarr.e -Ej'::ic-
2 An electron of e~c~gy E = rm c suffers synchrotron 
o 
energy losses at a ra~e given by 
- (dE/dt) 
, sync = c ';) 
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'r e 2 ) 2 2 
\ ' i c'/ PH me 
o 
where PH = }I2/81T is the mag~ctic energy density, I' is the 
Lorentz f~~tor for the electron, and c = the speed of light. 
, To, obtain photons of gam:na ray energies fro:n this 
I " ' • 1.... 1 t' . t· l' t '(E 2) 
'process, one neeas u ~rure_a ~v~s ~c e ec rons »m c . 
, :':1:', ' ' 0 
He the'refore confine ourselves to this case. For u1tra-
relativistic electrons ~he directiona1'radiation intensity 
is peaked sh.:lrp1y ,in the direction of th~ electron velocity 
vector, being emitted within a cone of angular width ~9 ~ 
moC2/E. ',An observer \o7i1"2. see sharp p".llses' of radiation of 
duration 
m c 
o 
eH, 
, 2 2 
rro c \ \T) = 
~vhere H'1 i$ the component of H perpendicular to the electron's 
~ 
circular mo-::ion'. Hhen Fourier analyzed these ~\.lrsts contain 
a nearly continuous frequency spectrum up to a critical 
frequency of 
A rigorous solution for '!:he emitted frequency spectrum S~O\'7S 
that the frequency of maximum emission is, w NO.29 w. At 
, m c 
u the spectrun begins to drop off sharply. Although there 
c 
is a continuum of emitted frequencies it is useful to charac-
terize t:he er.1.ission as occurring at the frequency u \'7hich 
c 
corresponds to a photon energy of 
E (w ) N (ei1H_ /m c) y2 • I' c, ..:... 0 
This equation s~O\vs that, '!:o obtain 0.1-100 !-reV pno;:oi"ls in Co 
10-5 gauss field (interstellar space) ~equires electron 
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energies of 7 x 1014 eV < E < 2 
. e 
16 
x 10 eV. In a neutron st~r 
environment 'tvhcre H .. :n.:ly = 104 
.l- .. 
gauss at the velocity of 
light cylinder, 'oJe can obtain synchrotron gam:na rays from· 
0.1-100 HeV for electron energies of 2 x 1010 eV < E < 7 7.. lOll 
eVe Electrons of these energies very likely \ViII exist in 
rotating neutron stars. (GO~D, 1969; GUt\N and OSTRIKER, 1969). 
Synchrotron emission i.s characterized by the :t;act· 
that (1) the emitted radiation is largely confined to the 
I 
plane containing the electron's. c.ircular motion, and (2) the 
emitted radiation is strongly. polarized. Th'e radiation of a 
single electron is generally elliptically polarized ("lith a 
very large ecce~tricity) in a plane· perpendicular to the ob-
server's direction (GI~ZBERG, 1967). For a svstem of elec-
trons in a vacuum the highly beamed radiation is linearly 
polarized in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the 
observer. 
If 'the energy spectrum of the radiating electrons 
is a Dower law 
... 
. I (E) e< E - r , 
e 
then the resulting 'synchrotron radiation spectrum 'viII tave 
the for::l 
-a 2 )-1 I (E ) ~ Ey photons (cm sec sr NeV , 
sync y 
where 
. a = ( f+l)/2. 
. Note tha::: this pmver la,v dependence, is similar to that ob-
tained for Ccn?ton radiation. Because of the large electron 
energies required to obtain ga~a ray radiation from this 
~echanis3, synchrotron raci2~ion is' ~ost pre~o~inant a~ 
radio frequencies 'tvhere the radiation can be produced by 
-/ . 
I 
i 
lmver-energy electrons (E IV 108 - 1010 eV). 
e 
. . 
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In the above discussion we have considered the case 
of relativistic electrons in a vacuum to obtain the general 
characteristics of the synchrotron mechanism. In ~4ny cases 
the influence of the medium is important, especially ins~?er­
nova and stellar atmosp::eres where Gense .plasmas can change 
the character of the radiation. Other· radiation ·processes 
can occur a:1d beco::.:e sig:l~ficant. For e:-:anple, in a plasw.a, 
electrons which are traveling faster than the phase velocity 
. . 
. . 
of electronagnetic waves in. the plasma can radiate ~y the 
'Cerenkov mechanism. In the presence 0= media the bremsstrah-
lung and inverse Compton processes. can become competing 
production processes. 
The characteristics of the synchrotron ~echanism can 
be su'--r.marized as follows: 
(a) The emitted radiation has a continuous spect~um 
d () ( ""'i-l/ )A 2 ., up to an energy of the or er of E ttl = en ....... ~ c i' \'l~tn y c _ 0 . 
the maxiffium intensity of radiation occurring at an energy 
E ~ 0.29 E (w ). 
')'max' IC 
(b) The radiation is highly bearr .. ed 'tvithin an angle 
~e = m c2 /E in the direction of· motion of the electron (0= 
o 
total energy E) • 
. (c) The emitted radiation is highly polarized 
(linearly polarized for a system of radiating electrons in a 
homogeneous magnetic field) in a plane perpe~dicular to the 
observer's direction. 
(d) A unique relation exists between the electron 
ene~gy spectrum and the 'resulting synchrotron photon spectru~. 
A power la""1 electron spectrum (of index r) prC?duces a pOi·;rer 
la-c;v photo:1 int.::ms ity spectr-":::l 'tvL:~: spect:::-al index a = (r +1) /2 . 
. (e) T:1.is mechanisr.1 is the 'only' one w~ere a cha~:;ed 
particle can produce J~c~ons in a vacuum. The brensstrah~ung 
-/ 
I 
'and Compton processes req1.!ire I!'.atter with 'I:-lhich particles 
interact. 
nO ?raduc~ian and Decay 
The ather mz.jor JaTIL.~a ray praductian mecha:1ism is 
the' electraillagnetic decay of 'neutral n':"mesans ( .. 0 -;. /,+,) , 
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leading to. a cantinuum spectrum af photans. 
prampt decay.pracess, having a halflife'af 
This is a rather 
, -16 
2 x 10 - 'sec in 
the rest frameaf the mesan. The'7.° mesans are farmed'in a 
number af ways, the mast' imp~rtant being ~heir praductian· in 
,p-p interactians (since,casmic ra~s and the interstellar gas 
is predaminantly hydragen). In additian, nO'mesans are 
praducts af tae decay af variaus hyperons and' mesons created 
in p-p interactians (STECKER, 1971). They can also be pro-
duced in proton-pho~on ,collisions where very high energy 
prot~ns, (the threshold proton ,energy is ~ 1017 eV) collide 
\vith lmv energy pho,tons., Another production process for 7. 0 
mesons :'s proton-antiproton annihilation at rest which yields 
an average of four ga~a rays per annihilation. 
In the center af mass system of the decaying 7.0 ~eson, 
the two gam:na rays each 1-.ave an energy IV 70 HeV and are 
emitted isotropically. Due to. the relativistic Doppler shift, 
in the cosmic frame of reference the gamma rays can have a 
continu~ill of energies extenc:'~g from 1/2 E_(l-p_) to 1/2 
U If 
E~(l+p_), where p_c and En 'a=e the meson velocity and total 
•• u It • 
energy ~espectively. T~e photon intensity spectrum result-
ing ::rom this process is peaked at an energy of E/, £f 70 I,reV. 
The inte~sity of TlO'decay gaa.ma rays is proportional to the 
proton intensity I , and '~he proton density in tb:e interacting p , 
region p • For 
P -r 
a pmver-law proton intensi'::y spectrur.1 
7 (7 ) AI E P,.o-' - . .r: - t' - , ..... .0- ... 1 ha '" 
_ __..... Lone c.:L...::::eren :!..'::'l. pno L..on spec .... r1.!m \'7:'.1._ • Vc. a 
,P? P 
broad peak arou~d Z = 
I' 
70 l'-feV, and for 2 »70 HeV \'lill have a 
I' 
Pm·.:er Imv shape of t~e form, I (E) Col. E -4/3 ( r p -1/2) Proton-
- / / / . 
antip~oton annihilations at res~ ·produce a sharper peak at·· . 
~O HeN in the differe:1tial gam:na ray spectrum. 
Forgarr~2 rays above 100 MeV this mecha:1ism is eXDec-
ted to dominate as the source of the isotropic coscic radia-
~. (~'Z-O ~9~~' I.. ~on .1:'..:1..i.., 1. : V) • .This mechanism has been consicered as 
the sou::ce 
center 3.::d 
A"} tOne 100 · ...·.f_·::.V o~~!:\ ray ..c".LUv 4=ro':-"l 
- - oc.:..,:.UCi. J... "'".... • •• 
plane (:(?~IFFZ~q and FICHTEL, 1970). 
the galactic 
Also STECKER 
(1969 a,b~cj 1971) bas proposed an extragalactic redshifted 
ToO spectru= to explain the flattening in the assu~ed diffuse 
cosmic gaQilla ray spect~uo observed ?y VETTE et ale (1970). 
E1ectron-PositrG~ An:1ihilatio:1 
A source of monoenergetic, or nearly mO:1oenergetic 
gaIT~ rays is the an~ini~ation of positrons by electrons. 
Suc~ positrons can be produced as by-products of nuclear 
~eact~0ns occurring in celestial SGurce regions (whether ~~ 
supernovae, stellar atmosp~eres, or the interstella~ 8ediu=). 
Such positrons are forrr.ed principally in t-;-70 v7ays. They can 
originate from the beta-decay positron-emitting moces of 
certain radionuclei procuded in nuclear interactions. Exam-
12 14 16 p'les arep-C ,p-N ,and p-O collisions "7hich lead to 
positron emitting nuc1ei o The second positron-producing 
mode is via the decay ch~in of pos~tively charged ~esons, 
+ + + + 
To -> ~ + v follmved by II -> e + v + v • This decay mode 
11 e ~ 
yields a wide spectrum of positron energies but of average 
. energy mucn b.igher than that produced in beta decay processes. 
As ST2CKER (1971) points out, the positrons produced in t~ese 
beta decay rr.odes have ~el<=.tively 10v7 energies and are nore 
likely to stop and annih~lat2 from rest to prod~ce monocnro~­
ati.c 0.52.1 ?:-IeV gam.~ r<=.ys. T:-:e hisher energy pos it:~or.s re-
sulting frG~ the c~arged ceso~ qecay chain are more likely 
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to decay in flight ?roducing a continuum photon spectrum. 
The gar.~:~ ray producing electrorr~gnecic interaction 
/of the positron and. electron can .proceed in tv70 'T:7ays) (1) 
the anni~ilation of a free positron and a free electron 
..l-
yie:c:'ng . (most frequently) t'l:']O ga:rL'1la. rays) c' + e -?/ + /) 
or (2) the £o~~tio~of positronium and subsequent annihila-
tion prodacing two or three ga:r.::na rays. 
In the firs·.: case, i·I the' annihilation occurs at 
rest, t'l:-;'O rr..onoenergetic O. 51 ~·leV :ga:::."TI.a rays 'I:'7i11 res"\11t, pro-
ducing a line spectrum. Nc-...::; that there will be Doppler 
broade~ing of this liLc d~e to the thermal velocities of t~e 
annihila-.:ing positrons. The annihilation of x:el,ativis,tic 
? positrons (of ene::gy E+ = l+ffiOC-) \-7il1 give a contin'!5'0us' 
. E ffioc-. spectruo of ga~~ rac:'ation above an energy ~ - ---- ~n 
I - 2, 
the cos~ic f::affie of reference. Ynere is no upper bound to 
the possible garrna ray energies ~s E increases without 
I 
bound as 1+ ~ cc • For 'u1trare1~tivistic positrons the ~e-
suIting photons will have energies corresponding to sharp 
. fOr\\'ard ana back-ward scattering in the cenr:er 0= mass syste8, 
or 
and E = 
I 
2 
mC 
o 
2 , respectively. 
(Note that there exists a small three-photon annihilation 
cross sect:"on, bt:.t it is IV 372 times smaller than the ti:'70-
photon cross section, and this process is th2refore usually 
neglected as a strong garrma ray source, mechanism). 
For non-relativistic positrons the total cross sect~on 
for the free annihilation of positrons of energy E+into ga~~ 
rays is (STECKER, 1971) 
a (E E ) = 
an -i' I 
";vhere ;3 -i-C 
positrons 
is ~he posi~~on velocity. For ultrarela~ivist~c 
(ill c2/E«1) this c~oss section reduces to t~2 for~ 
o + 
o ( ...... E ) 
an r!.+, Y 
. 2 
(m c ) ~ ~ . (In 
+ . 
where E+is t~e positron c::ergy. 
m c 
o 
2 
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- 1) 
"In the case of pos :'':::o:1.iu:i1 forIT'.ation lOv7 energy pos i-
trons and elect=ons cC2bine to form a hydrogen-like system-
\vhich nuy subsequently 2nhihilate" into ga~a rays. This 
bound system can exist in the ground state either as a 
singlet (lSo) or triplet (3S~)~ Each system will decay in 
..!. 
a different manner, t1-:.e singlet state decaying into t\·70 
gall'r.a rays and the triplet state ;::'r-."~O three ga::-;:na rays. The 
de~ay from t~e triplet state occurs in 75% of t~e cases and 
produces a continuum spectru::l. of photons from 0 to 0 .51 ~~reV. 
The final p"ositron annihilation gamma ray spectrur:1 
and the e:·dstence of a l:'::1e contribution at 0.51 HeV fror:1. 
any source therefore depend u?on tr.e relative strength of 
beta-decay vs. pion-decay formation modes as v7ell as the 
fractio:l of the positrons which produce ?ositronium. As 
with the other production 'mechanisms, the final ga~oa ray 
spectrum also depends u?on the above cross sections, the 
spectral dens ity of pos itror.s (cm -3) and. the el"€:ctro:1 de:-.s i-
-3 ty (em ) in the source region. Note also tb.at the 0.5 ?:reV 
line emission is not a prompt phenomenon for either ::lode of 
posit=on formation. In either mode t~e positrons must C02€: 
to rest before annihilation into t\:]O G. 5 ~1eV photons. T..'1is 
means, for example, th.s.~ in solar flare regions the delay 
time bet\veen nroduction ane a:mihilation for a 100 }feV 
~ 
positron is ~ 8 seconds (DOLAN and FAZIO, 1965). In con-
trast, in the inte=stel12r medium the deceleration and 
annibilation of fast positrc::s !:ozy take rJ 108 yr (STEC:0:R, 
1970). 
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Dcc~y ~f Excited Nuclear States 
A final source of photons of ga~ua ray energies is 
the emission of gn~~a rays from the de-excitation of excited 
nuclei. Such excited nuclei are produced in nuclear reac-
tions, mainly between protons, neutrons and the constituent 
nuclei of the interaction ~edium. Such reactions include 
the p, pSI inelastic scattering reactions of incident protons 
as well as other proton-inci.uced reactions (p,n; p,pn; p,2pj 
p,a; p,2pn) leading to prompt decay gamma rays or to beta 
emitters \vhich in turn emit ga:Th."11a -rays and electrons and 
positrons at the decay rate of the emitter. The positron 
emitters \vil1 produce radiation as described in the previous 
section. Such de-excitation reactions yield proillpt mono-
energetic garr.ma rays in the energy region from 100 keV to 
10 NeV. These gaU1;na rays are cha~acteristica11y different 
'for different nuclei. 
In addition, slOv1 neutrons in the source region can 
combine \vit~ protons to form deuterium with the emission of 
characteristic 2.23 NeV formation garr.rr..a ,rays. For the Su:::) 
DOLA.N and 'FAZIO (1965), L:L~GENFELTER .s.:r"c RAH .. A..TY (1967), and 
CHUPP (1971), have tabul.s.ted the i~portant proton-i~duced 
reactions \vhich lead ::0 prompt nuclear de-excitation ga~a 
rays and ~eta-emitt~~g nuc~ei. 
The garnma ray production rate frow. nuclear de-e:-:cita-
tion reactions depends on the number density of target nuclei 
and the number ~nd s?2ctral density of incident protons in 
the source region, as well as ~he individual interaction 
cross sections and the dimensions of the source region. 
'I'~1.ose tc::.rget ::-.t:c1ei \-7hose reaction cross sections are large 
or "t'7hich h'::'V2 a large r • ....:.:-.1ber dens ity ar~ lik.:::.: y ca: ..... didates 
to beco~e ga~a ray producers. For solar flare emission, 
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t t " "th U 4 C12 ~r14 016 d 70 h 1 pro on reac 10ns W1 ~e, ') , an Ne- s au d 
domin3.te. For example, the 6.13 :·:e:.V line ernissio:1 froJl 0 16 
16 ". " 12 '2 (p, ply)O , the 4.43 MeV line em1SS10n from C (p, p 7 7)C- , 
.:1.ud the 1:63 NeV em.':"ssion f:;:-om Ne20 (p, p: '/)1\e20 <:re e7.pccted 
I 
to be strong, prompt nuclear line emissions in solar flares 
(.(CHUPP, 1971). Such nuclear transitions fo11o"ling the 
nucle~~~~eta decay of heavier nuclei (Si28 , Ti44, rir48 , V48 , 
"56 56 . N1 and Co ) are expected to occur in young s~pernovae 
(CLAYTOX 8t al., 1969j CLA~TON and SILk,. 1969), producing 
characteristic garrma ray lines. Cosmological effects ~zy, 
~owever,cause a redshifting bf the lines .to lo~e~ energies 
giving smeared peaks. This effect, if valid, \·]ould make 
such line emission difficult to detect. 
The 2. 23HeV neutron capture gamlna ray line (HI -:- n 1 
~ R2 + y, E = 2.23 MeV) is expected to be a strong line 
. Y , . 
emission process in solar flares. The neutrons are produced 
in a variety of nuclear reactions, primarily in proton and 
alpha-induced reactions with helium, carbon, and oxygen. 
These g~IT~ rays are not emitted promptly in a flare due to 
the time of production of the neutrons and the slov7ing em'in 
time of the fast neutrons •. 
All line radiations are important because they pro-
vide direct evidence for the occurrence of specific nuclear 
re·actions. Measurem2nt of these line emissions can provide 
inforrr3tion about proton and neutron densities in the source 
region as well as charged particle reaction rat~s and the 
ti~escales for particle acceleration processes. 
- . -
The'relative import&nce of each of the above mechan-
isms for ga~r~ ray production depends on the particle co~­
st~tu2nts ~~d parameters c~ the source reg~un, including ~~e 
any w~gnetic =ields. These 
mec:-:.::.nisr..s h.::.\re o2:en a?:? lied to many as-:rophysicc:.l proces ses 
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to ex?l;:.i.n observed radiation spectra (such as the diffuse 
/
cosrr.ic gar. ... T..3. ray spcctru:l1'c:.::.d the explunation of the 
galacti.c [;3.::::1.1a ray emission) or to. predict garr:L:a. ray pro-
duc~ion spectra in stellar atillospheres and from o~her 
celesti~l objects. The identification of a s~~cific 
Qechanism ~o explai~ measured gar.ma ray results is often 
quite difficul~. In some cases 'only slight differences in 
the flux or spectral sh2pe are expected for different 
p~oduction =2c~anisns, and the available data is not defin-
it:"ve enough to choose between several possible mechanisns. 
Nevertheless, knm'lledge of -::::':; .- :::c:if:"~ prodt:ction mechan-
is~s o?2~2ting in the sc~rce regions is the first ste? :"n 
the uncerstandi~g of the physical processes taking place 
in these regio~s. 
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APPENDIX B 
A fairly complete series of '~re~f1ight and post-
'f1~ght calibrations were 'performed on the detector system 
to test its ,operation. ,The ,important tests, which have" 
become nearly standard for all such gamma ray spectrometer 
experiments, are listed below. 
1. Integral linearity tests on the electronics. 
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2. Differential linearity tests on the electronics. 
3., Measurement of deadtime losses for the detec-
tor system. 
4. Energy calibration of the NaI spectrometer on 
both the LER and HER ranges. 
5. Photopeak angu~ar sensitivity measurements 
for the'NaI crystal. 
6. Absolute gamma detection efficiency measure-
ments for the ~aI spectrometer. 
The results of these calibration tests on the flight instru-
, 
ment are discussed individually below. 
Integral Linearity 
Integral linearity tests were made on the flight 
electronics using an ORTEC model 204 precision mercury relay 
pu1ser, whose linearity was + 0.2% of full scale. The pu1ser 
signals were fed directly into the flight preamp. Hence the 
'entire signal handling system from preamplifier through PF~; 
was included in the linearity measurement. The results of 
these measurements are shown in Figures B-1 and B-2. The 
maximum deviation from absolute lineari::y,toJas found to be 
+ 0.5 channel for either the LER or HER. For a 256 channel 
, . 
I 
-/ 
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Figure B-1. Inte""ral 0 linearity of the flight electronics on 
the LER energy range. 
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on the HER energy range • 
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PHA this deviation corresponds to an integral linearity of 
± 0.5/256 = ± 0.2%. This figure applies to both the LER and 
~ER voltage ranges. It should be pointed out that both in-
tegral and differential 1inearity·'tests as performed here 
only check hOtI7 linear the electronics· is to different ampli-
tude voltage pulses .. Such tests say nothing about. the 
linearity of the light output of. the crystal for different 
energy gamma rays. 
Differential Linearity 
The differential linearity defines the u~iformity of 
channel width across the conversion range of a pulse height 
analyzer.. It was measured for the flight PHA by using the 
output of an ORTEC Model 437 time-to-amplitude converter 
(TAC) as an input to the PP~. Random amplitude pulses were 
obtained from the TAC. by gating the start and stop inputs of 
the TAC with a random photomultiplier signal and a periodic 
pulse generator signal respectively. By proper choice of 
these gating rates random amplitude signals are generated. 
This is a ·standard method for generating random amplitude 
signals. For perfect linearity a pulse height analysis of 
these signals should yield an equal number of counts in every 
PHA channel .. The deviation from this ideal case gives a 
measure of the PHA differential linearity. The differential 
linearity is found from the relation 
% DIFF LIN = r 
+ (N - N )/N x 100 
max ave ave 
.... 
! 
I - (N - N . ) / N x 100 \.. ave m~n ave 
where N . ,N ,N are the minimQ~, average, and maxim~~ 
m~n ave max 
counts per channel respectively obtained in th2 ~~annel range 
of interest. 
.. 
I ' 
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Figure B-3. (a) Differential linearity spectrum of flig~t 
pulse height analyzer on LER. (b) Differential linea~ity 
spectrum of flight pulse height analyzer on ?£R. See text 
for calcula~ed differen~ial linearity results for both 
, ranges • 
I 
The results of these measurements on both the L2R 
rnd HER of the flight pp_<\ are shmvn in Figure B-3. On the 
iER, the excess in the last 10 channels is mainly due to 
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the smearing action of the HER SELECT DISC voltage threshold. 
From channel 15 to 240 on the LER the maximum deviations from 
the average ,number of counts in each channel are 73.4% a,nd 
-3.7%. For the HER (tvhich starts at channel 55) smearing of 
the upper threshold causes a 'large nonlinearity above channel 
240. From channels 60 to 240 on the HER the maximQ~ devia-
tions are +4.8% and -5.1%. 
System Dead~ime Losses 
An accurate knowledge of the deadtime losses expected 
in the flight instrument is essential to minimize the errors 
involved in correcting the raw dat~. This is particularly 
important in a high counting rate experiment where events 
lost due to deadtime can b~ an appreciable percentage of the 
total number of events. Measurements of these losses ~,]ere 
made on the flight PHA-storage buffer section, using the 
random input rate from the NaI spectrometer. Tr.e average in-
put rate was varied by changing the,amplifier gain and using' 
standard radioactive gam.TUa ray sources. Figure B-4 shmvs the 
results of the percent losses versus the average input count-
ing rate. The percent losses are calculated from the equation 
% losses = (input rate) - (output rate) (input' rate) X 100 
The maximum output data rate that can be achieved is 
3.57 'kEz. This is the data rate that ~vould exist if the buffer 
were always ~aintained in a full condition. For comparison, 
on the same graph is shown the losses which would be obtained if 
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Figure B-L~. Percent deadtime losses versus input counting rate for flight 
stornge buffer. AlBa ShO\I711 is a curve of the losses expected 
for a lnlfferleBs system... This dead time curve is' used to correct 
the data. 
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no buffer tvere used;. i. e., if the random input de1 te1 '..Jere 
transmitted to ground at a periodic rate of 3.57 kHz with-
out buffer storage. As is s,een, considernble improvement, 
in deadtime losses is achieved through usc of the,buffer. 
The calibration curve of Figure B-4 was used to 
correct the flight ~ata for deadtime effects. 
Gamma Ray Peak Position Linearity 
Cneof the most important calibrations for 'a, gamma 
ray spectrometer is the 'gamma ray peak position energy cali-
bration of the detector. Assuming that the, electronics has 
perfect integral linearity,' this calibration measures the 
linearity of the light output versus photon e~e~gy 'curve for 
the Nal(Tl) crystal. Such light output has been observed 
to be non-linear for NaI(Tl) crystals by HEATH (1964). The 
effect is roughly 10% at 2.6 MeV for a 3 11 x 3 11 crystal such 
, , 
tha t the light output is IV IG% lOtver than expected from a 
linear extrapolation from ~ower energies. The calibrations 
were made with ~he gain stabilization section in ope~ation 
to correct for any gain shifts' in' the electronics. The results 
of this calibration for the LER and HER ranges are shOtvn in 
Figures B-5 and B-6. The figures include the radioactive 
sources and peak energies used in the measurements. Note 
that these energy calibrations are valid for the post ~ain 
shift"part of balloon flight 558p (the entire time at float 
altitude; see Section 3.3 for a discussion of this gain shift). 
For this energy calibration the lOtver Co60 peak (1.17 ,HeV) 
was forced to remain in channel 113. These curves indicate 
that t~e LER extends from 250 keV to 2.3 MeV arid the EER from 
2.3 MeV to 7.5 MeV, tvith the last 20 channels of the HER 
giving an integral counting rate above 7.5 HeV. The energy 
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Figure B-S. Gamma ray peak position linearity for LER. 
The solid line represents a computer least 
squares linear fit to the data, giving the 
indicated slope and intercept values. No~e 
that this curve is the post gain shift 
calibration. 
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" 
Curve vaHd for i~:: c/ltmnol 55 to 220 
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Figure B-6. Ga::r.ma ray peak positiqn linearity for HER. 
The solid line represents a computer least 
squares linear fit to the data, giving the 
indicated slope and intercepc values valid 
from channel 55 to 220. Note that this curve 
is the nost gain shift calibration. 
calibrations of Figu~es B-5 and B-6 are valid for the data 
presented in this thesis. 
Relative Photopeak Directional Sensitivity 
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I - One of the reasons for choosing the present detector 
\vas the-:{£act that it has an anisotropic directi"onal'sensitivity 
to radiation impinging from different directions. Detector 
sensitivity is defined as the response-o~ a detector, in 
counts per unit time, for a unit flux of incident -radiation 
(number/ cm2 sec). In general the sensitivity S,. i:s a func tion 
of the direction of incidence of the radiation and its energy, 
and is normally the product of the detector1s efficiency and 
area. Thus, S(E,e,~) = A(e,¢) x e(E,e,~), where E is the 
energy of the incident radiation, e and ¢ specify the direc-
tio~ of the radiation, and-A(e,¢) is the projected area and 
e(E,e,Q) the _interaction efficiency for radiation in this 
direction. 
To measure this sensitivity, careful laboratory measure-
ments were made with monoenergetic gamma ray sources. The 
source was placed far enough from the detector to simulate 
parallel radiation. A (sourc~ + background) - (back~round) 
accumulation was made at various angles bet\veen the so~rce and 
the detector sy~~etry axis. Ratios of the- number of cou~ts i~ 
the photopeak region in a given direction 6, to the c6unts o~-
ained at 6=0° were then calculated. A plot of these ratios 
versus e gives a_ map of the relative phot0i.:Jeak directional 
_sensitivity of the detector. The results of these measure-
ments for two sources (cs 137 , Ey = 0.662 MeV, -and Th228 , Ey = 
2 .. 62 MeV) are shmvn in Figure B-7. For each curve, the reL1-
tive sensitivity is normalized to 1 at e= 0°. At 0.662 ~eV 
the sensitivity is quite peaked in the forward direction 
" 
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Figure B-7. Photopeak angular response of flight spectro-
meter at 662 keV and 2062 HeV •. ?he angle G 
is measu~ed with respect to the c~ys~al 
syrnmet"ry axis. 
-/ 
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( 0 = 0°), having a front-to-side ratio of R(o = 0% = 90°) = 
2.8/1 and a front-to-back ratio of R(G = OO/e = 180°) = 2.3/1. 
Even at 2.62 MeV the response is ,quite anisotropic. The reduc-
tion in sensitivity for angles between 120° and 240° is due to 
attenuation in the thick aluminum mounting plate, phototubes, 
. and bases ~ The detector, was' assLU'11ed to have isotropic' re-
sponse tvith respect to the azimuthal angle since the crystal 
is azimuthally symmetric. 
These curves indicate that the present detector ~as 
directional properties even though, it' is flm~n as an' omni-
directional instrumen: (it is not actively or passively 
. shielded in any directions to reduce background:counting rates). 
Gamma Ray Detection Efficiency 
Laboratory measurements, of 'the variation of absolute 
detector efficiency versus photon energy were not made for the 
present tetector. Instead, the efficiences for the present 
instrument were obtained by interpolation of the Monte Carlo 
calculations of MILLER, REYNOLDS, and SNO~v (1958) for the size 
of the present cyrstal. The shape of the response to monoener-
getic radiation was obtained' from the energy response measure-
ments on large crystals by KOCKU~'f and STARFELT (1959). To 
verify the 2ccuracy of the calculated efficiences for the 
present spectrometer, absolute photopeak efficiency neasure-
ments were made with the present crjstal at two energies using 
calibrated gam....'1la ray sources (source intensity knotvn to -;- 5%). 
The comparison of these ~easured results and the calculations 
of HILLER, REYNOLDS" and SNOh1 is shmvn in Table B-1. The 
agreement is certainly close enough to justify using the M~nte 
Carlo results in the present analysis. 
TABLE B-1 
COHPARISON OF 
CALCULt\TED .AND }fEASURED PHOTOPEAK EFFICIENCIES 
Photon Energy 
(I'reVY 
0.662 
. 1.114 
Heasured 
Photopenk. Eff. 
0.70+0.04 
0.49+.0.02 
Calculated 
Photopeak Eff .. 
(Miller, Reynolds, Snow) 
0.738-i-0.008 
0.560+0.007 
The detector' efficiencies required in the pu~sar 
analysis are calculated in Appendix C along with a cOwplete 
discussion of the energy response of the detector. The 
reader is referred to this appendix for further information 
on the absolute detector efficienc~ and energy response. 
-I 
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APPENDiX C 
DETECTOR EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY RESPONSE 
1. Introd~ction 
In this appendix (calculations of the detection 
efficiency and energy response of the present gar.roa ray 
spectrometer are given. The resul~s of these calculatic~s 
are used in Section V of the thesis tO'convert the measured 
pulsar co~nting rates into pulsed photon fluxes. 
The problem of converting a measured pulse hei6h~ 
spectrum into a primary photon spectrum is a difficult one 
for, gal1'JIla ray measurements in the energy region from ,..., 200 
keV to N 20 MeV in inorganic crys tals . This is so becaus e 
three processes contribute significantly to the electro-
magnetic inte~action crpss section in this region, 1) the 
photoelectric pro~ess, 2) the Compton process, and 3) the 
pair production process. The dominant interaction ~ode is 
the Compton effect, toJith the .photoelectric process beginning 
to dominate at the low' energy end of the interval and pair 
production becoming dominant at the higher energies (see 
Figure 11-1). 
The difficulty in converting from a measured energy 
loss spectrum to an input photon spectrum arises because 
there is not always a oQe-to-one correspondence between inci-
dent photon energy and the energy loss deposited in the' 
scintillation crystal. Each of the three interaction pro-
~esses yields secondary electrons whose energies, Ta' are 
.... 
related in different ways to the initial photon energy, Ey., 
The basic relationships bccwecn Te and Ey for the three 
processes are (BIIDZS, 1964). 
Compton: T .varies from 0 to T = 
ec ec max 
2 
Ey / .(1 + moc /2Ey) 
I . 
I 
, "'~1~' 
Photoelectric: T = Ey -' B ep e 
, , 
Pair Production': T Ey 2m~'c 2 = -epp ., 
where m is the electron rest mass and B is thS hindina 0, ,e 0 
energy of the atomic electron ejected in the photoelectric 
process. 
The situation is even more compiicated than this 
because in larger crystals multiple'processes often occur 
. I 
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for a single photon event. For example, a pair production 
event produces two.O.51 MeV positron annihilation ga~ua rays, 
one or both of which could then interact in the crystal via 
the Compton process g~v~ng a total energy loss bet,'leen Tepp 
and Ey • Or the secondary photon resulting from a Conpton 
interaction of a gamma ray could in turn interact by the 
Compton or photoelectric. process. : These mUltiple processes 
can result in the total absorption of the initial photon 
cinergy and therefore help to increase the 'relative area in 
the full energy peak region. An energy. loss spectrun ~or 
. . 
incident nonoenergetic gar:rrna rays shmvs contrib~tions for 
almost any energy loss S Ey , since the multiple inter-
'action events (combined \'Jith the detector energy resolution 
snearing) fill in the regions not allowed by the single inter-
action events. As is readily seen, the unfolding of a pulse 
he.ight spectrum can be quite a task, especially ~\'n.en the in-
put gamma ray spectrum is not snooth, but contains line 
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features. 
S d ' "1 ' I tate matl1e:nat~ca_ y, \Ve see th~t a gar..:na' ray spec-
trum N(k) yielcs a pulse height dist~ibution peE) in a spec-
trometer, where k denotes photon energy and e the pulse 
height. The two distributions are related by 
k __ . 
mo ..... 
P(e)de = de J :,,(k) K(k,e) (l-e -pL)dk, 
o 
C-1 
where KCk,e) is the response function of the spectrometer for 
monoenergetic gamma rays, k
max 
is-the maximum photon energy 
in ·the gamlna ray spectrum, Jl is the total attenuati~n. coef-
?/ ' ficient (cm- g) of the crystal at the energy k, and L is an 
2 ' 
effective crystal length (g/cm). Knowing peE), the prob1e~ 
of obtaining ~~ (k) r'educes to the determination of K(k, e) ~·]ith 
sufficient detail and accuracy. The usual solution to the 
unfolQing problem (see for example KOCKU~f and STARFELT (:959), 
BERGER and DOGGETT (1956), or KOCH and WYCKOFF (1958») is to 
treat this equation as a matrix equation, 
== M (N(k» C-2 
'c;vhere <PCe» ahd <NCk» are one-co1Lln'.:1 matrices and ~'f 
is an n x m'matrix called the response matrix. Each of its 
elements gives the sensitivity of the spectrometer for a 
pulse height bin bei at ei to a unit ga~~a ~ay fl~x in. the 
energy interval bkj ·at k j . The elements of this matrix a~e 
experimentally determined for a given spectrometer by measu~­
ing the response to a nu~ber of standard monoenergetic gaL~a 
ray calibration sources. < N(k» is then obtained fro:n 
equat:'on C-2 by multiplication of <pee»~ by the inverse 
matrix, 
In the present case \Ve do not wish to perform a 
I 
-/ 
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complete unfolding process . The ttvO ques tions which t'le mus t 
anStver are: 
1. Hhat is the average tveightcd detection efficie.ncy 
effective for each of the energy intervals chosen in the pul-
S3r an<:llysis, and 
2., Hhat percentage· of, the counts observed in a given 
. 
energy bin are due to in~oming 'photons of energy above the 
energy bin. 
Since these questions have to be' answered ~o~ only four pulse 
height bins (LER, LER A, LER B', and' HER), it is not ne.cessary 
to calculate a complete response matrix. H(:JtVev~r, the sa::le 
techniques are used to answ~r these questions as are required 
to construct such a response function, in that ~nowledge of 
the spectrometer response ~(k,€) is required. The present 
calculations are only, ~ small sample of the more general 
problem of generating a complete response matrix for the ce-
tector. He need to knmv what average weighted detection 
efficiency is needed in equation V-l to convert the measured 
. counts to a photon flux and what is the magnitude of the con-
tribution of higher energy pho=ons to a given pulse height 
interval. To answer these questions we must know how the 
probability of a photon giving a pulse height between the 
upper and lmver threshholds 0:: the ith interval (€. and E., 
, ~u ~_ 
respectively) varies tvith photon energy. In calculating this 
probability tve must knmv the d'etector response function in 
sufficier.t detail .. 
Mathematically we need the quantity 
P. (k) .= 
~ : 
€iu J K(k,€) (l-e- pJ.) eJ,€ C-3 
€il 
as a function of photon energy, k. The determination of the 
aveiage,~2ighted efficiency for the ith pulse height ir.terval 
-I 
I lS3 
.is then obtained from the expression 
E. € ; 
~u I ~u 
P. = J Pi (k)N(k)dk / J N(k)dk. ~ 
Eil Eil 
C-4 
The fractional contribution of higher energy photons 
, , 
to the, ith pulse height interval is giv,en by the equation 
R. = 
~ 
CQ , . l . f Pi (k)N(k)dk / Pi 
€ • 
~u 
N{k)dk. C-5 
In general, no smooth functional relationship can be 
tvritten down for Pi (k) ,for use in the integ~al equations, 
C-4 and C-S. To obtain an approximate solution, the integrals 
,tvere num,erically integrated. Equations C-4 and C-5 beco:ne, 
under this approximation, 
and 
P. = 
~ 
R. = 
~ 
2. 
, neE. ) 
~u 
" 0 p. (kJo,llk.) ~ ,~ J 
j=l I E. N(k)dk ~ ~(k)dk, (E il) 
L P '. (k. , llk . ) . ~ J J j=l 
(€. ) 
~u 
k. +' llk. 
Jj 2J 
k. - llk. J -J 2 
Eil 
l\(k)dk / Pi 
Detec:or Response and Calculation of P.(k) 
~--
C-6 
C-7 
The response funct~on K(k,E) for the flight spectro~ster 
was constructed as follows. The fully corrected experinenta: 
response spectra of KOCKU?1 a::.d STA1V'ELT (1959) tvere used to 
( 
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approxim:Jte the shape of the response of the present 11 1/2" 
di.3tneter x 4" thick NaI detector to parallel monoenergetic 
gamma rndiation. Their results (KOCKUM and S'lARFELT, 1959) 
tvhich I have uSQd tvcre obtained tvith a 5" diameter x' 4" thick 
NaI(Tl) ~rystal spectrometer. They used a Pb source col-
I ,l.im~tor 6f 4.5 cm diameter and a so~rce to ~rys tal dis tc:mce 
... '" 
,of 75~~m, and obtained fully corrected response curves for 
-,", . 
six monoenergetic ~am.'1la ray sources a,t 1.28, 4. 4~, 6.13, 
lL7, 17.6, and 20.~ MeV (KOCKUMand STARFELT, p. 176). 
Since the only information used from their results is the 
shape of the response curve, it was felt that th~ir results 
for the' 5.4 cm diameter collimator used vlith a 5" diameter 
crystal represented a good approximation to paralle1,radiation 
incident on our larger 11 1/2" diametel: crystal. 
Since the pulsar energy spectrum/is not expected to 
co~tain ·a complex line structure, a rough determination of 
K(k,E) tvi1l suffice in the present calculations. A compari-
son of the collimated and uncollimated results for the 
crystal spectrometer in KOCKUM and STARFELT shows that o~ly 
minor differences in response shape occur, and these dif-
ferences are· negligible for the present case. To check on how 
well their curves represent the response shapes for the 
65 present detector, response ·curves at 1.1 MeV (Zn. ) and 6.13 
MeV were measured t'1ith the present detecto~ for comparison 
with their results. The 6.13 MeV ,line was obtained fron t~c 
13 16 . 
reaction C (a,n)O ~n a curium-carbon source '(DICKEXS and 
l?AYBARZ, 1970). Figure C-l shotvs the res'ults of -::hese r::easure-
ments compared to the curves c~ :ZOCKUN and STARFELT ::lade at 
1.28 MeV and 6.13 ~:eV. Only minor differences ~?pear, and the 
use of their response shapes seems entirely reasonable. 
To obtain a normalization for the curves, the area 
under each response =urve was made eG~al to the tot~l inter-
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Figure C-l. Comparison of response shape measu~ecents 0= 
KOCKUM and STARFELT (1959) to ~easurenents fo~ prese~t soec-
trOIT.eter at two photon eu.ergies. For each set of curves the 
pnotopeak amp1itucies have been arbitrarily nor2a1izec to 1.0. 
The measured 1.1 NeV response curve 'Has expanded to p1ac'e t::e 
:,:.hoto:.:;eak at 1.28 MeV. 'The tail in the ::-.2asu~ed 6 .13 ~'~'2V 
respense is due to r.eutronsl. to a 90nt~~uum specc~~n pro~uced 
• ,-." • - po. ?t: '. 1 " - • oy ::::J...SSlon proc.ucts or: l>riI.- "~', ana. to gar:1::':Z. ray _:.nes ::ro::: ::::le 
• - 1"..... 1"-C~,-r. .. S d"" .. y-~, -7 - ::i-l)~' ,.,..., aeca.y OJ: severa ~so ... o?,:, \~.:... i.\.t.~'l a:l ~-l. .c."'.,;.'\. .... ) .L~ I '). .:..::e5e 
effects were not correc=~c iorl hence the curve is tr~~cated 
Ci,fter the 1st escape pea:( of the 6.13 HeV gam.rna ray lir..c. 
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intcrQction cfficicnccs for various energies w~re cbtaincd 
by interpolation of the Nonte Catlo' calcul<1tions of :·nLLER, 
/REYNOLDS, .:md SKO\\7 (19,) " and 1958) for the size o£ the 
present spcctro~ctcr. In the region between 200 keV and 
1.28 NoV \-.i::'l2.re no respo'nse curves, exis ted, curves \·}ere 
generated using an interpolation: of the photofractions for 
NaI crystals for a broa~ parallel beam of radiation as calcu-
lated by l'rILLER, REYNOLDS, and SN'9H (1958) and STEYN 'and 
ANDREHS (1969). The photopeak, and Compton components Ii;;ere 
approximated ~vith rectangular shapes. 
In the region 1.28 - 4.43 MeV, response curves were 
obtained at energies of 1.8 Iv;eV (Bi 207) ane. 2.62 MeV (Th228 ) 
. , 
by direct measurement vlith the 11 1/2 t : diameter 'flight spec-
tiometer using standard.sources placed far enough away from 
the crystal to simulate parallel radiation. The major 
features (photopeak, Compton continuum, and 1st and 2nd 
escape peaks) of the resulting spectra ~ere then qualitatively 
fit by rectangular shapes. (The results of this procacure 
for the 2.62 }reV response· curve are shmvn in Figure C-2). 
As done previously, the area under each response cU::::Ve 
was set equal to t~e total interaction efficiency at chat 
J energy. The interaction efficiencies at these energies were 
obtained by interpolation of the }fILLER, REYNOLDS, cnc SKo\·i 
data as well as from calcula~ions using the absorption coeffi-
cients for NaI found in EVru~S (1955). This procedure assured 
that the curves tvere normalized with respect to one anocher. 
The resulting discrete set of response curves USed for 
the present, detector are stown in Figure C-2. At photon 
energies where a respons~ curve did not exist, an interpolatic~ 
procedure was used to obtain the res?onse. This interpolation 
is quite acceptable since very little difference in shape or 
interaction efficiency G~:~=S between successive respo~se 
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Figure C-2. The complete set of response curves for parallel incidence of 
monoenergetic radiation for the present spcctrO:llcter. All 
curves are arbitrarily normalized to a full energy peak . 
amplitude of 1.0. Each curve represents the response to 
photOllfJ of the indicatell elleq~ies (HeN) .. 
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Given this set of response spectra and using the 
interpolation ~cthod, the determination of the probability 
PiCk) for the pulse heigh~ intervals i = 1 (LER), 2 (~ER A), 
3 (LER B), 4 (HER) reduces to calculatir.,; the ratio of the 
area u~d~r each curve from k = Eil to Eiu to the total area 
under each' curve; i.e., 
(Area under k=E response curve 
. a 
from Eil to Ei J 
(Total area under k=E 
o 
response curve) 
This calculation was done graphically and was repeited for 
each response curve for a given pulse height bin. The whole 
proce~ure was then repeated for each of the pulsar energy 
bins. The results of these calculations are shown in Figu~es 
C-3 and C-4 for the four interval's, LE,R, LER A, LER B, and 
HER. As is expected, as long as the photon energy, k, is 
between Eil and Eiu ' the probability decreases sligh~ly d~e 
to the decrease in interaction efficiency with energy. When 
k > E. the large photopeak area no 16nger fa lis tvithin the 
~u 
pulse height \,'':'':-.dow and the probability falls rapidly. The 
bending over of the €l and E2 curves for HER interval at 
higher photon energies is due to self-gating losses ~aused by 
the charg~d particle shield and is discussed later. 
" .). Calculation of P. and R. ~ ~-
The curves of P. generated above were ~sed to p~ov~~e 
:I.. 
the values of P.Ck.,6k.) in equations C-6 an~ C-7 to de~cr.~~ne 
:I.. J J 
P. and R. f6r each interval. The remaining qua~:ity needed 
~ ~ 
to evalua~e equations C-6 and C-7 is a value for N(~)d~, tts 
? 
differential pulsed photon spectrum (photons/ c:-'1-sec:-~eV). 
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Since this is the quantity ~ve ~re try:'r:g to deterr;1ine from 
this experiment, we do not know its value. As a firs: G~ti­
~~te of its form we can assume that, withi~ the errors of 
this calculation, an extrapolation from lower energy pulsar 
measurements is valid. FISB}u\N et ale (1969) have found th&t 
1 f f ·')· -2.2. -2 -1 a pOt\'er atv 0 - the orm N \l< ak rv Ck ak photons cm sec 
-1 b '. . HeV est approx~mates the~r measurements of the puls.ed 
energy spectr~~ of NP 0532 in the· region, 45 - 200 keV. The 
author has therefore chosen the functional form. N(k) ~ k- 2dk 
for use in the present caiculations. The -2.0. spectral index 
was chose~ over -2.2 mainly for ease of calculation~ 7he cif-
fer.ence resulting from this choice is completely negligible 
.' . 
. compared to the final + 20% e~ror assigned to the results' of 
this appendLx. The results of the evaluation of equations 
C-6 and C-7 using'the indicated approximations are shmvn in 
Table C-l below. 
i 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE C-l 
CALCUh~TED DETECTION ~FFICIENCIES (P.) AND 
~ 
PERCENT CONTRIBUTION OF HIGH ENERGY PHOTONS (R.) 
~ 
Pulse 
Energy Height 
Interval Interval p --2::. __ 
- .: 
LER 250 keV-2.3 MeV 0.871+20% 0.02720?; 
~E:t .. A. 250-725 keV 0.90+20% 0.06+20% 
--: LER :a 725 keV-2.3 HeV 0.68+20% 0.05-:-:20% 
HER >2.3 HeV 
0.5 MeV 450 keV-550keV 0.786 
(Photopeak 
efficie::cy) 
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The first .impo~tant point to note from these results 
is that the P oj (k) vs. k CUl."Ves are' quite flat for .::. _ < k < E • 
.... ~J. ~u 
and iall off rather sharply as k becomes larger than the 
upper window energy. This flatness of the efficiency curve 
. lends support to the assumption that \Ve can, \'7ith lit.tle 
I error, use a \veighted average detect~r ef£~cie~cy Pi valid 
over ~?·'rather large energy i:.l.terval in convert'ing measured 
counts to a pulsed photon fluxo The lo\v R. values ShOH that 
. ~ , 
there is little error involved in assum~ng that the largE: 
majority of the measured coun::s in a given energy bin result 
from photons ~vhose, energies lie solely \'7i-;:hin the, boundariE:s 
of the bin. This is a consequence of the high photopeak ef-
ficiency of the presen:: spectrometer coupled \vith a pulsed 
photon spectrum \vhich is falling rather', steeply. 
The values of -5 ... . 
J.. 
and R. in Table C-l \'7ere used in 
J.. 
the pulsed photon flux calculations presented in Section V 
of the thesis. 
4. High Energv Self Gating Effects 
The large 11 1/211 diameter x 411 thick N2I(Tl) detec-
tor makes a good, IItotal absorption II spectrometer. This is 
because the relatively high Z of 53 for I. (Na has a Z of 11), 
"I 
the high density of 3.67 g/cm~~ and the large crystal size 
permit a complete con::ainment of all of the energy of a 
photon ever;,t up to ,reasonably high gam..'Tta ray energies. :-:'0-:'7-
ever, at higher garr~ ray er;,ergies the detection e=ficiency 
\vill begin to decrease due 'LO self gating effects in the 
detector. It is this effect 'nhich \Ve now consider. 
In NaI gam:n~ rays of energy> 10 HeV i:1terc:.ct !?~e­
cominantely by the pa:.::::-· production process (EVA.;,\S, 1955). 
As the gar:L.-na ray ene::-gy increases, it becomes ve:;;y.11:(e1y in 
1 I' ':I 
-0.,) 
the high Z NaI crystal that the initial pair production inter-
act:ion ~vill initiate an electrol1Ulgnetic cascade shm'7er as Cl. 
result of the bremsstrahlung energy losses of the reSUlting 
electron~positron pair. The initial electron pair soon ' 
cascades into a large shmver of 10\ver energ'y secondary pbot:ons 
/ ' , 
I and 'cl~ctrons. It is this partitioning ,?f "t'he 'ini~ial photon 
. ":i."' 
energy' a:no::1g many 10\ver energy secondary photons and elec-
trons which enables the crystal to coritain a high energy 
. 
ev.ent. As the gamma ray energies increase, hOHever, more 
and more events occur in which the total energy cannot be 
contain~d within the crystalo If the energy lost' fro~ the 
'crystal in the form of electrons or photons is sufficiQnt to 
exceed the energy threshhold of one of the plastic charged 
particle shield cups, the event will be 'vetoed as a neutral 
event. These losses are call~d self-gating losses and they 
become important for determi~ing the detector efficiency at 
higher photon energies. 
I~.NTZ and HOFSTf~TER (1954) point out that illOSt 0= 
the energy carried avlay from t::-.e crystal :·.n shm'7er inte:-ac-
tions will be oy ga~~a rays whose energies lie near the 
miniwum of the absorption cross section versus energy curve 
(1;vhich for NaI ~vould be gamnla. rays f:r-om 1 to 5 }leV). Ga::-:.:::.a 
rays of these energies have only a small prcbability of in-
teraction in the 1 cm thick charged particle shield, but it 
there is a s~fficient number of these photo::1s, the p:r-obabil-
ity of at least one interaction can become appreciable. 
Also, in the hisher energy events there are electrons' with 
sufficient energy &::-.d long enough range to cause sel£,-gating 
effects. This results fron the fact that in pair production 
interactiGns~all ~oces of division of the photon energy be-
tHeen the t~·]O elect:r-ons are ne.arly equal::"y ?robab::"e (:\.OS5I 
and G~~l.SEN,1941), and hence high energy electrons do result 
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: a large fraction of the time., 
KO\NTZ and HOFS'I'ADTER (1953 Clnd 1954) helve clone con-
siderable work on ihe c6ntain~ent o~ energy from electron-
induced electromagnetic shm'1er events in large blocks of 
various m~terials. They investigated,the energy deposition 
! irom '_s11m'1er interactions. in various parts 0'£' an" absorber 
using 'X:".monoenergetic incident electron beam f~o::n a-n accel-
erator. Their results apply to a coll,imated beam incident 
at the center of one face of the absorbe~ and thus represent 
an idealized situation. The use of their results for the 
present detector is therefore only an approximation, since 
for i~teractions occurring close to the edge of the NaI 
crystal, edge effects will modify the results considerably 
and will tend to 'increase the self-gating effects. 
An incident high energy ga~~ ray requires roughly 
one interaction length before producing an electron pair. 
Thus it appears that ~ larger crystal is required to con-
tain the same energy for a photon-indt.:ced shm'ler. 
the energy of each pair electron is less than the 
Em'1ever, 
. . ..... 1 ~n~~~a_ 
photon energy. Each pair electron is more easily contained 
than a single electron oE energy equal to the initial ga~~ 
ray energy. We shall assume here ,that the energy contai~=2nt 
results of K~NTZ and HCFSTADTER (1954) for electron-incuced 
showers \'1ill hold for equal energy photon.;.ir.duced Sho\\'2::5. 
For NaI the crit:"cal energy (that energy at which 
. 
radiation energy losses equal io~ization energy 'losses 
electrons) is E = 17.4 l':eV (BERGER and SELTZER, 196';.) 
c 
anc. 
the ::aciation lengt~ is Xo = 2.52 cm, ~s calculated fro~ 
equations in ROSSI (1952). The present sPectro~eter is 
therefore 11.6 radiation lengths in cia~2~er and 4.05, radia-
tior. lengths thick. ?roo the results of K~~TZ &~d EO?ST~DTZ~ 
\'7e estimate the follCivL':g )ercentage contain:-.1ent of e'ne!'gy 
loss in the present detector for incident photons of the 
.indicated energies. 
Photon Energy (X2V) 
26 
60 
90 
119 
141 
185 
'% '!1' C . d J..Jnergv O";:1ta1.nc 
100% 
95 
75· 
70 
60 
55 
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These results are to be regarded as only a· r·ough approxir..a-
tion of the C'..verage results expected for shmver events in 
NaI si~ce the cascade shmver interaction process is highly 
variable for these energies. HO'Vlever, the results do. indi-
cate that up to ~lOO MaV the present crystal is a fairly 
good total absorption spectro~eter • 
. To make an esti~te of the self-gating losses for 
the present crystal I have used t\VO metr.oc.'s. As a first 
estinate of the effe?t, I have performed an evaluation 
identical to that of FC:;(R3ST (1969) \vhich is based on the 
simplified cascade shower theory of HILSON (1951 anG. 1952) 0 ) 
The proble~ is to find the probability that a high energy 
gamma ray eVent \vil.l produce a self-gating interaction in 
the CPS cups. He assume (as does FORREST) tnat only the 
initial pair-produc~d electrons contribute to self-gating 
process. This· neglects any ..photons which escape fran t:he 
crystal. WILSON (1951) states that the number of e18c~rons 
(no~ secondaries) at a distanc~ t frow the place of pair 
prociuction is 
net) = 2 ex?(-t/R_ ) , 
.. 
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- pair range (the ~verage distance traveled by 
pair-produced electrons). This pair range is given by 
R = ln2 [(l+l/H)ln(H+l)-l]-R 
~ ~ 
In this equation R~ is in radiation lengths, W is the 
in'1.tial photon energy (in shmver energy units, i.e. rr.ulti-
pIes of E ln2) and the R term contains the corrp.ction due 
C::lS . 
to multiple scattering ( ~ 0.06 ~adiation length for photon 
e~ergies >E). If t~e pair producing interaction occurs at 
c 
the depth t = 0, the probability that one or more electrons 
appears at a depth ~ is 
co 
. / r 1 
P (t) = net) / J n(t)dt = R exp (-t/R
1T 
). 
11' 
o 
The probability that an incident garr.:na ray 'Ni11 
produce a pair in dt at a depth t is just 
Pl(t)dt = ~t exp(-t/R ), 
pp . pp 
. C-8 
C-9 
whe~8 R = interaction length for pair' production. ' O:.ce pp. 
the' pair is produc'ed at the depth, t, equation C-8 can be 
used to express the probability that at least 0.:2. electro:l 
will penetrate the ~e~inder of the crystal, a distance L-t, 
and escape. This proc~~ility is giv~n by 
-
P2 (t) = ~ eXD[-(L-t)/R ]0 K_'" i:' 
.. 
Conversely ~he probability that no ,electrons \vill escape, is 
given by 
P 0 (t) ~ = 1-P2 (t) = 1-1-- exo[-(L-t)/R ]. R· 7-i! 
C-IO 
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Note that the use of L ~ crystal thickness here is a good 
approximation only for g':-J.r..ma 
10£ the detector. In gener31 
rays incident on the flat face 
the effective crystal thickness 
for the present detector varies greatly with angle of inci-
dence. Sinc~ "ve \Vant to knmv the detector response to par-
allel rac:ia.tion on the .syr.:r.:etry axis, the use of. the value L 
for the effective detector thickness is reasonable hereo 
This rest:lt basically assu:ue.s that the shm'ler does not spread 
laterally to a great degree, or that the pair electror.s move 
roughly in the same direction as the initial photon. 
Combining equations C-8 and C-10 \-]e o~tain for the 
efficiency for a ga~~ ray to interact in the. detector and 
not procuce self-gating the relation 
or 
1 
€l = R 
pp 
1 exp (-t/R ) {l':'R 1 exp [- (L-t) /R ]1 dt, 
Rpp . pp:\.11' ... J 
o 
R 
[l-exD (-L/R ) ] 
. pp ~ RDD_R [exp(-L/R ... )-exp(-L/Rpp)J. 
iT pp 
C-ll 
This relationship "vas used in the HER efficiency calculations 
and the results are seen i~ Figure C~4. The cu~e laDelled 
€l is the efficiency including this self-gating, \\7hile the 
dashed line is the detectio~ efficiency if no seli-gating 
correction is applied, € = l-e-~.· 
As a second esti::J.a.!:e 0::: the self-gat:":1g effcc~ I 
have used the follo\'7ing model. The KP-... KTZ and HO::;'STADTE::\. re-
sults above indicate ~hat at a given photon energy, on ~he 
average, a certain percentage of the total energy is not con-
ta:"~ed wi~~in the crystal. I have assumed !:hat the escaping 
enersy is divided eqt:ally among photons w~ose energy l:"es a!: 
tne mini~~m of the abso~ption cross section ve~sus energy 
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energy curve for Nul. T:~is cr..2rGy vms taken to be 2 l·1cV. 
For eX.1.mple u't E == ~O }:C\T roughtly 25% of the (;ncr~y) or N 23 
/:rrcv, is assumed to csca?c in ,the form of ",,11 photons, each 
of energy 2 ~leV. The probability that i:t least one sucll 
~ho~on \vill intcract in the 1 cm thick charged particle 
shicld is 
'nCEy ) 
P4 (E y ) = >: 1,- exp(-)A-2d), 
i=l 
2 
wn2re d = thick::1.CSS of CPS (tv 1 g/cn ), and p? = interaction 
- ? 
i..ean free path for a 2 NeV garr::na ray in plastic (cw- /g), and 
n(E y ) = the numb~r of esc.:::.pir:.g, 2 HeV photons. Using this _ 
equ~tion the estirnzte of the detection efficiency including 
these self-gating e=fects becomes 
for E >E • 
c 
C-12 
nCE ) is determir..ed from the 'percent energy con-y 
tainc2::1.t res~lts of I\ANTZ and HOFSTF~TZR as listed earlier. 
Once again these results represen~ a highly idealized case" 
but do ~ive an indication of the effect of the escaoing 
'-' - ~ 
energy in the form of photons. The results for this esti~te 
of self-gati::.g effects are shmvn in Figure C-4 as the E2 
curve. 
The results of the first method represent a very 
small correction to the curve \vhich includes no self-gating. 
This is due to the fact that even though the initial pair 
electrons IT~y be of hig~ energy, their range is short d~e to 
rad:.. .... ltion and . . " , ~on~za~~on ~osses. Hence they can be contained 
of courSe that this ~et~o~ does 
not consider the pro~~ction of the secondary photons and 
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electrons and their posiible 'cscapcand detection in the 
charged particle shield. 
I Uncer. the .s.ssumptions of the second: method the self-· 
gatins losses become q1.4ite la:::ge as energy increases ,and 
reach a, point \\There every event is vetoed by the charged 
particle shield. This qu::..litative result is more .vlhat is 
expected to occur, since for a large amount of energy escap-
ing f:::-om the crysta.l there vdll on the average be a large 
~umber of escaping secondary particles or photons ,.. --.c • 01: SU1:J.~C-
ient energy to be detected in the charged particle shield. 
Although the second 8S~::':·.1ate is idealized, it prcct.bly more 
clos~ly represents the true self-gating losse~. 
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APPEl\lJ) IX D 
AT~":OSPP.ERIC G,"~r:L-\ RAY AXD l\EUTlZON BACKGROU~mS 
1. Gar.1T.a Ray Bc..ck'?;round Contributions 
The ability of any balloon-borne ga~~ ~ay detecto~ 
to measure very 10\\1 fl-....xes fro!:l the Sun or other extrater-
restrial sources is severely restricted by the high in~ensit7 
oi.background radiation present in the atmosphere. This is 
particularly true in the case of an isotropic (or or.~idirec­
tional) detector \'7hich has approximately equal ser..sitivity 
to radiations ,impinging from different direc'tions. It is 
the purpose of this appendix to discuss the continuous and 
line contributions' to the background counting ra.tes \'7hich 
are due to atmospheric g~~T~ rays and neutrons. 
The atmospheric garrti.~ ray flux at balloon alti~uc~3 
has been rr.easured for energies in tne range 0.1 - 10 ~'I2V 0y 
PETE?.SON et ale (unpublished measurenents) and above 30 )IeV 
by FICETEL et ale (1969). Both measure:r...:;;nts \'7ere r.zce at 
an atmospheriC depth of 3.5 g/cm2 at a geomagnetic latitude 
of " = 40 o N. Figure D-l ::.:'-.m·7s PETE'RSONI S measured spect~::1 
above 100 keV, \vhich is a relatively smooth continuu::1 except 
for the annihilation line contribution at 0.5 NeV. Note that 
the measurements of PETZRSO~! do not represent a true photon 
_ ( . - 2 - 1 -1.).. ~ Ilux p.J.otons cm sec "J:.feV out ratner an er:ergy 1.0SS 
_? -1 -l 
spectrum in ~heir detector (counts em -sec -l.':eV -). T::e' re-
suIts of FICH':=~..J eo;: a1., also shc:::."l in FiS°..:::e :J-l, haVe '022 .. : 
corrected for eff~ciancy and therefore re~~esent a 
f:i..ux. Be 1m·] 500 keV the res·:.2.ts of PE'l'ERSOX et 2.1. s::c:.:.~.~~ 
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Fic~re D-l. Measured and calculated results for the &t=os-v 
, • j.... • 1 1 ~ .... 0.... ' p.:er~c gar;]f.1a ray spec.:rum a~ ba __ ocn al.l..J.l..uo.es 
(3 :::. ("flc"""? "\. -, -' l,OO-,,) -10 .... e .... ;..,_.- t~"'e p--",se-;, .... • -/ (:) !.u.-, 1\ ... - :' .. 1. 1,\ \.... ~1..i.c.,-.. .;..~ .......... 
e "<·...,9-.... .;n·1·"'..., ... --:"-'0- ·-1"e .... "'s·,-J.'-" 0''-: :;,·:,·~-:-.,..,SC\~ e;- ~~ ~ .. ~ _.L. .. l~.t..J."" ~i... _to" ..... <.:::.!.,..;,. _~ 1. .J.:., __ :\ _, _ _. 
(1966) are pt:lse l:eight soect::-;;-. (counts /c::-:~ 
sec -:e>\r) co--"-ec~-"'d 'to'" :::..i. c-1 ... ·-~2 ar:":; "\. = ::,,/",\0',-_ .. __ __ _C o.J.-' vi ....... L.. ..~ ,\ \,I. , 
T.'~1.,.: ~ e ·th~ ·-e-;:,':n-·n~ Y'es''''- ·-c ... :l ......... ::') -.~-"'I •. t- .t-"\ ... ., .. o \V.i. • .:....... l. c;:: ... - ••• c...!.... .. .:,;... ... __ oJ .i.. t:: :' ,:: Co ::;iI;:;;".I. ~ :... ....... ~ 
photon flux spectra (pl:otons Ic,:: . .!. sec £.leV). Xote 
that the curve of FORRES~ (1959) is valie io~ 01 ? 1 . -zero ~ c~, Gep~n. 
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be vL~ry close to the true gam!iKl ray spectrum bc.:cause the 
detector efi:iciency of t~,eir 3 11 :-: JII NaI scintillation 
Icoenter is high for these energies. If the ~etector response 
is usc'::' to unfold their energy loss spectrum, the net' result 
,.;i11 be a hc..rdening of their energy loss spectrum. .6.. crude 
unfolding 0:': ?ETERSON'! S spectrum .. (;'::s perfo:n-.ed by,FGRP-LST 
(1969) using a generated respor.se matrix for a 3" x 3 1f l~aI 
detector. The spectr~m obtained from this unfolding process 
'tvhen extrapolated to zero p'/cm2 't·;as calculated to be 
dN/6.E = 
'l 
(1.0 +. 0.2)E;(1.2 + 0.2) photons -2 em -1 -1 sec 'EeV 
" , 
This calculated photon spectrum is indicated in Figure D~l as 
a dashed line. 
PUSKIN (1970) has also made theoretical calculat~ons 
of the expected atmospheric ga~a ray spectrum valid at an 
atmospheric depth of' 3.5 g/cm2 a~d geomagnetic latitude of 
4loX. The reader is referred to PUSKINIS report for details 
of these calculations. His calculations for the co~~inuu~ 
portion of the total atmos~he::.-ic spectrur:J. are 'Hell fit "::ly 
. - . d'T/'~ 0 ?S ..... -2.0 ., -2 -1 ,-- -7- 1 tne :.:unct~on N c.::.. rv ._.r:.._ pno~ons cm sec ~,~e'v 
, 'l I 
. -1 17 -2-1 below 500 keV, and by eN/dE N 0.47E . chotons c~ sec ?' ?' • 
-1 MeV - above 500 keV. These curves are plotted in Figt:re D-l 
as ~he dot-dashed line. Note that tnis curve does not include 
the 0.5 :·~eV :ine contribution which he also calculates: 
Using a generc?ted response matri:{, for c: 3 11 X' 31: NaI crystal 
he v7as able to obtain agreement 't'7ith PE'I'r.:RSOl,1 S :::.easured 
energy loss spectrw~ =rom his theoretical calculated at~os­
phe~ic pho~o~ spect~w~. ,?~~s calculation included the con-
.... 'b' -.: "",- e ........ r <-e .... ·-!':>s .... ,-.;~l .... .: ary ~r~ ~~.l.o~ I_O:n ..... a~ ..... \:; ~ __ c._ p_.J..:':l 
measured by }~TZGER et 'ale (1964). 
In acdition to the co~:tinuu~ spectrun .:::.no 0.5 :·:.:::V 
annihilation li:1e feature, ?uSKI~ also predicts the presence 
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of a li~2 dt 6.13 XcV from the fast neutron inel~stic scat-
...:.... - ... ' 016 ( 1 ) 016 " .. h b ,. t . L.L!r~:1g lcac ... ::...Ol.~ n,l1 . '''' ";v~'C: su seGuent Cc;C!z~l.ta ~on 
I - ..... 1 . d 0 16 - . . 1 . .c 14· h 01: L.1e eXCl.te nuc.!.Cl:s. A s~na ar 1: ,;55 ...... or 'N in t~ €: 
atmosp2.~rc should produce much less intenSe lines. Ee cal-
l ' , ~ th ~ , 0 16 l' b I (6 1 ~ ) c. I 10 - 3 CU_2.. .:es ~ t~e streng 01: tnc ~ne to e . j TV O. -+ Yo 
-2 -1 photo:1s cn sec Assurr.i:1g isotropy for thi::- flu:..:, and 
'? 
using an isotropic geometry factor of G = 570 c~- 10r tt2 
o 
present detector and a photopeak efficie;:1cy = 0,,': . .) at 6.13 
L1!eV, ... ·:e ... vould e:-:;:)ect a cou::1ting rate in -chc de. .;tor of 1.1 
counts/sec due to this line. This should be a rr.easurable 
effect in the large s?cctrometer. 
'I'he results obtained by PETERSON'" :e .perforr::ed "'~iith 
a 3 11 X 3:: crystal having nearly isotropic :.:esponse, and 
hence ':':heir f2.ux represents an equivalent o::midirectior.al 
flux. The Monte Carlo calculations of the production of 
second2..ry garrma rays in the atmosphere frow 0.1 - 10 }fcV bv 
" 
PUSKIN (1970) shmv great anisotropy in this radiation. Eis 
calculatior.s show that the'gamma rays resultin~ ~rom brcms-. 
strahlung of cosmic ray eI'ectrons in the atmo3~~-:..:::.:e ('\vhich 
represent N 84% of the total gam:na ray flux) :::.. _'e h:'ghl:,.' a::1so-
t . " 0 -..... 10 v V A t 3 5 / 2.... ' . . , , rop~c :::rcm .1. L.O de. l". • g cm aL.mospner~c cept:n 
the ratio of up'\vard moving to dOi·mward moving photons varies 
froill N 4:1 at 500 keV to N 8:1 at 10 }reV. At the 0.5 ~,rev 
~nni~"1ila.tion li:1e the calculated up-do\'ln asyrr_~etry is i'V 2.3 
(PUSK::~, 1970). He also predicts t'hat the dOKm'la:--d flt:x 
... ·;rill vary roughly as sec, G, ~vhere'8 is the zenith angle 
rr.2as~red from the yertical. 
This same type of aSYl1l11etry in the at~cspl1eric flu:~ 
h2S b2en, experimentally observed above 100 HeV by FICR7EL et 
al. ,(IS:):. They obseived a sec e rise from a = 0° to a 
ma:d~ur.1 c:.~ ;2 = 90° and a decline fro:n e = 90° ~o 180 0 • 
9 = 180 0 the direc~ional ~~~X is nCL~ly ec~~l to the value 
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~t e = O. Hence, at energies > 100 McV the mnj ority of the 
atmospheric ga~~ ray flux comes from the ho~izon direction. 
This ~ype of anisotropy is important in determining back-
ground cqntributions for directional detectors flm·m at hi6h 
-altitudes. I . 
.'. >tThe measured spectrum for the pr~sent detector as 
obtained on flight ss8P is also shmln in Figure D-I. This 
spectru~ represents the measured energy loss' spectrum cor-
.rected for deadtime losses and the attenuation in the 
surrounding n~terials. Since flight s58P floated at an 
atmospheric depth of N 3.5 g/cm2 at an. approxi;.at:e geomag-
netic latitude of 40 o N, the spectrum is directly comparable 
to that of. PETERSON et ale The line contributions from 1.1 
to 1.5 HeV in the present spectrum are 'due to the C060 ~n­
flight calibration .source plus the K40 (1.46 HeV) background 
line intrinsic' to the detector. The enhancements at energies 
of N4.3, 6.1, and 6.8 MeV appear to be real effects. They 
have not been investigated further as yet. As Figure D-l 
shows, the energy loss spectruc for the present detector is 
socewhat :Elatter than thet of PETERSO~. This is to be ex:)ec-
ted because of the increased high energy efficiency of the 
large spectror.:.eter over the 3 1f x 31f Nal detector. The energy 
loss spectrum of the present detector, should give a closer 
approximation to the true atmospheriC photon spectru~ than 
PETERSONIS measurement. 
The intensity in the peak at 0.5 HeV for the presei1t 
experiment ,>vas determined ·by using a computer fitting rou-c:"ne. 
This program fitted the continuum on either side of ttc pe~k 
with a two exoonential function. 71-:.:"s function IVas used ::0 
... 
sut ~::act th2 continuu:n fror.1 the total in t~e peak reg::"O:1. 
T1-.e re~inder 17as then fit by a Gaussian function and the 
best fit area taken as the peak counting rate. This ra~e 
., 
I 
\Vas then corre c"i:ed Eor dC.:ldtime and attenuation losses. 
Using a GO = 570 cm2 ) .3.nd a photo:Jcak efficiency of c 
-pp. 
177 
= 
0.79 at 0.5 }leV, tb~ resultL:: eq'l!ivulc:-.t isotro?ic 0.5 ~'12V 
line flux Has £Oul" •. ~ to be 0 .17 
? 
-2 -1 photons em sec at 3.5 
g/c~- atmbspheric depth., This is in excellent a2ree~ent 
\vith the earlier measu~ecents o£ CHUPP et al. (1969). 
2. Neutron Background Eff~cts 
Any scintillation det;ector £-1o'\vn at 'balloon' alt:itudes 
,will ac-::ual.ly measure a Ilneutral ll enersy loss spectru::l. 
Since neutrons escape cetection by the charged'par-::icle 
sh:"81d, they can add an un"(·7antCc. contribution to the c.esirec 
pure garrma ray spectrum. These neutrons, through various 
nuclear interactions in tte crystal, can lead'to ga~~ rays 
and oth~r detectable particles \'lhich may distort the true 
ganrua ray s?ectrum. If the neutron contribution to the 
=e~surcd spectru~ is large; the analysis of the experizental 
results becomes much more difficult, and the asslliuption that 
one has measured a ?ure ga~~ ray spectrum is greatly ~n 
error. For this reason the background effects in the crystal 
due to the ambient atmospheric neutrons are considered. 
The rnaj or processes by \vhich ncmtrons can p~od'l!ce 
gan~LZ ray events in the detector are (1) ga~ua rays ?roduced 
in NaI by atruos}?heric t:herr::2".l neutrons" (2) garr .. -:l.a rays frc=. 
star-producins ne~tron re2ctions in the NaI, (3) events due 
to the interacti.on·,of fast neutrons in the NaI, (4) produc-
tion of 2.23 EeV gamr.J.a. rays by moderation and subsequent: 
ca?ture of fast neutrons in the charged particle shield, and 
(5) production of radioactive garr~a ray esitters by activa-
.:-: ..... -
........ ~,_ /" ?rccess€:~ 
(2), and (3) contrioute to the galT.rla ray continuum \vhile 
" \ \ .:...) , 
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,ct a1., 1959) i:np1y .:~ 7 .51 b<1r~"ls/molccu1c ::herrnal :181..::..::':-0:1 
capture cross section in Nal. Using this cross 3cct~on an 
average effective area for thcr:r.nl neut::-or. capture of tV L;.30 
? 
cm- w~s calculated for the present detector (essu~ing an ef-
fective 'Chiclmess of tV 12.7' cm and G = 570 cm2)., 
o 
The calcul~ted cou~ti:1g rate in th~ Nal crystal d~e 
to 2 . thcrrnnl neutron capture at, 3.5 g/cm atmospheric depth 
and A ::: 40 0 N '\Vas found to be rv 7 counts /sec, or tV 0.5% of 
the to-:.:al neutral counting ~ate observed above 250 keV. It 
should be pointed out here t:1at, thecalculatio:1 aSS\.Hnes that 
, every neu'::ron cap-i:ure produces a gamma ray in this e:1e:-gy 
region and that every gaIilI'r.a ::-ay was detected in the crystal. 
Hence, the 0.5% figu::-e is an overestimate of the effect. 
This· ~csult agrees roughly ",:"-::h the r'esu1ts of KASTURl?\..!J...r:GA:~ 
(1971), '-Jho calculated a 3% effect for a 1 II ,diameter x 1/2!! 
') 
thick NaI spectrc::neter at 7.0 g/c,n1"" atmospheric depth ar:a 
for equatorial latitudes. 
(2; The contr~bution from star-producing ne~tron 
interactio:1s has ~een es~i~~~ed by JO~~S (1961) and 
T7""""''',:,,:")-'='~''G''T (1971) rl.r: d' b 1" "b- ~- . .N".~_'~l.'\..L.I.'\...-""'\ -..:-.~'i . al"'"u .l..oun 'Co e a neg ~g~ Ie er::tec;: 
their resDective detectors. Calculations '-Jere made for the 
~ 
present detector by correcting the star-producing atlliospneric, 
neutron measurements of LC~ (1951), ~3de at a residual deDtn 
? 
of 45 g/cm- and geo~2gnetic latitude of 55°N to a geowagr.e;:ic 
? latitude of 410N and atmospheric depth of 3.5 g/cm-. The 
at::1osp~e:=ic de?th cor:::-ection Has evc.1..'.latcd fro.-n t~e fast 
neutron f11.:x versus pressu~2 :::easurernents of R~~:·iES (lS64) 
at 4loN latitude. A latitude correc'.::ion of 0.4-4 obt2.::!.:1'ec. 
::rom EOL': c.-:': ale (1966) v7as used to correct the neutron flux 
from A = 55°N to A = 4loN. Geometrical cross sections of 
1 !J..0 . .-' . ~ _127 cC.rns ::0:: 1 1951) a~d 0.73 barn for Xa23 were 
used. in .... ' ,-lie dete2~or sensitivity. 
-I 
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The results s11O\'1 that tl-::.is effect is '" 1% of the. 
2 total neutro..: cou4:.ting rate at 3.5 2/cm atmospheric d8:>th. 
(3) . Another :lcu-:':ro:1.-:'nduced effect is the direct 
inte~action of fast at~ospheric neutro~s in the crystal 
leading to gaI!1:.u:l rays c:nd ch.::.rge.:: particle products \,]hich 
yield events in the crys~al.- '2:'0 estiiI'~te the contributic:1 
of this process the fol2.c';.;ir.g .;;quatiOl1. \Vas eva1uated~ 
E 
max 
R (counts/sec) = E J 
..J 
T<' 
-'-'min 
dN(E) 
• A(E)dE, 
cit: 
\vhere E is t~e average efficiency for 2etectlon of the reac-
tion products, dN (E) IdE is -the energy dependent dif£ere:1tic:1 
atmospheric fast neutr0r:- flux (neutrons/crlsec HeV) at 
balloon a:;'-;:itudes, ACE) 'is the energy dependent ef£ecr;ive 
..... (2) f - -. .. 't.. cross sec~~on cm or ~ast neutron ~nteract~ons ~n t1.e 
NaI crystal: and E. and E . define tr.e energy range of 
r..1~n rr:ax 
neutrons included in the calculation. ' For dN(E)/dE t~e 
neasured &tmospheric fast neut~on spectra of HATI·£S (1964) 
and HESS et ale (1959) and c.s.lcuLs .. ::ions of LI~mE:\!FELT:2R 
(1963) \Vere used. This flux was assumed to be an isotropic 
flux. ACE) was c&1~u1ated from the energy dependeu'C non-
elastic ne~tron reaction cross sections for NaI found in 
? HO\.r.::~TO::\\ (1958), and an isotropic geOlT.etry factor of 570 Cr:' .. -
was used for -the detector. :'he equation \'7as evaluated by 
nu~erica1 i:ltegration for atc~spheric neutrons in the range 
E. = 200 KeV to Z = 100 YieV using E '" 0.75. 
m~n W.2.X -
Note that the nO:L-e'lastic neutron cross sectio:1s 
rathe= than the total neutron cross sections were used. 
_Elastic neutron scattering interactions, (n,n r ), were neslec-
elsewhere in the c~yst~l and hence will not produce a~ event. 
./ 
! 
.i 
from. 
Jepth. 
'd\!c to 1 .. ,.. " ..... r t c proGuct:.o;:: .:;:.: L..L.':;; 
(1962) 
ambi8r:t atn:osphe.:ic th.;:::::~.:~. :1.Gut:rcns . is ':11.e .17:.aj or ccn':rib-.l-
tor, as c~~:Joscd to t:'1e :;.·,::ic<:i.l p:coduction of th8r~nal :1cut:::ons 
and subsaquent ccpture. 
The pl,:::.st:"c scint::"~:.::'=~tor 't'laS as.sur::ed to act as a 
ill/vI! .;:.bsorber. By cO'r:lpz.::'ison of the C;:.Jss section t:sed by 
EJi.l':-lES a.:1G. KORFF (1960) to t:"lc:.t calculated f.or ":'.:1 cna~ged 
~~::'ticle shisld. ~~ci::: expe:::i~ental ther~~l neutron ca~t~re 
. -
results were corrected 
? ,.,,, - r ·7 
_ .. 1..:; l:.::'\ gal7L.1'.E.. rays in ~he ?lc:.st:..c .scir:tillator. ~3ing u 
c 
NO.32 barn for the hydrogs:-. in the scir:.-::illator ar;,d an 
.isotropic g2.CIr.2.t.:y factor 0:: 2150 cm2 ::or· the plas"~ic SC:i.:1-
t: .... 2. .3his::'c: 't-las £cur:.d -:0 be 40 crr? The prociuction ::-c:te 'i'las 
~.. - -'- . O·~ 1 - " r< ,..,., ,. \7 ' t I .... . h ..... . ca.!.CU.Latec. ... 0 De .0_J I..L..!..:J ;.'.:.e pno ons/sec) ~n t: e enL.~-::e 
shie:~. The ?~otor:s so p.:oduced a:::e emit~ed isotropically 
:":1to a 4w solid angle. Assumi:1g that the detecto-:: inter-
cepts an .::;.-,72.:::age sq:i.ic. angle of ·w sr for any point in the 
shield, we find tn-at. 0.15 (2.23 HeV photons/sec) are i:1cide:-l.:: 
on the detector. Wit:h a c~~~oDeak efficie:1cy of 0.43 a~ 2.2 
. ... 
::J J. esc c r"!·'1· ... ·-~ I,.:~'" c": .... ,....·, ... ' . .:J .. -~ .......... " ... u ......... '-~, u\,,;"-' o:.J_ .. "-'--_""'" _v~ __ L..o 
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( ~, ':); In additic':1 to the c.bove proccss, S2..:7~ ray 
-.L~r.c co' ... ··-~--i'D'~+-;O;"'c .,..- T'.,...,r.:.,AO'·S cn"'r-("';es c"'''' 'Dn p~c,·~~!c.ed 
I 
-I.. It. .. 1'-_ - ...... 1....- ..... .,J ~L. -"'~~ .......... - U .L ~ 0"'- u.... '-' - ---
throush .:-.ctiv.::":.tio:.1 of ·.:hc ?bI, crystal itself or surrouncli:-.s 
:TI2SS ,by incident neutrons ~:'..:1d charged Da~ticles i'7hich p~oduc:2. 
r.:ldic:2ctive species. These m.:clidc:s :' __ .:.~".:. decay at their 
ch.:lr~cte~is~ic decay ratc producing co~taminatioq 'ga~2 ray 
ever.-::s ill. the crystal. .:.n exarr.ple of a :-J.cutron-indt:.ced reac-
tion is -::he p:::oduction 0:..: 0.5 £.leV garnma rays from the :::-eac-
. 1 'J -, ; 'I .: 
• • - -- I r ?) 'A ~- \., f - 1 ' b' . l' -C1.on 5'::;.L \n,_l1 5'"':" , OJ._C't·7ea. y ti1e ?03J...tron cecay or: 
- i ?!.:. .. l~? d • -,.. I'''' the _~J.-_v \\"J."Ch a .;)._ ay na.:...:t J.re. This would c.ctua11y 
':)..J 
produce a continuum contribution due to the ener;y loss of 
t ''''C os; ':-~o·", l. p _ L...i.. ~ .• This dces not a?pear to be a sig~ifiGant 
process for a oa1100n flight of /'oJ 8 h:::s duratio:1 because of 
its 1m-7 production rc:.te and long half life. Other such re-
. T127( . )1128 d N?3( )'\~24. 1-. .:- 1 actJ.onsare_ n,Y an Ia n,Y ~,C!. J.ntl.ecrYSL..a_, 
d h Al27 I )' ,\T 24 ...,. - h an t e ,n,a ~a react~on J.n .tne a_umJ.num OI t.e su~-
roundi~g gondola frame and electronics. The Xa24 dec&ys 
via {3- e::nission with 99% of the decays resulting in pror..pt 
1.37 ::IeV and 2.75 HeV ga:r.:::a rays emitted by the daughte::: 
r, 4 , 28 . ~ l2. 8 
nucleus 1·:g.!.. r- decays by [3- emission lead~ng to }.2 
which yields a 0.455 MeV p:::orr.pt garr~~ ray in 15% of the 
cases. 
In addition to neutron-i~d~ced reactions, charged 
?artic1e reactions (?redomina~e1y proton-induced) can lead 
to r~dioactive spec~es. These interactions could provide 
t:he d07..ina::l.':: cC:1~:.:ibu"Cion si:lce the charged particle ::lu:-:es 
are rnuc:"1 higher +-~""'n &.... ... 0. •• the neut::al fluxes at balloo:1 altitudes. 
Although the charged particle is vetoed by the charged 
pa:::-tic1e 1 • ~ d sr ... ~e.!. , the radioactive nuclic.e it prodt:ces i:1 t1:e 
crystal 'Hill decay at a later ti::,.~ giving ;;-.easu:::able ga::,.2C.. 
ray events. Such ~c~ivat~o:1 effects have·baen observed i~ 
satellite experiments \vhich pass through the inner r.:ldiation 
183 
,belt ,(PETERSO~) 1965; PETERSON at al.) 1968) v]here the 
'p:t:'O'ten flux is very high. Flu:-:es of similar particles c::.::::e 
much 10'iver in the earth's atmesphere. 
I~ ballO'en-berne experiments conta~inatien line con-
tributiens have been seen in thace experiments using large, 
-massive active or passive shields surro· .. mding the dete'ctor. 
A nurriber of monoenergetic line contributions \-7ere als 0' eb-
served 'in a 15.3 cm2 Ge (~i) solid state' detector - (\-;O:,1:_CK 2nd 
OVERBECK, 1970) flDlvil at a depth. of 4.7 g/cm2 • These lin-es 
\Vere attributed to the produ~tion,of'radioactive nuclides 
_ :trer.1 (n, y ) ::eactions in the Ge. ,The present experir::.ent :'1<::'s 
no massive shield near the detector. In any event, calcula-
tions of these effects are' quite complex m-7ing to the un-
ce'rt2in k..'l.o'\vledge of c::ess sectiens, particle fluxes, 2nd 
physica: geerr.etries. Only very crude estirrztes could be 
ebt2i~ed. Calcula~~ons of charged particle induced effects 
were not performed fO'r the present detector. 
An ac.ditional source of bE.-::kground lines is the 
radioactive decay O'f con~affiinants intrinsic to the detector 
and surrounding phototube mate::ials. In the present detec-
tor t1:is effect \ViII proba:.Jly b2 the r.:ost significant con-
tri~utor to background line rac.iation i~ the crystal. 7he 
6.0 ??:;. 
naturally occurring K' .:::.nd Th-- v m:clides in the pho,totube 
::lateria:"s enit gar.L:lc.. r.2.ys at energies O'f 1. Li-6 and 2. 62 ~reV 
respectively. These lines ~re al~ays O'bserva~le in a 
to represent a s~vcral perce~~ effect abeve the continuu3 
at:nosp:1cric backgrou::J.c. in the:"r respective photopeak re.gions 
and ~ay be observa~:e in the gaIT~~ ray spectr~n at balloon 
alti~udes. That this is t~~ case is seen in Figure D-l frc~ 
~he ~eas~rcc energy :"oss spect~um in the present c2tector 
S58? • The e.nhancement in the energy int21-v~l 
from 1.1 }:~V - 1.5 NeV is due to the contribution n~ 1.47 
'f V'" "'-h '(740 t,,· t 1 t h •• "" 1 1 . t .-~~ Irom ~ e ~ con _ffi1nan p us ~ ea<aee spec rUQ o~ 
t11 n 'CoGO 1 ., t' ~ ca~lO~~'1on source. 
104 
By combining the rcsul1:s of this section ~'7C see that 
neutron effects iLl the Dresent crys tal s::ould be :; 5/" of thE; 
... . 
I tC?tal neutral counting rate above 250· keV at a geo:r!.2.gr.etic 
'.' . ." ? 
latitu~e of 40 0 N and atmospheric depth or 3.5 g/c~-. Hence 
neutron effects should represent no s?rious liwitation to 
the present pulsar search analysis. Th~y affect this search 
only :..~: -::h&.-:: they incre2se the background counting rate, 
whicn :·:.e.kes it more difficult to observe s:nall ':nilsar 
signals. 
... 
" 
I . 
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APPENDIX E 
.. l.P? ARENT PE:RIOD CI--;;:.XCZS ?O:-;, :~p 0532 FOR BALLOO:~ 
LOCATIJ~ O~ JU~E 7, 1970 
1. In~roduction 
In this appendix the ~pparent period cha~ges of 
pulsar N? 0532 a~e discussed end these changes a~o -~ c.=:lcula-
ted for t~e day 0= =:ight 558P (June 7, 1970)0 
In general, an observer positioned somewher~ on the 
ear~h \vill observe a different freguency of pulsa~ion for 2 
pulsar than an observer in the rest frame of the pulsar. It 
h.s.s b.:;come sta~dard Dractice 
- .. 
to transform the observed ,-,c>--'; r>,':' . ..1;":; _ _ u_ 
not -::0 the rest fra:;-~e of the source" but to the period value 
as vlould be observed at the solar syste:n baryce::ter. He 
shall foll07/7 tl:is pr2ct::'ce here. 
The difference takes the for~ 6f a Doppler sh~=t i~ 
observed frequency o£ eQission due to the relative co~ion of 
the source and observer. Si: :..::c :::'.is relative r.i.otic.-: OCCU:;::'5' 
at a speed ~~ch less than the speed of light, non-relativistic 
equa~ions are v&lid for the calculations. In acdition to this 
Dv~Dler correction. 
- .. -
pulsars ~o be CO:L1t:'::u-
ously slm'7ing dmvn in their m·m rest frar::es. ?or ~P 0532 
this s Im·7G.0'iln ratel:as been rr.easured by a. number of eX'Je::i-
menter5 (see) for exaIT~le) FISE)~~~ et al.) 1969 and BO~~TOX 
et al.) 1969) risulting in a value of 
dP/dt = +36.52 nsec/day. 
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Combining th~se e~fects yi81ds ~n ephc~~ris of period'valu2s 
for .2ny given day. Si.::cc the pulsar analys is req~ires a 
trackins of the a:;:~:lrent period at the detector location, 
knowledg~ of the expect~~ app:lrent period change during the 
flight is.q~ite-critical. I' .., ' 
2. Tr.e Period Cclculations 
,711.e follmving definitio:ls are made for claritY, in 
understanding the calcu~ations: 
i. Ba::yccn·t::-ic Period = period rr.easured by an 
observer ~t the center of gravity 0= the solar 
ii. Heliocentric Period - period as measured in 
the Sun-centered coordinat~ system (Pe). 
ii.i. Geocentric Period = period as ~easured in the 
Earth-centered coordinate syste~ (PG). 
iv. Apparent Pulsar Period = period as ~easurec at 
tte balloon payload (PA). 
Given a barycentric period value at a given e~cch 
during the flight, the problem is to calc~~~~e the chan;2 ~n 
apparen-:: per.iod value at the balloon location during the 
The to-::~l period tra:lsformation fron baryce~tric to 
apparer~t ?eriod ,vas carried out in four steps. The correc-
tions obtained for each step ~re added to give the total 
trans=ormation. The four basic steps are: 
Step 1: Conversion of barycentric period to he1io-
centric perioc. 
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S "(~~ . .,. l..-..... L-> "-. Corrcct:'o:: 0: fo~ t~ue 
CO'n.vr:.· ... ·:,:·_·o...,. o_.r: he"l.';.oc,.,,...,~t"'!"'~c ~~ .... .:,,-~ to -oro • '" ~.4 .... \';; .. 0 ___ !?'-=~"'-U"" 6<..!-
Step 4: Co~vcrs:'on O~ geocentric period to apparent 
.: . 
B~rvcentr:'c ~o S~l:,ocGntri~ Correct~o~ 
The barycentric to h21icccn~=ic correction ter~ was 
C02.te.l.l.:ined 'to be ne.sl:'.sib2.e £0:: tr-... e present:, analysis as _..:. 
seen from t~-:e 1-011 OT\i~"; ':" ',"r "'r""'··-ents 
- _..t.. .. -.·0 ~ o "-.. t.... .. • 1-' .. :1, ::ces. of tr:e 
of 'chis correctici.-~ is ob·c::.ir:.ed. fro:n an application of the 
Dc?pler shi::t equations to the relativ2:1r.10tion of the Sun 
ana the solar system b~ryce:r.ter. ,The non-relativistic fir3t 
order Do??ler shift equation to be used for t~is cc=::~ction 
(a~6 all Do?p~er ~orrecticns) is given ,by 
or 
£ = £ (1 
o 
, :2-1 
~ = freque~cy 0:: emission, ~n rest frane of source, 
o 
. v = relative soeed bet'l']een S01.::.rC2' .:.:-:d obse~e:: 
(projection. of oeserver's velocity along t2e 
line joini~g the so~rce to observer). 
= P' 'I-;;:-.e::e P =: period, we obtain 
1 
= (:/? ~(l - vic) 
,P 0 
= p - P 
o 
E-2 
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The Ins t c.ppro;.:i::lation is valid hcrc because, 
results of the calculations \vill 8hm-7, the di.fference DC::t'\'7ecn 
? and P is of the orde:: of 1 part 'in 104 (t~p I? N 1/104). 
o , 0 
Th~ error resulting from this ap?roximation thus gives a 
cornpleteli ~egligible error in any of the correction calcu-
/lati6ns to follmv (error always < 1 nsec). 
<:~~>:o obtain the barycentric to heliocentric c'orrection 
we require the projection of the Sunt~ orbital velocity about 
the barycenter in the direction of the"Crab Nebula, as 
measured In the barycentric coordinate syste:n. This is 
pictured in Figure E-l, where VSC is the ~u~ntity:of intc::~­
ast. The determindtion of the po~~~~on of the barycenter 
with respect to the Sun is a quite complex problem d~e to 
the fact that the planetary orbits are ~lliptical, do not 
all lie in a single plane and, have widely varying orbital 
periods. To s in:plify t~is approxi:n.ate calculation, 't'7e ::lake. 
the £011m7ing assu:r.ptions. 
~ 
I 
.... Assume that, to first order, only Jupiter ane 
the S~n are required in t~~ calculation of the barycenter 
position. 
2. Assuma, that .j··.rpiter, the Sun, and the Crab' 
:~ebula all move in the sama plane" 
3. Assu~e that Jupiterts orbit is circu:ar I ,ecccu-
tric~ty of Ju?iterts orbit = 0). 
T~ese assum?tions im?ly that the Sun moves in a 
circular orbit about the ~~rycenter with average orbital 
=adi~s, R23 (~istance of ba~ycenter from the Sun), an~ 
an orbital period ~ T_T7~'~~R' Using the n:2sses of ~ne 
,J u ____ ... 
a::.c. J'.:.';Jiter as tabule.:::ed in S:<.~RT (1965), iVe obtain 
5 RSB IV 7.43 x 10 km 
Figure' E-1. 
. . 
,.,.. .. , "'; ,,-:-.• !. " 
.... _ • ..' .......... II 
,...,.... . .. J . , ... ,,.... - ••• 
~~.;- ... '-J ,;) ~ 
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Sketc~ of coordinates, for baryc2nt~ic ~o helio-
centric ?e~iod "'.::::a::.siorrr.ation. Tt.2 sola~ sys te::l 
barycente= is calculated by assu~i~~ =~at t~e 
Sun and J°..lpL:er are t:-:.e o~ly contribu:ors to i.-.::s 
Pos:'-L:ic:1. L:der this aD'Jrox:'ruat:'on, VS~ is t~:e ~. D 
constant orbital speed o~ the Sun in its ci~~u~a:: 
orbit about· the barycente=. 
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Under these approximatioris, the position of the barycenter 
~s slightly more than one' Solar 'radius from the Sun's center 
(since ReD I'J 6.96 x 105 kin) •. Unde.r the third assumption .we 
find that TSB N 11.86 tropical years = 3.74 x 108 sec. 
Since VSB = 2n RSB/TSB for a circular orbit we get VSB 
N 1.25 x 10-2 km/sec. The.largest co.rrection occurs when 
the Sun is moving directly away from or toward the position 
of the Crab Nebula. At these times the velocity projection 
is equal to ± VSB • Hence, the maximum barycentric to 
heliocentric period correction becomes 
Using PB=33.1 InS we obtain AP.HB ...,1.4 n.s, with much smaller 
changes in 6PHB over the course of one day. This order of 
magnitude correction is included in the + ~ ns error to be 
assigned to the final results below and is therefore neglec-
ted. The heliocentric per~od, Pe ' is thus considered to 
have the same value as the barycentric .period for the 
present analysis. 
The apparent period as a function of universal time 
can be expressed in terms of the remaining three corrections 
'as follows 
where 
E-3 
6Pl (t) = correction from heliocentric to geocentric 
period, 
6P2 (t) = correction from geocentric to apparent 
period, 
and 6P3 (t) = true pulsar slm'7down correction in barycentric 
(or heliocentric) system. 
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4. Intrinsic Pulsar Slmvdmvn Referred to Barycenter 
• 
The expression Pe(t) = P0:+ AP3 (t) represents the 
true heliocentric pulsar 'period as a' function of time. As 
mention~d earlier the term AP3 (t) has the measured. average 
value 36.52 ns/day. Hence, AP3 (t) has the form ' 
AP3 (t) = (1.52) ,(t-to) nanoseconds, E-4 
where t is measured in hrs and to is an arbitrarily chosen 
reference time (in hrs) for zero pulsar slowdown correction. 
to is the epoch at which the heliocentric period, P~(to)' is 
assumed to be known, and was chosen to be to = I5h 50m 30s 
UT on June 7, 1970. 
The remaining correctidn terms are treated separately 
and can be expressed as follows, u~ing the~non-re1ativistic 
first order Doppler shift equation E-2: 
E-5 ' 
It only remains to calculate the velocity for each correc-
tion term. 
5. Heliocentric to Geocentric Correction 
To calculate the correction from the Sun-centered 
coordinate system to Earth-centered system, 'l;ve need to knoH 
the projection of the Ear~hls velocity, V1(t), along the 
line joining the Earth to the position of NP-0532. For con-
venience, the parameters needed in this calculation are 
expressed in geocentric coordinates. This exact problem has 
been solved in SMART (pp. 214-215), and using his results 
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(and adopting his notation) we obtain for this velocity 
projection 
I 
where 
2lT a COS:'3 
T(1_e2)1/2 {,sin [0(t)-A ]-e sin ( 'W-A)}, E-6 
a = semi-major ax:i,.s of Earth's orbit about the Sun, 
T = period of Earth's orbit about the Sun, 
e = eccent~icity of Earth's orbit, 
~ = latitude of NP 0532 as measured in geocentric 
coordinate system, 
A = longitude of NP 0532 as measured in geocentric 
coordinate system, 
w = longitude of the Earth's perihelion on the 
ecliptic plane as measured in the geocentric 
coordinate system, and 
0(t) = geocentric true Solar longitude. 
The relationship of the various angles a~d distances used in 
this calculation is Shovlil in Figures E-2' and E-3. 
The commonly given coordinates of celestial bodies 
are the right ascension (RA) and declination (0) as measured 
on the standard celestial sphere (celestial equator parallel 
to the Earth's equator) (SMART, p • .37). Given the RA and 
of the source position, 've can calculate the equivalent 
celestial latitude and longitude (using the ecliptic plane 
as a great circle) ~ and A respectively, from the formulae 
(SMART, p. 40) 
cos (~) cos 0) = cos (e) cos (RA) E-7 
cos(~) sin(A) = sinCe) sinCE) + cos(o) cos (€) cos (RA). 
... 
'0 
March 21 
4' ~ 
June /perihelion. 
semi-M&jOr 
A~is 
~ ... - ... 7 Peri he lion 
- - ~;) Direction 
December 22 
Figure E-2. 
y,. -7" Direction-'" September 23 
of Vernal Yy . 
r::-r:' •. c. .... ...::~nn." . ~ II.VJ .. 
Crab Nebula 
Direction 
Sketch of coordinates and angles for heliocentric to geocentric 
period transformation~ The drawing roughly depicts the 
situation valid for flight 558P (June 7, 1970). 
to-' 
\0 
In 
DirecHbn 
of Vernal 
Equinox 
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" , 
Figure E-3. Sketch of position of Crab Nebula as expressed 
in two Earth-centered coordinate systems. One uses the 
equator as the fundamental great circle with A and ~ being 
the longitude and latitude of the star's position. The 
second has the ecliptic as the fundamental great circle with 
the right ascension (RA) and declination (0) being the 
". angular coordinates. Both systems use the vernal equinox 
as principal reference point. 
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Combining equations E~5 and E-6 gives for the hciliocentric 
to geocentric correction 'term I ' 
An (t) __ 2n a cos;3 {. ( ') ('" )1 
l..lL" P0 , s~n [0 t, -A] -e sin W-A J. I cT(1_e2)1/2 E-8 
A and ~ are evaluated from equations E-7. In this' formula 
the minus sign 'vas chosen to give bPI (t) <0 for V1 (t) > 0 as 
required for the period change due to a Doppler shift. 
6. Geocentr·ic to Apparent Correction 
The correction for geocentric to apparent pe.riod 
contains the Doppler shift due to the diurnal motion of the 
Earth about its spin axis. The quantity needed for use in 
.. . . 
equation E-5 is V2 (t), the component of velocity of an ob-
server at a point on the Earth's s~rface in the direction of 
NP 0532. A diagram of the pertinent coordinates.is shovffi in 
'Figure E-4. 
Once again SMART (pp. 216-217) has considered this 
problem in detail, and the resulting velocity ~omponent, 
V2 (t), is found to be 
2n (Re +h) 
. V 2 (t) = T cos (~) cos (0) sin [R(t)], E-9 
e 
where R = mean equatorial radius 6f the Earth, 
e 
h = float 'altitude of the balloon above the Earth's 
surface, 
T = rotational period of the Earth, 
e 
~ = latitude of the balloon, 
, 6 = declination of NP 0532, and 
R(t) = local hour angle of NP 0532 (measured with re-
spect to the meridian of the balloon). 
.. '
Earth· 
Spin Axis 
Location 0'1' 
obecrver Oil 
Earths St!T'COC . 
Direction of 
Verna I EquiilO!{ 
Direction of 
Figure E"4. Sketch of coordinates required in geocentric 
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to apparent period correction •. ~ is the longitude of the 
observer's location and H(t) is the local hour angle between 
the Crab and the observe~. V2(t) is the projection 'of the 
observer's velocity in the direction of the Crab. 
-I 
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Using equation E-5 we obtain 
sin [H(t)] • E-10 
(The replacement of R by (R +h) 'in SMART's equation (51) 
, e e 
(p. 217) accounts for the fact that-the observer' is a dis-
tance h above the Earth's, surface. H:i.s equation' ,(51) is 
, 
valid for an observer £g the surface of 'the Earth). 
Th:i.s equation assumes that the observe~ is fixed at 
the same latitude, longitude, and a1fi'tude'during the flight. 
- The latitude, longitude, and altitude for the present calcu-
lations were arbitrarily chosen to be those values for the 
h m, s ' • bauoon location at 15 50 00 UTe The balloon lat~tude 
varied from 3l .. 0o N to 3l.5°N during float '. which represents 
a 0.5% correction in equation E-lO. The float altitude 
fluctuated from 38.45 Km to 37.40 km which, represents a« 0 .1% 
perturbation to the results o Both these perturbations are 
·completely negligible. . The largest error in this assump,tion 
results from,the balloon drift in longitude throughout the, 
-. flight. During the 4.5 hr interval at float for flight 558P, 
the balloon longitude changed from 96.3°W to' 100 0 5°W longi-
tude. This westerly drift in longitude across the Earth 
has the effect of reducing the tangential velocity at the 
position specified. 
In equation E-9, V2(t) is the tangential velocity 
directed eastward at ·the latitude, ~, and altitude, h, assum-
ing that there was no balloon drift in longitude. The west-
erly balloon drift has the effect of reducing this tangential 
velocity by an amount equal to the longitudina~ balloon drift 
speed, assuming that the altitude is approximately constant. 
In,cluding this effect, the corrected V 2 (t) would be 
-I 
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v ~ (t) = {_211'_(_;.-.:_+_h_) [H(t) ], 
and the period correction inc1uding'the longitudinal balloon 
motion becomes 
[H(t)] .' 
E-11 
Using the post-flight balloon position data supplied by NCAR, 
the average longitudinal balloon drift. speed. was calculated 
-2 . 
to be V
nR = 2 ~'47 x 10 km/sec. 
The total period correction is obta.iI?-ed. by combining 
equations E-4, E-8, and E-11 in equation E-3.· A computer 
program was developed to perform these calculations. A list-
ing of this program is given,· a'1; the end of t~is appendix. 
The coordinates of the location of.pu1sar NP. 0532 were taken 
, 
to be th~se of the south-preceding central star of the Crab 
Nebula as given by MINKOWSKI (1968). For the day of the 
flight, the value of the true Solar longitude at OOh OOm OOS 
UT was obtained from Astronomical Papers, Vol. XIV, p. 625. 
All further values of e(t) were generated in the program. 
The results of these calculations for a time interval 
bracketing the float portion of the flight are shown in 
Figure E-S. The calculations were made in time increments 
. of 10 minutes. As Figure E-5 shows, the heliocentric to 
geocentric period correction over this time period is well 
approximated by a s·traight line with a slope of dp /dt ~ 
-2.34 nsec/hr. The total correction shown in Figure A-5 
shows a sinusoidal domination of the total correction vs. 
time curve. 
To obtain the absolute apparent period value for the 
day of the flight, we need to know the barycentric period, Pe , 
for a·given epoch. This value was obtained as follows. As 
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... 
'Figure E-S. Period corrections for NP 0532 on June 7, 1970. 
The heliocentric to geocentric, geocentric to apparent, and 
true pulsar slowdown corrections are given by CORR.1, CORR 2, 
and CORR 3 respectively. Delta P is the total correction 
(CORR 1 + CORR 2 + ,CORR 3) to be applied to' the barycentric 
period to obtain the apparent period. The solid line is the 
best least square linear fit to tpe data from 1430 UT to 
1910 UTe 
,-, 
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an independent check of our c~lculations, appar~nt period 
and, absolute main'pulse arrival time information for the 
optical emission of NP 0532 were provided for us by Dr. C. 
PapalioliQs at Harvard University for the epoch of the 
flight. These calculations were made for the balloon loca-
I ' h 
tion ,'at "a, reference time of 15 SOm 30s U~.' 'This d~ta in-, 
- .. "; 
eluded 'the apparent period value at one minute increments 
h m s h m s ' . from IS 00 00 UT to 16 00 00, and the closest opt1cal 
main pulse arrival time to ISh SOm 30s 'UT. The Harvard re-
sults indicated that a main optical pulse occurred at 
ISh SOm (29.9956 + 0.0003) sec UTe To obtain the 'barycentric 
period at the reference time of ISh SOm 30s , I normalized my 
results to the Harvard period value at l~h SOm ODs UTe This 
normalization yielded a heliocentric (barycentric) period 
.. .. 
Pe = 33.111920 nsec ~ 
at ISh SOm DOs UT. ' Since the period rate of change is «1 
'nsec/min,we can use this value as the barycentric period at 
h m s the epoch IS SO 30. Combining this value of P e ~vith the 
total correction term M(t) gives the final result for the 
apparent pulsar period vs. time. 
Data analysis requires that we track this apparent 
period during the observation time. In the present analysis, 
h m s h m s ' data from 14 32 01 UT to 19 11 00 UT was analyzed. 
Note that from Figure E-S~ a linear approximatio~ to the 
period change gives a fairly good fit to the total correction 
curve. We can write this linear fit as 
+ M(t-t), 
o 
where t = ISh 50m 30s UTe 
o 
Thus, times earlier than tare 
o 
considered as negative in this fit. A least squares linear 
fit to P
A 
(t) vs. t over the above time interval gives 
-I 
I 
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PA(t
o
) = 33.112308 + 0.00'0001 ms, 
and 
M = (2.25 :!: 0.05) x 10-9ms/sec. 
as the best fit parameters. "These values were then used as 
the optimum parameters in the final phase alignment computer 
program. Note that" the above errors are obtained'only-from 
the least squares fitting·procedure. The total error in the-
determination of the expected pulsar period must include 
the'errors involved-in calculating each correction term. It 
is not unreasonable to assume that we- can calculate each 
term to an accuracy of 1%. If this is true, the error for 
each correction becomes 
O(6Pl) =! 0.015 ns,cr(6P2), = :!:.4 ns,cr(6P3) =:!: 0.2 ns. 
.. .. 
These combine to give a most probable total correction error 
# 
of 0tot = 4 ns. Combining this error with the fitting error 
expressed above, we arrive at an uncertainty of ± 5 ns for 
the calculation of the apparent period value for NP 0532. 
This error applies to the period value at any point during 
the flight. 
A final comment concerns the reference time chosen 
in the analysis. The knowledge of the absolute starting time 
of the superposition analysis is important for obtaining ab-
solute arrival time information from the data. In adding the 
data together, one time had to be arbitrarily chosen as the 
zero phase time to which all phase-aligned data is referred. 
h m s The epoch 15 50 30 was chosen above as the reference time 
for zero period slowdown corrections. The ninth multiscaler 
run was started 3 ms before this time, and all'final phase 
plots are referred to the start of this run, at the epoch 
ISh 50m- (29.9970 ±. 0.0002)5 on June' 7, 1970, as the zero 
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phase time." Consequently, when a period value is mentioned 
in the text, it refers to the value at this epoch. To obtain 
the period at some other time during the data interval, the 
linear approximation developed above is used. 
I . 
. ! Computer Program 'for Period Correction 
.. ,', Calculations ("PERIOD ") 
. , 
The "PERIOD" program Has written to make the period 
correctio~ calculations described in this appendix.' The 
program ~isting which follows is rather. self-explanatory. 
The input information used for the present correction calcu-
lations is also included in the program. The program was 
written in the FORTRAN language for operation on the Dart-
mouth Time Share System. BY" stiitably changing the input 
information, the apparent period of any pulsar at any ob-
.server location on. the earth can be obtained for any given 
day. The program generates a daily ephemeris of the 
app~rent pulsar period. 
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PERIOD , 01 SEE 71 16:01 
:." 5C' THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS A CALCUlATION OF PULSAR PERIOD 
CHANGES 
10C OVER'A TIME PERIOD SELECTED BY THE OPERATOR' (MUST BE 
lSC LESS THAN 24 HRS.). INCLUDED ARE CORRECTIONS DUE TO (A) 
20C CONVERSION OF HELIOCENTRIC TO GEOCENTR.IC PERIOD, (B) 
2SC CO~~ERSION OF GEOCENTRIC TO APPARENT PERIOD, AND (C) 
30 TRUE PULSAR SLOHDOHN. 
35C ,INPUTS ARE (IN THE ORDER REQUESTED IN THE PROGRAN): 
40 .' 
4SC RA = RIGHT ASCENSION OF SOURCE (RAD~) 
50C DECL = DECLINATION OF SOURCE (RAD.) 
SSC PO ='HELIOCENTRIC PERIOD AT T-O .. 
60C OMEGA = LONGITUDE OF EARTH PERIHELION ON ECLIPTIC (RAD.) 
6SC ECL = ANGLE BETI.JEEN EARTH SPIN AXIS AND ECLIPTIC (RAD.) 
70C GSOLON = GEOCENTRIC SOLAR LONGITUDE AT 0 HR. UT FOR DAY 
7SC OF CALCULATION (RAD.) 
BOC E = EARTH'S ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY , 
B5C A = SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF EARTH'S ORBIT (KM.) 
90C RADE = EARTH'S EQUATORIAL RAD,IUS (KM). 
95C EPER = PERIOD OF EARTH'S ORBIT (SEC.), 
100C T = PERIOD OF EARTH'S ROTATION (SEC.) 
10SC ALAT = LATITL~E OF DETECTOR (RADo) 
·107C H = ALTITUDE OF DETECTOR (KM) 
10BC VDR = BALLOON DRIFT SPEED (EAST = +, WEST = -) (KM/SEC) 
110C RAMS = RIGHT ASCENSION OF MEAN SUN FOR DAY OF FLIGHT (RADo) 
11SC XLPAL = LONGITUDE OF THE DETECTOR (RAD.) 
120C PRATE = SLOHDOHN RATE OF PULSAR (MS./HR.) 
125C C = SPEED OF LIGHT (KM./SEC.) 
130C L,M = START AND STOP TIMES FOR CALCULATIONS (IN MULTIPLES 
13SC OF XX MINUTES), 
140C XX = TIME INCRE~~NT FOR PERIOD CALC. (MINo) 
145C TSUBO = REFERENCE TIME FOR ZERO SLOWDOWN CORRECTION 
150 
155 DOUBLE PRECISION PO, PERIOD 
160 RA = 1.44644 
170 DECL = 0.383681 
180 PO = 331119.230000D-04 
'190 OMEGA = 1.78464 
200 ECL = 0.409279 
210 GSOLON = 1.32325 
220 E = 0.016726 
230 A = 1.49674E+08 
240 RADE '= 6378.417 
242 H = 38.4 
244 VDR = 0.0247 
250 EPER = 3.15581E+07 
260 T = 86164.0 . 
270 ALAT == 0.545'939 
280 RAHS = 1.30463 
290 XLPAL = 1.67115 
300 PRATE,= 1.5217E-06 
I 310· ,C = 299800,0-
320 L '¥.78 
330 H:::: 132 
340 XX = 10. 
350 TSUBO = 15.84167 
352 HRITE ('''',20) PO 
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353 20FORMAT(lX,30HBARYCENTRIC PERIOD AT TSUBO = ,F14.10, 
lX, 5HHSEC.) 
400 VORB == (2.*3014159*A)/(EPER-x-SQRT(1-.-E**2)) 
410 ,TANL = (SIN(DECL)*SIN(ECL) + 'COS(DECL)*COS(ECL)*SIN(RA))/ 
420& (COS_(DECL)-:tCOS (RA» 
430 ALAMB = ATAN(TANL) 
450 COSB = cos (DECL)*COS (RA) /COS (ALAME)", 
470 TERMO = VORB*COS*PO /c __ , 
480 WRITE (" ",60) TERHO ' , 
482 60 FORMAT (IX, 39HMAXIMUM PERIOD CORR., HELlO. TO GEO. = 
483& , FlO. 7, IX, 5HHSEC 0) , 
.490 TERMI = E-l<-SIN(OMEGA - ALAHB) , 
500 TERH2 = (2.*3.14159-x-(RADE+H)/T - VDR)*COS(ALAT)*COS(DECL) 
510C \V = ANG. RATE OF CHANGE IN GSOLON (RAD /HIN) 
520 W = 2.*3.14159/(365.2564*24.*6U) 
530 PROT = TERN2-x-pO/C 
532 WRITE (" ",65) PROT 
534 65 FORHAT(IX,30HPEAK CORR., GEO. TO APPARENT = ,FIO.7,IX; 
535& 5HMSEC.) 
540 TERM3 = RAMS - RA - XLPAL - 3.14159 
550 WRITE (~I ",70) TERH3 
552 70 FORMAT(lX,29HTERN3 (HRANG = TERM3 '+ UT) = ,F8.4,lX, 
7HRADIANS) 
560 WRITE (" ",80) 
562 80 FO&~T(//4X,2HUT,5X,7HCORR. 1,5X,7~CORR. 2,5X,7HCORR. 3, 
563& 5X, 7HDELTA P,5X,6HPERIOD//) 
570 DO 200 I = L,M 
572 SUT = O. 
580 UT = O. 
590 Y = I. 
600 SUT = SUT + 2.*3.14159*Y*XX/1440. 
610 UT = 24.*~UT/(2.*3.14159) , 
620 LUT = UT 
622 ALUT = LUT 
630 XLUT == O. 
640 XLUT = ALUT*100o 
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650 .JFlIT::: XLUT "+ (UT -' ALUT)*60. 
6'60 HRANG::: SUT + TERH3 .. 
6170 DELP1::: -TERHO "*. (SIN(GSOLON+XX*W<·Y - ALANB) - TERH1) 
680 DELP2::: PROT*SIN(HRANG)' . 
690 DELP3::: (UT - TSUBO)*PR~TE 
700 DELP = DELPl + DELP2+ DELP3 
710 PERIOD::: PO + DELP 
720 WRITE (" ",100) JFUT,DELP1,DELP2,DELP3,DELP,PERIOD 
730 100 FORMAT(lX,I6,2X,F10.7,2X,FIO.7,2X,FIO.7,2X,FIO.7,3X 
F12.8) " 
740 200 CONTINUE 
. 800 STOP, 
810 END 
~. . .. 
. .' 
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APPENDIX F 
TIMING UNCERTAINTIES IN THE PULSAR ANALYSIS 
1. Introduction 
In this appendix a discussion of the timing errors 
encountered in performing the present analysis is pr,esented. 
In particular, we will consider two topics, the synchroniza-
tion.accuracy required between the 'synthesized pe~iod signal 
and the pulsar signal, and the error assigned to the absolute 
arrival time of a gamma ray event. The requirement of pre-
cise timing in this method is"so stringent that overly large 
synchronization errors can easily render the results un-
" 
reliable. The magnitude of the uncertainty in knowledge of 
arrival time of a gamma ray event directly affects the amount 
of time detail that can be observed in the final superposition 
results. A large time-of-arrival uncertainty implies very 
little time' resolution, while a small timing error allows one 
to observe finer detail in the pulse profiles. First, we 
shall develop a basic equation used to determine the syn-
chronization accuracy needed in the present analysis. Then, 
timing errors which contribute to the uncertainty in the 
absolute time-of-arrival are presented., 
2. Period Synchronization Requirements 
The superposed epoch analysis method chosen for the 
present pulsar search has been used by numerous investigators 
for analyzing pulsar data. It is by far the most often used 
method for observing the pulsar NP 0532 in the optical and 
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gamma ray bands . This method requires' that artificial syn-
chronism with the period of the object mus.t be achieved and 
Jaintained to a high degree. of accu~acy during the data 
integration time. The importance of maintaining this accu-
rate synchronization can be seen from the following argu-
ments. If the error.in synchronism is given by Ep (time 
error/period), and P is the true pulsar period, at the end 
of the data integration time~ T, there will be an absolute 
time phase shift, 6t, given by 
E T 
i::lt = ...l?... P F-l 
For example, if synchronism is made to a precision of 1 ~s 
per 33 ms period, an integration time of only T = 33 sec 
,. , . 
can be used before the absolute phase has d~ifted by ~ 1 
ms. For longer integration times .this synchronism must be 
maintained to a much higher accuracy, or the resulting phase 
'drifting will create a smeared result. For the present ex-
periment, these considerations imply the following constraints. 
The data integration time span used for.the present analysis 
is 16,739 sec (from l4h 32m Ols UT until 19h 'llm OOs UT). 
In order to keep the phase drift 
we find from equation IV-l that 
for P = 33 ms. The requirement 
~ 1 ms over this time span, 
€ must be ~ 2 ns /period p 
that the total phase shift 
be ~ 1 ms is based on the calculation of the absolute time-
of-arrival error given below. If the data were overlayed 
using the superposition analysis in one long 16,739 sec run, 
period synchronism would have to be maintained to better than 
2 ns/period to keep the absolute phase drift ~ 1 msec during 
the integration time. This resolution implies a required 
. 8 
long term time stability of 7 parts in 10 In the 
present analysis this stability. was provided by the WWV signal 
': ~ , . ' " . 
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recorded, on the magnetic tapes' during the flight. 'Jitte'r in 
the transit times of·themvV signals to Texas does lower the 
basic_timi~g accuracy of the WWV signal as generated at the 
transmitti~g station. Even so, the long-term stability of 
the ffivV signal as received in Texas is more than sufficient 
I ' 
to, p'rovig,e the necessary timing accuracy,. , Note, a1s~ that, 
: l 
c~lcu1atibns using equation F-1 were used to justify the 
subdivision of the mu1tisca1ar analysis' into 32 short runs, 
and also used to calculate the maximum allowable length of 
each run. 
3. Uncertainty in Photon Absolute Time of Arrival 
The absolute arrival time uncertainty is of great 
" .. 
importance because its value determines how detailed a time 
study can be made on the data. In addition, its magnitude 
puts certain design'constraints on the analysis procedure. 
For example, the choice of' alms/bin channel advance rate 
for the mu1tisca1ar was based on an estimate of the accuracy 
with ~lhich an absolute arrival time could be assigned to 
each photon event. In this section this timing accuracy is 
considered. 
The error in measuring the absolute photon arrival 
'times consists of two components, a) a fixed delay, and b) 
a variable component (or jitter). A fixed time ~e1ay ,com-
ponent merely introduces a constant phase shift to all of the 
events and therefore does not affect the present error analy-
sis. The following factors contribute to the variable 
timing error. 
1. The variable conversion time of the flight pulse ' 
height analyzer 
2. The variable delay due to buffer storage and 
periodic data transmission rate 
I 
-I 
I 
- 3. 
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The errors experienced in recording the 80 kHz, 
signal in synchronization to the ffi~V signal 
(including tape recorder speed fluctuntions)~ 
The variable delay in the PHA is due to the photon 
energy dependence of the pulse-height analysis time. The 
conversion time' of an event 'varies fromnl 5 ps for'an event 
in channel 1 to tV 30 ps' 'for a'n event r~quiring ,full scale, 
conversion (256 channels)'." This is" 'true' for conversion on 
both the LER and HER ranges. This del~y is much smaller than 
. .. . . 
the other sources of timing error and was therefore neglected. 
One of the two major sources ·of error is the variable 
delay between entrance of an event ,into the. buffer and its 
transmission to ground. The minimum buffer delay occurs when 
an event is loaded into a completely empty buffer and. is 
, immediately read out upon reaching ,the last stage~ This delay 
- , 
is approximately 15 ps. The maximum delay of 1.1 ms occurs 
when the event fills the buffer and therefore is delayed four 
readout periods (4 x 280 ps/period = 1.1 ms) before being 
transmitted to ground. Any ,delay between these minimum and 
maximum values is allowable. This variable delay gives a 
jitter in the arrival time of events. A measurement of the 
buffer time delay distribution is difficult, but if we assume 
the average to be the mean of the maximum and minimum values 
( NO.5 msec) we can assign a rough timing uncertainty of 
+ 0.5 ms maximum to these buffer effects. The most probable 
error, however, is more likely to be + (0.2 - 0.3) ms because 
the buffer only becomes full a small percentage' of the time. 
The second important source of timing uncertainty 
which affects the assignment of an absolute arrival time to 
an event is the error in synchronization of the 80 kHz oscil-
la'tor sig'nal to the WWV signal. Due to fluctuations in mvv 
signal- transmission and tape recorder speed fluctuations, 
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'there is considerable jitter in the recording of the WWV 
seconds markers. Hhen synchronizing the 80 kHz signa1"to 
,these markers, short term phase fluctuations did occur, but 
efforts wer:e made to hold them to ~ 1.0 ms at any given time. 
This process was hampered by the poor WWV signal which was ' 
/ ' ' 
recorded,:.{>n some sections of the magnetic ,tape. "On ,~ome sec-' 
tions of' the tape the phase synchronism 1;\las in error by more 
than ± 1 ms. These sections were rejected for use in the data 
analysis. 
'It is important to realize that this synchronization 
uncertainty of + 1 ms maximum is independent of the length of 
interval over which the synchronization process was carried out. 
It is a non-accumulative jitter type of effect. Thus the abso-
lute phase error at the end of .10 seconds' could be ~ + 1 ms, 
.. .. .-
and at the end of. 10,000 seconds it would still be ~ + 1 ms. 
Because of its non-accumulative nature, this synchronization 
scheme has poor short -term stability ( N 1 part in 104 over a 
ten second interval) but very good long term stability (~ 1 
part in 2 x 107 for the entire data integration time). It is 
this long term stability that is abso1~tely essential in the 
superposition method of analysis. When the recorded WWV 
signal was strong, synchronization could be maintained to an 
uncertainty of ~ 0.5 ms. This was the case for approximately 
90% of the data interval. Otherwise, the error was >± 0.5 
ms but always < ± 1.0 ms. 
By combining the above two sources of timing error, 
we find that the apparent time of arrival of a photon, as 
recorded on the magnetic tape, is measured with + 0.7 ms 
resolution with an absolute maximum error of + 2.1 ms (ob-
tained by adding the worst case errors of each type). 
An additional timing error which is important is the 
jitter in the phase alignment of the starting time of each 
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run to a precisely known ,~VV second marker. This jitter does 
not .directly affect the assignment of an arrival time to 'each 
-_ event .on the tape and was therefore not included above. But 
-it does introduce a timing uncertainty when the 32 runs are 
superposed to obtain the final phase plot. Its effect is to 
skear-an,otherwise sharp peak appearing'in the data. A 
- . .~ 
measure of this uncertainty was obtained by generating a test 
tape with a 2 ms wide simulated pulsar type signal, as shown 
in Figure F-1. A 1000-second portion of ~his data tape was 
then analyzed using the superposition technique in two ways, 
1) one long 1000-second run was made at the exact simulated' 
pulsar frequency, and 2) the data interval was subdivided 
into ten 100-sec long runs, and each run made at the exact 
simulated pulsar f~equency and superposed', using the computer 
. 
aligning program. The results of these analyses are shown in 
Figure F-lband c. The subdivision into sh~rt runs with the 
resynchronization error at the start of each run has smeared 
the 2 ms wide peak into three or four channels giving it a 
Gaussian-like s~ape. From the results of several of these 
test runs,this particular type of timing uncertainty was 
estimated to be + 0.5 ms maximum. When this effect is combined 
with the absolute arrival time error discussed above, we ob-
tain a total time uncertainty of + 0.9 ms. 
The basic phase resolution of the multiscaling sweep 
process used in the present analysis is'equa1 to ~he width of 
one channel. Because of the + 0.9 ms absolute arrival time 
resolution, alms channel width seemed to provide sufficient 
phase resolution for the analysis and was therefore chosen as 
the basic channel width. In fact, since a + 0.9 ms jitter 
would tend to smear a narrow peak ( ~ 1 ms wide) into two or 
more channels, the final phase plots were obtained by adding' 
adjacent channels in groups of two. This has the effect of 
·i 
-I 
I 
: i 
Figure F-l 
Results of using the pulsar search- technique on simuIat-
- ed pulsar test tape. (a) Parameters of the artificia lly 
generated pulsar signal: a 2 ms wide pulse ~ith a signal-
to-background ratio of SIB N 0.05 •. The signal was 
. generated by gating in random pulses for 2 ms every 
33.112300 ms, on top of a random background signal. 
(b) Phase diagram resulting f~om the pulsar analysis 
when one 1000-second multiscaler run of the data was' 
used. (c) Phase diagram resulting· from the pulsar 
analysis if data is divided into ten 100-second multi-
scaler runs. Smearing and lowering of the peak ampli-
tude compared to (b) is due to errors involved in 
synchronizing the start of each multiscaler run to an 
exact second of absolute time. 
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improving the counting statistics per channel and increasing 
t~e chances of seeing ~ w~~k ~til~~i signal. However, this is 
~chieved at the e~pense ofc'losing detail in the information 
about the time profile of the pulsed signal. 
In summary, we can say that in order to optimize the 
pulsar search, the period synchronization must be,maintained 
to a stability of 2 ns/period or better (7 parts in 108) 
over the complete data interval. Also, the' + 0.9 ms uncer-
. tainty in the knowledge of ,the absolute arrival time of photon 
events indicates that we can expect to obtain only crude pulse 
s~ape structure from the final phase diagrams. 
: 
.. -. 
·/ 
, , 
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